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STYLE
Originally built to be the Normal

School's gymnasium. Waller Hall now

welcomes patrons of Theater By The

Grove and students attending classes.
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PHOTO; Tony Piccioni

Above: The sign above the main en-

trance of the Hadley Union Building

welcomes parents to lUP's annual Par-

ents Day. The November 2 event pro-

vided parents with an opportunity to

experience today's college lifestyle.

Some of the activities included eating

in the dining halls and meeting with

various professors. Right: A group of

lUP students await the beginning of the

Homecoming Parade along Philadel-

phia Street on October 12. Homecom-
ing weekend always draws a supportive

following that includes students, alum-
ni, parents and visitors from the sur-

rounding area.

here certainly is plenty of

diversity at lUP. The .

university community
may appear homogenous

on the surface, but in reality is a

synthesis of thousands of : ,

backgrounds, cultures, beliefs, and
ideas. It becomes difficult to

separate such an incredible

variety of people into precise

categories. Without being able to

recognize the distinct components
that make up lUP in its entirety,

we as a staff faced the problem of

defining the style of the

university. After some
contemplation we discovered that

the diversity of lUP is a style of

its own, a natural style. -Lynda
Bernard and Carl Eakin ^

fe

PHOTO: Scott C Davis
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, Right: The lUP cheerleaders en-

courage a capacity crowd of 8,200
- fans to show their support for the

; home team during the game against
', Clarion. lUP went on to win the

. September 28 contest 41-19, Below:

An uncommon perspective: of a com-
mon scene at lUP. This is but one of
the trees found in the Oak: Grove
which provide an enriched habitat

for the entire campus.

PHCUt*): <;Mii« Ciamw
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•PHOTO: Barriii Sabol

Left: Kill Martinak, a theater major

from Five Points, PA, takes advan-

tage of a rare November heat wave

by relaxing on the steps of Waller

Hall. For many it is difficult to resist

the temptation to be outdoors when
days like these are so few and far

between at this time of year. Below:

The snowfall on a quiet Saturday

morning in early February kept

most residents indoors. Not every-

one, however, was intimidated by

the cold weather. At least one stu-

dent braved the elements to enjoy

the serenity.

:i J"*



Below IL'1*\ annual Diversity Day
provides btudents with the opportu

nity to become acquainted with a

multitude of cultures. Each year

university enrollment indudes stu-

detits from more than 60 countries.

These students are modeling the

traditional dress of theit- native

land. Right: Jack Creech, a fresh-

man linebacker frOm Mitigo Junc-

tion, Ohio, scored one of the touch-

downs in the November 2 game
against Millersville. lUP went on to

be victorious m the game with a d

iial 'H'ore of 47-1).

/IPHWP; Tdny Cici,toi»i PHOrq- T&l^pif^oia-

The countless hours of practice and
unmeasurable dedication come shining

through every time lUP's marching
band performs. Known as "The Beast

of the East" the band has carried the

lUP legend to such far away places as

Paris, France.

6 The Oak



L«ft: Sitting in the Oak Grove with a

friend is one of many ways to pass

the time between studying and more
studying. The time together oft«n

means more than the topic of discas-

sion- Below: The bell tower atop

Sutton Hall is easily the most recog-

nized symbol of lUP. A renderingx)f

the tower can be found on every-

thing from alumni license, plates to

notebooks and pencils.

PHOra T<my fjuxn:-
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PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Most students will agree that living

in a dorm is an integral part of their

college memories. A warm spring day in

early March provided students with a

chance to leave their rooms hehind to

enjoy the outdoors with their neigh-

bors. Pictured here from the top are:

John Ulmer, Nick Verna, Brian Rush,

Alycia Schaefer, Jennifer Shick, Rob
Potts, Karen Molengraft, Melanie
Burkhardt, Andrew Harmony. Right:

Reviewing her notes a final time an

hour before an accounting test, Debbie

Cross, a junior in Hotel and Restaurant

Management from Indiana, PA, takes

advantage of a quiet window seat in

Stapleton Library.

o university can operate

^^<JJ/^ without teachers, classes

^^A^ and Hbraries, yet these

things mean nothing if

the student community is not

present. These people give the

campus life with their activity,

and in their absence, we are left

with simply buildings. The
population of lUP is especially

unique due to its diversity and
individuality. The student body's

combination of personalities and
lifestyles is what makes the style

of the university simple yet

interesting, and the students

diverse in their paths yet oriented

around similar goals. lUP's
maintenance of this natural style

makes our universtiy unlike any
other. -Lynda Bernard ^

PHOTO; Tony Piccioni ^^
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Despite the dismal weather,

it didn't rain on our parade.
Much preparation was put

into Homecoming this year.

People were lobbying votes

for weeks ahead of time,

hoping that their

representatives would be

crowned King and Queen.

This year's homecoming
royalty were Chris Hesting

and Jill Gaines. They were

sponsored by Alpha Gamma
Delta and the Beast of the

East, the I.U.P. Marching

Band.
The theme this year was

"I.U.P. Goes Looney." This

theme was well represented in

the floats for the parade.

Work was started on the

floats up to two weeks before

Homecoming Day. First place

was awarded to ZTA and the

Phi Delts for their float

depicting the Smurfs, while

second place went to Alpha

Omega Pi and Delta Sigs for

their float representing

various Looney Tune
characters. Other floats

included: Garfield, Snorks,

Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles, The Far Side,

Jetsons, Flintstones, Winnie
the Pooh, Calvin & Hobbes,

Popeye, and Yogi Bear.

On the whole, everyone had

a very enjoyable and safe

homecoming. Alumni and

The football team wasn't the only

winner Homecoming Day Chris Hes-

tin and Jill Gaines were crowned
Homecoming King & Queen for 1991-92

in the presence of more than 10,000 en-

thusiastic fans. Members of the court

are. lUP Campus King Chris Hesti'n

and Quetn -lill Gaines; .John Ness and
Annamarie (a: fpllani, runners-up; Tim
Paxton and Lisa L. khimer of the Kit-

taning Campus; Adar Lane and Mi-
chele Cacko of the Punxsutawney Cam-
pus.

parents were very impressed

with students' behavior, and

visitors commented on the

friendly, out-going atmosphere

at lUP. Here is what some
students had to say about

experiencing their first

homecoming:

"I had a blast at the Phi

Kappa Theta house with my
boyfriend, Dave! I had a great

view of the parade from

Fraternity Row..."

-Amy Reigh

"Homecoming at I.U.P. is

the best weekend out of the

whole year. It is so exciting

with the parade, the big

football game, and all the

partying at night. People from

all over come for this event

and the weekend is one big

massive party."

-Michele DuBois

"I feel the Homecoming

game was a huge success! I

liked the idea of the alumni

coming back. I think it is

great that they want to visit

after they graduate.

Homecoming night was

awesome! I hope all

Homecoming nights are going

to be like the one I

experienced!"

-Susan Comptaron

Partying was, for some, the

first order of the night. But
for those who did not want to

drink, there was dancing as

well as non-alcoholic drinks at

Steady Mix. Also, the

Activities Board was giving a

showing of "The Doors" and
the play "Extremities".

For many, returning to

their rooms Saturday night

was the end of homecoming,
while others continued to

enjoy and celebrate the

weekend well into the next

week. Everyone said that they

thought this was the best

homecoming weekend ever. -

Kristina Hoffman \^
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[>eft: Homecoming Day provided an ex-

cellent opportunity for students and

alumni to show their support for ll'P.

Friendship and enthusiasm are com-
mon elements found not only among
those who participated in the parade,

but among those who watched as well.

Below: Quarterback Tony Alucci led

the team to a 47-0 victory over Ship-

pensburg on Oct. 12 with the support of

a capacity crowd. The team went on to

compete in the NCAA Division II Na-

tional Championship after an impres-

sive 12-0 season.

PHOTO Bill Muhalik

''What did
you do dur-
ing Home-
coming in-

stead of
tailgat-

^ mg 9^'

PrivateParty
38%

Other 34%
Went to Game

20%
Went Uptown

8%
100 People Randomly Surveyed

PHOTO: Oak .Archives



Below: Among the many participants in

the Homecoming Parade, Interim Pres-

ident Dr. Charles Fuget cruised along

the parade route to welcome all specta-

tors. Right: The floats have always been

one of the highlights seen in the parade,

and this year was no exception. Only

those who construct these masterpieces

can attest to the hours of hard work

these projects demand. These creations

were both welcomed and appreciated.

Above: Homecoming is always a prime

opportunity for students to promote
their lUP spirit. The sisters of Delta

12 The Oak



Left: Zcla Tau Alpha and Phi Delta

Theta's collective efforts were rewarded

with a first-place recognition in the

float competition this year. Their re-

creation of a smurf village appealed to

spectators of all ages. Below: An Indi-

ana family bundles up against the chill

that accompanied this year's Home-
coming weekend. The day's tempera-

ture barely reached a damp 50 degrees.

PHOTO: Bill Muhalik

PHOTO: Scott C D»vi8

Two warm smiles and a couple balloons

are all these young spectators needed to

enjoy the otherwise overcast afternoon.

Homecoming 13



Let's face it, everyone needs

to get away.
Almost anywhere in

Indiana, one can spot a

student scurrying here or

there, talking to friends or

simply enjoying the weather -

when it's nice. But where are

the habitual "hangouts" that

students are so fond of and

why?
Within the scope of the Oak

Grove there are quite a few.

Besides the Oak Grove itself

(which is practically

irresistible on a warm spring

day), the other hangouts

include the Stapleton Library

and the steps in front of

Leonard Hall - even before

8:00 a.m.! It's nearly

impossible to walk by either

of these places and not see

students standing around to

talk about the latest

controversy in The Penn, the

forthcoming weekend, their

classes, professors, or just life

in general.

Once outside the Oak
Grove, there is still a whole

lot going on. The HUB is

constantly teeming with

students and faculty. The
Hub Rock Cafe (especially in

between classes!) has a wide

screen television set so

everyone can get caught up on

their favorite soaps.

Fraternity Row has a more
playful electricity all it's own.

The guys are always hanging

around, playing some
basketball, listening to music,

or just soaking in the sun.

On the other side of

campus, Cogswell Lounge is

buzzing with people, and
Sheetz, right down the street,

practically has a revolving

door - day and night.

Indiana Mall, small but

efficient, is a fun place to get

away and do a little shopping;

whether it be for a new
compact disc or a Halloween
costume at Spencer's.

Likewise for Regency Mall; a

change of scenery and a place

to get away - but not too far

away!

It's exciting to be part of

the hustle and bustle of the

lUP community. It's a home
away from home to many,
especially to those who enjoy

being caught up in the energy

that flows from every hangout

on campus. Those who like it

quiet and away from the

chaos - well, they have a

place, too. Overall, the

environment of lUP suits the

needs of all its students. For

those who aren't satisfied, I'm

sure you'll find your own
special place that will soon

make its mark on the hangout

list. -Lynn Komorowski f

PHOTO: Darrin Sabol

Unwinding is an essential part of col-

lege life. This entertainer relieves ten-

sion while amusing students who are

passing through the Oak Grove.
PHOTO; Tony Piccioni

Busy students are always looking for a

convenient place to get their work done.

Scott Macher and -Jeff Havens hit the

books in the downstairs lounge of the

Hadley Union Building.

''Where
are you
most
likely to

spend
your
time out
of class?

Room/
Apartment

48%
Other 26%
HUB 17 %o

Sport-
s/Athletics

8%
Oak Grove

1%
100 People Randomly Surveyed

JLi^-kiW^li
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PHOTO: Bill Muhaiik

Left: Students at lUP do more than just

have fun outside. Belinda Spangler

finds a peaceful spot to do some reading

between classes. Above: Free time for

some students often means work time

for others. For years. Kangaroos has

been a popular place to hang out as well

as a source of employment for many
lUP students. Top: Pictured from top

left to bottom right: Jeff Gunter, Kevin

Keilman, Tom Henvi, Tammy Kirsch,

Tammi Little, Erin Roos, Val Simpson,

Lisa Shackett, and Jeremy Stephan.

They spent an afternoon hanging out

together at the house on the corner of

West Avenue and 8th Street. Early

March gave the lUP community a pre-

spring break chance to get some sun

while spending time with their friends.

Hangouts 15
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PHOTO: Bill Muhalik

Top: Members of Delta Tau Delta cele-

brate brotherhood at Al Patti's in up-

town Indiana. Heading uptown is often

the choice made by those attempting to

escape campus if only for one night.

Above: Eating out is a popular alterna-

tive for students who prefer to avoid

the campus dining halls or their own
kitchens. When budgets permit, many
venture uptown to establishments such

as Isaac's, where they will be greeted

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

and waited on by fellow lUP student,

Kevin Sheaffer. Right: Getting away

from campus can often be a good way to

clear a busy student's mind or for

friends to spend a little time together

out of the room. As is typical of a lot of

lUP students with some spare time.

Lynn Szybist and Dutch roommate Al-

exandra Wessels stroll uptown to check

out new store items or browse around

for that special something.
PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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''What
makes
your fa-
vorite bar,
your fa-
vorite
bar?"

We all march uptown to the

beat of a different drum.

Friends 35%
Atmosphere

27%
Other 18%,
Entertainment

16%c
Price 4 %
100 People Randomly Surveyed

Anyone who's been at lUI' for longer

than two weeks knows that uptown
means bars. Kanjjaroo's, Wollendale's,

Al Patti's, Coney Island and H.B. Cul-

pepper's - they all have something to

offer to a college crowd. After spending

a hectic day at classes, a lot of studetns

go uptown to get some food and meet
friends, as well as quench their thirsts.

"I go to the Coney," said Ivor Wood, a

senior safety science major. "It's a re-

laxed atmosphere, and if I'm paying for

my beer, I want it in a glass, not a plas-

tic cup. They also have the only dart

competition in Indiana."

Senior dietetics major Nina Cortese

likes to go to Kangaroo's and Wolfen-
dale's on weekends because that is

where her friends are. "But we go to

Culpepper's or the Gingerbread Man to

eat wings and talk," Cortese explained.

Dave Phillips, a junior criminology

major, said he goes to Coney Island oc-

casionally because "you don't have to

fight the crowds there." But most of the

time he frequents H.B. Culpepper's be-

cause he works there. "It's that 'Cheers

Syndrome,'" explained Phillips, a

member of Alpha Tau Omega fraterni-

ty. "Everybody knows my name there."

Senior business major Sean Sawyer
said he likes to go to both Coney Island

and Culpepper's because they are "laid

back" and draw the type of clientle, he

prefers. Sawyer said his favorite eatery

is Isaac's. "Hell yes! That's the spot,"

Sawyer exclaimed. "They have great

— VV J.-

food. It costs a lot, but it's worth it."

"I like the Coney because it has a laid
back atmosphere," said Mary Ellen
Sayre, a senior biology/pre-veterinarian
major. Sayre said she also likes to eat at
Isaac's and enjoys shopping at the Book
Nook.

"I go to The Rose Inn because they
have great wings," said Themis Deme-
triades, a senior safety science major
from Cyprus. "I also like Coney Island
because it's quiet.

"I go to them all," sophomore crimi-

nology major Mark Zetts said about the
bars uptown. "But I like Coney Island

and Culpepper's the most because they
aren't as crowded, and they don't have
as many ignorant people in them. I like

the atmosphere better." Zetts said he
likes to eat at Isaac's because it's the
best place I've eaten since I've been
here."

"I lift at JT's because it has the best

facilities in Indiana," explained junior

interior design major Scott Yelverton.

He said he likes to eat at both Kim
Moon and Coyne's Pub, which is near
the Holiday Inn. Yelverton, a member
of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, said

anytime he needs to buy flowers, he
goes to The Mountain Greenery. Like-

wise, he frequents Indiana True Value
Hardware because "they've got the best

prices on stuff and they are the only
store that carries fussball players. "I go
to Kangaroo's because it's a big bar and
I know a lot of people there," Yelverton
added. "And I go to Al Patti's because I

like the drink specials."

At some point in their college career,

every lUP student has strolled down
Philadelphia Street. Be it in search of

food or drink, entertainment or friends,

or maybe just because they are lost or

bored, students keep Indiana shop own-
ers busy and in business. The "Up-
town" Tradition continues...

-Amy Adams

i

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Above: Philadelphia Street is the fami
iar site of shops, restaurants, apart-

ments, traffic and students. Not far

from campus, this section of Indiana is

perfect for leisurely window-shopping,
a trip to the bank, a quick bite to eat or
last-minute purchases.

Above: Uptown Indiana offers the op-

portunity to get away from campus and
blow off some steam. For many stu-

dents, exercise is the preferred way to

relieve stress. They can do all this at a

number of places including Yoseracks,

ICAC and J.T.'s fitness centers.

Uptown 17



Everybody has them,

but nobody wants them.
From the first day of high

school, most students begin to

look forward to and plan for

their college years. As we all

know, this involves more than

just deciding where to go and
choosing a major; with any
university comes cost. Every

student encounters the cost of

tuition, books, a place to live,

a meal plan and most
importantly to most, fun

money.
It always seems that the

paychecks, tax refunds, gift

money and friendly donations

students try so diligently to

save for college disappear

faster than they can count

them. From the moment the

first tuition bill arrives, many
studetns begin to ration their

savings to ensure that

everything from their housing

fees to weekend tabs will be

covered.

Those students who believe

their money will last forever

quickly learn that there is

more to spend it on than they

thought. This leaves a

seemingly impoverished

student with a few choices.

They can make what little

they have go a long way, they

can bribe their parents for

cash with the promise of

coming home more often, or

Far Right: The restaurants that sur-

round campus provide a variety of al-

ternatives to the dining halls. Eating

out is just one of the expenses for which

many studetns budget their limited in-

comes. Amy Jobe earns her spending

money working at one of those popular

off-campus eateries. Right: One of the

first expenses a new or returning stu-

dent encounters is the purchase of

books and supplies. Not only do stu-

dents face the crowds at the bookstore

to find the textbooks they need, they

usually pick up a variety of other items

while they wait in the check-out line.

they can admit defeat and

begin the job search so many
students have gone through.

Often the only drawback to

acquiring cash, however, is

that the more we have, the

more we spend.

Where do students spend

their money? Let us count the

ways... Probably the most

obvious place that students

spend their money is at the

Co-Op bookstore and the

Book Exchange. Every

semester begins with a

shopping spree for books,

notebooks, pencils, pens,

highlighters, art supplies, and

the list goes on. Although the

majority of students could

think of other ways to spend

their hard earned cash, (or

perhaps their parents'), it is

needed to buy books.

After the books have been

purchased and stashed in

some unseen dark corner, the

little savings left over can go

to a number of worthwhile

purchases. For example, the

numerous pizzas delivered, the

late night snacks at Denny's,

the countless "Made To
Order's" from Sheetz, movie

rentals for quiet nights at

home, the highly inflated beer

and drink prices at the local

bars, the two or three dollar

weekend parties, and last but

not least, for some, the

infinite packs of cigarettes.

Everywhere in Indiana, on

or off-campus, the cashiers are

pounding away at the

registers. A purchase, a sale, a

discount, or whatever the

case, money is always

changing hands. Although we
are aware that money does

not grow on trees, the

students at lUP are the first

to "pick the fruit before it is

ripe". Some students are more

thrifty than others because

they may have bills to pay,

weekly groceries to buy, or

have tuition and rent

payments due, and they often

pocket the green and use the

plastic instead.

Whatever situation you may
find yourself in, remember it

is better to be thrifty than

flat broke. -Remy Bibaud ^
^

'0
w

PHOTO: Tim Fazio
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Left: The laundry always seems to need
to be done when funds are low. While
many students are able to take their

laundry home to mom on weekends,
some are stuck with doing it themselves

at a friend's or at one of the local laun-

dromats with any spare change. Stu-

dents have even been seen doing their

laundry as late as midnight, getting

their favorite outfit ready to wear for

the weekend.

Below: For these students fortunate

enough to own automobiles, gasoline

and upkeep become an added expense
that can stretch any budget to the

breaking point. The number of vehicles

on campus represents a very mobile
student body at lUP.

PHOTO: Tim Fazic

''What
things do
students
spend
money

other 47%
Food 20%
School/Books

13%
Beer 11%>
Entertainment

9%
100 People Randomly Surveyed

om9^'
PHOTO: Cassie Cramer



Not just another place

to keep your stuff.

For the students who cannot

commute to college, their dorms,

houses or apartments near

campus become their new homes
and are almost always creatively

personalized to represent the

inhabitants inside. Of the 14,000

students at lUP, approximately

half of them decided to live on

campus, while the other half

either lived around it or drove to

campus every day from home.

The entire student body, at one

time or another, has expressed

definite preferences concerning

where they like and do not like

to live.

Some of the students living in

the residence halls said they

chose to live there because they

wanted to be close to their

friends, avoid paying utilities and
liked the security of the dorms.

Other residents, however, disliked

on-campus housing because they

had to obey floor quiet hours and
visitation regulations, and were

required to purchase a meal plan.

Residence hall occupants were

most commonly heard

complaining about the lack of

privacy and wishing they each

had their own bathroom.

Living off campus has become
increasingly more popular,

illustrated by the large number of

^^u^-^r^i^

lUP students moving out of the

residence halls earlier that they

have in the past. Reasons for its

popularity include residents being

able to make their own rules, the

unnecessary meal plan and living

with whomever they choose. In

addition, off-campus students

said they enjoy the privacy they

missed living in the dorms. As in

any living arrangement, though,

there are some aspects seen as

disadvantages, which includes off-

campus living at lUP. Dislikes

most often mentioned by off-

campus students are paying rent,

hidden costs and having to do
their own housekeeping.

Several students opted to

commute from home instead of

living on or near campus. The
purpose of this decision was
economy- they would rather live

at home than pay room and
board at lUP. The enjoyment of

actually getting away from

campus at the end of the day
served to support a student's

decision to live away from

campus. Many commuters also

found studying an easier task at

home as opposed to a busy

campus. Disadvantages for

commuters included gas expenses,

feeling out of touch with campus
life and the headache of finding a

place to park every day.

No matter where students

prefer to live, it is probable that

it took a semester or two for

them to discover the living

arrangements they prefer. lUP
and the community around it

attempt to accomodate all

students by offering them
residence halls, on- and off-

campus apartments and houses.

They bargain for students'

business with lower rents,

included utilities, laundry

facilities or monthly rates.

Most lUP students have

discovered, however, that

regardless of where they live,

even a temporary home can be

made within any four walls. -

Kristina Hoffman j^
9"

How many
lUP students

live on cam-
pus, off cam-
pus, or com-
mute?

Off campus 37%
On campus 33%
Commute 30%

Courtesy OHRL/Campus Police

f^f^

Above: Jen (Iroffand Gwen Fry found
the formidable task of doing dishes was
made easier by helping each other.

Right: After only a few short weeks,

each residence hall room begins to take
on a unique look as the resident deco-
rates to suit their taste.

20 The Oak
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Top: The American Red Cross made
several customary visits to the campus
this year. A multitude of students vol-

unteered both ineir time and their

blood with the hope that they may
someday help someone. Above; By do-

nating their time and patience, lUP's
Big Brothers and Big Sisters attempt to

lend support to children who need it.

The program's objective is to provide
good role models for the children and
give them someone to talk to and to

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

spend time with. Right: lUP's chapter

of Habitat for Humanity began two
years ago with a goal of providing de-

cent, affordable housing for those who
cannot provide it for themselves. The
members of this international Christian

ministry held meetings to discuss a va-

riety of ideas including new approaches
and possible changes in the program.
During Spring Break 1992 the group
helped build a home in Baltimore,

Maryland.

*<
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iiWhy do
stu-
dents
help
other
stu-
dents?''

Personal Satis-
faction 67%
Experience 17%
Group Project

10%>
Work Study 6%>

100 People Randomly Surveyed

Help is available -

all you have to do is ask.
Students at lUP participate in

various university empkiyments that

have one thing in common - helping

other students.

Academic help, career and academic
planning, Big Brothers and Sisters

and support to victims of domestic
violence are services available to

students at lUP.

The Learning Center, staffed by
undergraduate paraprofessionals,

offers free tutoring and study skills

assistance to lUP students.

Tutors at the Learning Center have
an above average academic record and
have completed a three credit

training course. This course prepares

the tutors to provide guidance for

other students who encounter various

degrees of academic problems and are

seeking help.

In conjunction with the training

course, tutors meet regularly with a

faculty member throughout the

semester and concentrate on problems
that students in their specific major
encounter.

Workshops are offered at the

Learning Center as well. They include

time management, general study

skills, notetaking, reading effiently

and math anxiety.

The Writing Center, located in

Eicher Hall, is staffed by English

graduates and undergraduates. The
center provides word processors and
advice on writing. The staff is

available to proofread papers, help

M^SnîiiL limMtmr^msJiSMak

with grammar and spelling, and to

point out areas that need

improvement.
The Big Brothers and Sisters

program is a non- profit organization

funded by the LInited Way of Indiana

County and the Student Co-op
association. Bigs are volunteers

committed to improving the life of a

child in the area. The children are

between the ages of 5 and 15. Most
come from single parent homes and
need a positive adult role model. lUP
students who volunteer as Bigs make
a one year committment to the

program and meet with their Littles

at least once a week. Group activities

are also held for all Bigs and Littles.

The Graduate School Admissions

office is located in Stright Hall and
aids undergraduates in processing

their files and helping them enter the

lUP graduate program.

Tracy Griffith, a business education

major, works at the admissions office.

She answers questions about

scheduling, graduate program
requirements, assistantships and any
problems related to lUP graduate

programs.

"We constantly keep in contact

with perspective graduate students

and inform them of everything they

need to know," she said.

The Alice Paul House is a shelter

and counseling center for adult

victims of domestic violence and
sexual assault. They offer free and
confidential services including a 24-

hour crisis hotline, support groups,

community education, prevention

progams and general information.

lUP students who volunteer in this

program are trained for .several weeks

and then begin their work at the

Alice Paul House. -Rebeca Marton

r
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Every student is forced to endure se-

mester registrations or drop/add more
than once in their college careers. These

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Ticket booths are a common and inte-

gral part of any football game. Senior

Kelly Greene, working with the lUP
athletic department, has seen thou-

sands of spectators pass through the

Miller Stadium gates.

sometimes greuling processes are often

eased and simplified by sympathetic

fellow students working in Sutton Hall.

Students Helping Students 23



If you want a good time

look no further
It may be a common thought

among new university students

that when classes are over for the

week, they are on their own when it

comes to finding something fun to

do. Those students soon discover,

however, that there are several or-

ganizations on campus who are

committed to bringing a variety of

plays, comedians and bands to

lUP. These events provided hours

of entertainment for students who
decided to stay close to home and
not to spend a fortune.

Throughout the academic year,

there were several plays presented

for all types of audiences. One of

the earliest was "Extremities".

Eight performances beginning Oc-

tober 10 were seen at Theater by

the Grove in Waller Hall. This play

focused on sexual abuse, rape and
the victim's revenge on her at-

tacker. All of the performances

were well-executed and received

reviews that signified its success.

"All Our Black Men are Dying
and Nobody Seems to Care", co-

hosted by the Black Cultural Cen-

ter, combined humor with drama
in a presentation designed to ad-

dress the plight of black men to-

day. Its primary focus was on the

inaccuracy of all stereotypes. In re-

sponse to this unique play. "What
About Black Women?" was
brought to campus as a Six o'clock

Series segment. This play attempt-

ed to stimulate dialouge about

black women and stereotypes. It

was just as much an wducational

lUP's Symphony Band and Wind En-

semble began their 1991-92 season play-

ing selections from Ralph Vaughin Wil-

liams and Richard Wagner. This
October 15 concert received praise and

admiration setting the tone for the re-

mainder of their season.

success as its predicessor.

Fisher Auditorium was the site

of the February 19 production of

"Driving Miss Daisy". This popu-

lar presentation, sponsored by the

Artist Series, was taken advantage

of by all kinds of students who wit-

nessed the heart-warming and en-

tertaining story that led to the

making of the award-winning
movie.

The serious overtones of these

productions were lightened by co-

medians who told stories, danced,

sang and even played quitar to

make their audiences smile and
laugh. Sponsored by the Activities

Board, these acts provided inex-

pensive evenings of fun and relax-

ation. The students could easily re-

late to the anecdotes about politics,

the opposite sex, parents and, of

course, college life; which is cer-

tainly something to laugh about

sometimes.

For those students who wanted

to add more music to their lives,

they did not have to go much far-

ther than Fisher Auditorium or the

HUB. All kinds of taste were con-

sidered when the Activities Board

and the University Concert Com-
mittee, along with other campus
organizations, hosted such acts as

Lipstik, Lennonspecs, Salt 'n 'Pepa,

John Cafferty and the Beaver
Brown Band. Mark Eddie, Mikhail

Yanovitsky, C&C Music Factory.

Harry Belafonte and many more.

Attendants were treated to hard

rock, blues, reggae, rap, classical

and calypso. Even the most limited

musical thirsts were quenched by

at least one of the dozens of perfor-

mances offered on campus
throughout the entire school year.

Many lUP students did more
than just attend campus perfor-

mances- they organized, choreo-

graphed, danced, sang and acted in

them. lUP's Symphony Band and
Wind Ensemble, the Concert
Dance Company and Theater by

the Grove participants all present-

ed their skills and talents to the

rest of the campus community.
There was undoubtedly more

than enough to do at lUP this year.

If students could not find anything

entertaining to do in September, it

is certain that, by May, weekly cal-

endars were as busy as lUP stages.

-

Lynda Bernard
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Below: Storyteller Gerald Kierst spun

tales of horror for a crowded HUB mul-

tipurpose room the night before Hal-

loween. He has rediscovered the art of

storytelling and said his favorite stories

are the ones that really happened. Far

Left: March 7 brought Harry Belafonte

to a sold-out Fisher Auditorium. The
room echoed with the Calypso sounds

that made his album the first in history

to sell more than one million copies.

Left: Freedom Williams, lead singer for

C&C Music Factory, entertains an ex-

cited capacity crowd at Fisher Auditori-

um. The band's performance on campus
November 4, 1991 was a presentation of

the University Concert Committee.

PHOTO Tracey Ryan

PHOTO Thrissy Zirngihl PHOTO: Chrissy ZimgibI

The four most popular AB events

1. Bands
2. Comedians
3. Movies
4. Pre-exam Jam

PHOTO: Chrissy ZirngibI



Almost every lUP student has

heard of Campus Recreation Services,

but few know of the diverse activities

CRS offers at minimal or no cost.

"Our main goal is to try to give a

cross-sectional recreational program

for all students on campus," said CRS
director Chuck Conrad. CRS operates

not only a recreation and fitness

center, but also a marina, skiing

facilities and student trips each

sememster.

CRS provides its most widely used

programs in the recreation center at

the HUB. This center has a fitness

area that houses nautilus equipment,

Airdyne bikes, computerized step

machines and other exercise

equipment. Personal fitness trainers

and nutritional counselors are also

available on request. Each week

approximately 3,000 to 4,000 students

participate in daily aerobics classes,

and, as if that weren't enough, there

are a number of pool and pingpong

tables and three voUeyball/walleyball

courts. All of this, plus equipment

and saunas are available to I-card

holders for free.

For skiing enthusiasts and even

those who want to learn to ski, CRS
operates 10 miles of cross country

trails, as well as beginner and
intermediate down-hill slopes at the

Co-op Recreation Park, approximately

two miles from campus. Rental

equipment is provided for a small fee,

The only ticket you

need is your I-card.
students with "the opportunity to try

and lessons are given for $1 Saturday

and Sunday mornings.

In addition to the ski trails, the

recreation park also has a lodge, a ski

hut, two regulation-size Softball fields,

a fishing pond, toboggan slopes, sand

volleyball courts, a pavilion, a

recently refurbished archery range

and walking and hiking trails. "A lot

of people come out to do nothing

more than their homework or curl up

in front of the fireplace," said

Conrad. "It's a nice way to get away

from the school atmosphere."

During the entire summer and the

fall semester, CRS operates lUP's

own boating marina at Yellow Creek

State Park, 12 miles from campus. It

is equipped with sailboats, canoes,

windsurfers and catamarans, all of

which can be rented. CRS provides

free transportation to the marina, free

boating lessons, a sand volleyball

court and a picnic area. Both the

marina and the ski operation provide

students with "the opportunity to try

these sports and see if they like

them," Conrad said.

CRS also gives students the chance

to "get away" from school. For

example, CRS organizes a weekend
trip to Niagra Falls and a

dinner/dancing cruise on the Gateway

Clipper in Pittsburg each semester in

addition to other activities and trips.

Conrad described CRS as "unlike

any other program on campus"
because it is student-oriented and at

the same time run almost completely

by students. CRS employs

approximately 54 work/study students

who give sailing and skiing lessons,

instruct aerobics classes and maintain

boating and fitness equipment.

Additionally, students are responsible

for keeping CRS facilities open on

weekends.

Campus Recreation Services are

completely funded by the Activities

Fee, which means that all of its

facilities are actually owned by lUP
students. Anyone with a validated I-

card can participate in these

programs and use the equipment.

CRS provides an excellent way for

students to take advantage of

recreational, relaxing and fitness

activities while at the same time

getting the most out of their tuition

dollars. -Amy Adams ^

The five

most pop-
ular ac-
tivities

offered
by CRS.

Aerobics

Nautilus

Raquetball
Sailing

Snow skiing

Courtesy of CRS

PHOTO: Cnsie Cramer

For those individuals who enjoy an oc-

cassional raquetball game, CRS offers

three courts in the Hadley Union
Building. Normally the courts are

booked from early morning until the

building closes at 11 p.m.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Belonging to a team interest many peo-

ple but not everyone has the time to

commit to a varsity sport. When that is

the case, lUP offers a variety of intra-

mural sports such as volleyball, basket-

ball and soccer.
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Top: In addition to the raquetball

courts, CRS offers a variety of exercise

facilities and equipment including

Stairmasters and Nautilus. Students

can also rent equipment for such things

as skiing, camping and sailing. Left:

These Tri-Halls residents take advan-

tage of the warm weather to squeeze in

a game of pick-up solleyball. Above:

The lounge of Stewart Hall is a popular

place to kill time on weekends or in

between classes. The lounges in most

residence halls house pool tables, ping

pong tables and a television.

Campus Recreation 27
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Top: Black Greek organizations are as

much a part of lUP as football and
homecoming. Two sisters of the Zeta

Phi Beta sorority worked at the student

opportunities fair to recruit new mem-
bers. Above: As part of acknowledging

ethnic diversity on campus, these stu-

PHOTO: Shayla Morris

dents are performing a dance native to

their Indian heritage during the Mr.

ISC competition. Right: Diversity Day
1992 included an international fashion

show featuring students in their tradi-

tional ethnic garb.
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The racial

breakdown
of full-time

lUP students

White 91%
Black 5%
Asian 3%
Hispanic 1%
Courtesy of Registrars Office

A melting pot of cultures

from all around the world.
Indiana University "I Pennsylvania

can be described as one big melting;

pot. Students from all over the globe

have traveled to lUP in search of a

diverse education and to share their

culture with Americans and other

immigrants. One of the positive

things about coming to a university

with so many types of people is that

students get to experience first-hand

the benefits of living in a

multicultural society. Learning more
about other students' cultures helps

to shape a person's outlook on life

and helps them to communicate with

people who are different. Most
studetns who come in contact with

people from a different background

make lasting friendships. Surprisingly,

many foreign students chose to come
to American schools for that reason,

according to a survey done by the

Oak. One Asian-American student

wrote that she got to learn more
about her Japanese heritage by
communicating with Japanese
exchange students. A senior from
Butler, Pa. wrote that until coming to

RIP, he had never had any contact

with black or Chinese persons, but

the two of his best friends are of

those ethnic groups. One African

student wrote that she enjoyed

learning about the social structures

that exist in America, especially that

between blacks and whites, whereas

in her own country, that type of

thing is not encouraged. The students

\!1W

who voted in favor of attending a

diverse university but felt they lost

the most in terms of ethnic awareness

were black students. Of the 10 black

students polled, most felt that the

disadvantage to attending a

predominantly white college was that

yes, they got to meet a diverse range

of people, but there are not enough

programs and classes that promote

ethnic awareness. The curriculum,

one student wrote, was one of

eurocentricity, not just against black

students, but against Native

Americans and Hispanics, and fails to

offer students a view of other cultures

who have been in this one. Black

student leaders had mixed feelings

about the education that they

received, and the lack of culture that

many of their black peers needed, yet

weren't being exposed to. For

example. Black Greek Council

President Danella Nash said that her

goal as a black student leader was to

try to do as much for students as she

can, and to find out what the needs

of black greeks are. Nash also

mentioned that contrary to what
most white students believe, racism in

the classroom does exist. "Some
professors do lend to stereotype black

students in their classes with their

own opinions and experiences. When
they see eight out of ten black

students acting unruly, then they see

one black in their class, sometimes

they automatically think that that

one student is like that." Nash also

stated that although there are black

organizations on campus, students

don't always take advantage of them.

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity brother

Maurice Lucas commented that there

is a problem on campus between

blacks. "There is not really a

relationship between blacks on this

campus. Sometimes when people

choose to associate with students of

other cultures, say white for example,

they no longer are considered to be

'black' by their black peers and that's

a shame."
Most students from various

American cultures said that they felt

that the education and student

atmosphere here at ILIP is one of the

best, and one that they'll remember

for years to come. -Donna Butler

>»-
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George and Dr.Carolyn Princess.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Lorelynne Jones and Pernell Wright

talk about class work in the Oak Grove

between classes. Minority Students 29



Top: First runner-up Tarsha K. Hatch-
er, Miss Black lUP 1992 Vanessa Mau-
reen Jeter and second runner-up Nava
Adams-Hilton display the fruits of

their efforts after the competition. The
pageant was held in the HUB multi-

purpose room on April 12. Above: Kris-

PHOTO: Tracey Ryan

tine Hartley, a math education major,

was crowned 1992's Miss lUP. Hartley

also won the Special Talent .Award for

scoring highest in the individual talent

category. Reflecting on her victory.

Hartley stated, "I never thought I'd

30 The Oak

Linda Chiaraluna. a senior journalism

major from Pittsburgh, danced to a

number from the Broadway musical

"Cats" in the Miss lUP talent competi-

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

tion. She was sponsored by Sigma Phi

Epsilon and won second runner-up fol-

lowing the event.



What is

the most
important
criteria for

selecting
Mr. /Miss
lUP?

Personality

Active on
Campus 23%
Appearance
13%
Talent 9%
Other 16%

100 People Randomly Surveyed

Singing and dancing -

all the way to a title

Each fall, talented students

compete for the honor of

representing the male
population of lUP. This year

eight men sang, danced and
performed for Alpha Gamma
Delta's 12th annual Mr. lUP
title.

Scott Cesare, a junior MIS
major, captured the overall

competition. Cesare, a

member of Pi Kappa Phi, was
sponsored by that fraternity

and the Delta Gamma soroity.

He sang "Empty Chairs and
Empty Tables" from Les
Miserables during the talent

segment of the competition.

Jeff Rabak, a member of

the Concert Dance Company,
won all of the individual

competitions (beach wear,

formal wear, and talent) to

come in second overall.

Rabak, a senior psychology

major, was sponsored by
Concert Dance and danced to

"What Time is Love".

Sophomore marketing major

Dan Divirgilio, a Theta Chi

brother, took third place.

Divirgilio, sponsored by his

fraternity and the Delta Zeta

soroity, danced to "Do It to

the Crowd".
Todd Smeltzer, a senior

music performance major, won
the spirit award for raising

the most money. Smeltzer

played a classical sonata on
his flute and was sponsored

by the Delta Phi Epsilon

soroity and his own fraternity.

Phi Kappa Psi.

Kappa Delta Rho brother

and junior English major Eric

Louis was presented with the

congeniality award, which was
voted on by all of the

contestants. Sponsored by his

fraternity, Louis played the

guitar and sang an original

composition.

Also competing for the Mr.

lUP title were George

Havrilak, a junior business

management major and Phi

Kappa Theta brother, who
read "Fire and Ice" by Robert

Frost; senior criminology

major Chad LaPlante who
performed a stand-up comedy
act and was sponsored by
Delta Sigma Tau; and Curtis

Randolph, a senior human
resource management major,

also performed a comedy act

and was sponsored by the

Sigma Kappa soroity.

Mr. lUP 1990 Chris Smith
and Miss lUP 1991 Diane

Sharp hosted the event. Smith
performed an original

composition on the piano

titled "First Snow", and
Sharp performed a dance that

she choreographed herself.

The Mr. lUP contest was
coordinated by Heather Ruhe
and raised money for the

Juvenile Diabetes Foundation.

PHOTO: Tony Picdoni

Rae-Ann Brown crowned the new Miss

Black lUP, Vanessa Jeter. A senior

.* physical education and sport major
~

from Philadelphia, .Jeter was sponsored

by Victory Christian Assembly.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Junior MIS major Scott Cesare sang

"Empty Chairs and Empty Tables"

from the musical Les Miserables. Ce-

sare, who always wanted to perform in

Fisher Auditorium, was sponsored by

Delta Gamma. At the end of the eve-

ning, this Pi Kappa Phi brother was

crowned Mr. lUP. Pageants 31
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Above: lUP chemistry professor Roy
Harding exposes a sample of Neurospo-
ra Fungus to light. Right: Freshmen Ni-

cole Sipos and Todd Propst collaborate

on an English paper in the computer
room at the Punxsutawny Branch Cam-
pus.
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rhe focal point of any
college or university is

the academics, and
lUP is no exception.

With its outstanding programs
and dedicated teachers, lUP is

often a choice that students do
not regret.

In any department, students

find courses of study suited to

their needs that will prepare

them for a promising career. In

addition to this, students

discover enthusiastic teachers

who have a genuine interest in

their students' academic
welfares.

The successful combination
of lUP's teachers and students

contributes to the natural style

of the university, which is one
of success and promise. -Lynda
Bernard y^

PHOTO lUP News Semces JljI3ITOXvI
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Good minds and
differing opinions

confront tomor-
rows issues today.

M

Planning

the Future
any lUP students think of the

Council of Trustees as a group of

business people who congregate once

in a while to raise our tuition each

year, if they think of the trustees at

all. In fact, the council is composed of

eleven men and women from various

parts of the state, many of whom are

lUP graduates, approved by

Pennsylvania's governor and Senate.

Council members, including one

student trustee, meet four times a

year to decide how best to

accommodate students' needs with

available resources. Most trustees sit

on at least two of the five council

committees, which are Academic
Affairs, Administration, Finance,

Institutional Advancement and
Student Affairs.

"I think we have a well-balanced

board," said State Senator Patrick J.

Stapleton, who has been Council

chairman for some 18 years.

One of the council's main concerns

this year was the budget. "The
budget is the big issue," Stapleton

said. "Knowing how much is coming

from the state, we can only do so

much."
Trustee Bill Shane complimented

President Fuget's financial decisions

over the past year. "We are going to

be able to cope with this budget
crunch without too much pain,"

Shane added. "We are going to put

more teachers in the classrooms and
have fewer administrators running

around creating mischief."

The Council abolished the "Indian"

as lUP's official mascot in February,

but decided to retain the "Indian"

nickname. Shane explained, "My
argument was that someone cavorting

about in an Indian constume is

undignified and perhaps an insult to

Native Americans. But, I felt the

name Indians had some traditional

value that was not insulting...This

town was named for the prevalence of

Indians."

While the council passed the

motion. Student Trustee Jennifer

O'Connor dissented. "As student

representative and a member of

Student Congress, I felt it was my
responsibility to voice the students'

opinion," O'Connor said. "My vote

was based on a Student Congress

decision."

The trustees also planned to

continue the search for Dr. Fuget's

replacement. "I believe we will find a

good person - one that will carry on

our tradition and move the university

forward," Stapleton said.

The Administrative Committee
approved a road that will connect the

county home with the South 13th St.

extension but rejected a proposal to

move the road closer to Robertshaw.

"We want to preserve some of that

land for [intramural] athletic fields,"

Shane explained, "if the Student
Cooperative Association will ever

approve it."

The Academic Affairs Committee
has recruited consultants to help with

overdue improvements to lUP's

registration system. "There is no

excuse for a school of 14,000 having

the registration process that this

university has," Shane said. "It is a

form of consumer fraud when you
make peole go to school five years

when they should be done in four."

Stapleton said he would also like to

see the registration process improved.

"I think that when you sign up for

four years of college," he explained,

"the education should not have to

take five years because you can't get

the classes."

The council plans to review a new
on- and off-campus escort service and
vote on the alcohol policy for

tailgating groups at lUP football

games. "I feel tailgating should be

permitted for alumni, community
members and students over 21,"

O'Connor said.

Shane advised graduating students

to "hang in there" and not be

depressed by the current economic
situation because it will improve. "I

get good feedback on lUP graduates,"

Shane explained. "People are hiring

more of them because they have had
such good results with the ones they

have hired in the past."

O'Connor encouraged all students

to get involved in extra-curricular

activities and to pay attention to

different events on campus. "I have

learned more from my involvement

than from my classes," she added.

The more you do, the more pride you
have in lUP, and that is important."

O'Connor said that the other

trustees value her opinions because

they want to know what the students

feel. She and Shane both stressed the

importance of students voicing their

opinions to the Council of Trustees

and the administration. "The student

is the customer here," Shane
explained, "and we are supposed to

be customer-driven." -Amy Adams

Dr. Fuget attended Board of Trustees

meetings to discuss university issues

and to express his thoughts concerning

the students. He succeeded Dr. Welty
as lUP president, but declined an offer

to assume the role on a full-time basis.

r
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Left: Trustee Bill Shane has demon-
strated a genuine interest in increasing

the number of faculty and in preserving

land for intramural athletic fields out
of concern for the welfare of the univer-

sity and those affected by its policies.

Below. Row 1: Dr. Charles Fuget, Pat-
rick J. Stapleton, David L. Johnson,
Frank Gorell. Row 2: Gealy \V. Wall-
work, Thomas .J. O'Donnell, Jennifer

O'Connor, Kim E. Lyttle, Susan S. De-
laney, Roy R. Fairman, William Shane.

PHOTO: Courtesy of University Photo Service
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The place
were anyone
can be a star

Look out
5roadway

L
ook out Broadway! Here
comes lUP's Theater by the

Grove with plenty of

excitement to captivate any
audience. Not only are the

plays fantastic but the actors

are superb, and many times

they are not just theater

majors. Auditions are open to

all students from any
academic background. So if

you have ever thought about
acting for fun or for any other
reason why not start off

Broadway at the theater

department located in Waller
Hall.

This year alone the theater

department produced four,

seven-night plays: Three
Sisters, Extremities. A Little

Night Music and Bullshot
Crummond along with several

one-act dramas. The cost of

producing a play is paid for

by the theater department
and all proceeds benefit the

department. What better way
could there be to support your

university than to take part in

a play. Remember not all of

the great actors and actresses

got their start on Broadway.
The actors, producers,

directors, lighting technicians,

costume coordinators, scenery

and prop crew are all equally

important to the overall

production. Rehersals and
practices, on the average, are

six nights a week and last

about three hours. On opening
night the time and effort put

into a production pays off.

Theater by the Grove
provides culture and
stimulation to the Indiana

community as well as

introducing diverse works of

art to the university. It is a

learning process that enriches

technique and creativity. Who
wouldn't enjoy that. -Remy
Bibaud
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Above: Senior theater major Peter

Miltz puts on his own make-up in the

basement of Waller Hall.

PHOTO: Tracey Ryan
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Theater By The Grove productions of;

bottom: Bullshot Crummond, below;

Three Sisters, right: Extremities.

PHOTO Tim Fa;
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An academic
newcomer takes

Punxy by storm.

1

Learning
by Doing

n January of 1990, lUP
embarked on a new challenge

to meet the increasing needs

of today's student. An attempt

to meet these needs resulted

in a brand new. state-of-the-

art, culinary training facility.

The lUP Culinary School in

Punxsutawney offers a very

unique occupational training

program within a large

university structure.

Individualized attention, a

competitive curriculum and

qualified instructors all

enhance the instructional

program. The school's modern
surroundings provide

advanced educational

opportunities to students,

while at the same time

affording them the benefits

offered from a large

university.

The lUP Culinary School

has been training individuals

in an exciting and lucrative

field since the doors opened

to students. lUP offers a 21-

month certificate program in

culinary arts. This program

places a strong emphasis on

"learning by doing".

Individualized attention is

stressed through a low

student-to-instructor ratio in

all laboratory coursework. A
competency-based curriculum

which emphasizes hands-on

learning provides an lUP
student the opportunity to

constantly practice and refine

the skills they will need to

succeed in their occupation.

This premier training

facility is equipped with six

contemporary kitchens,

including a

lecture/demonstration

classroom. All kitchens are

equipped with state-of-the-art

equipment. Exposing students

to such conveniences prepares

them for industry and
enhances their overall

educational experience at the

same time.

The lUP Culinary School's

modern instructional facilities

reinforce the educational

climate and parallel industry

conditions. Students have

access to modern computer

equipment including industry-

appropriate recipe and
inventory control software.

Through hands-on guidance,

students are equipped with

the practical knowledge

needed to secure responsible

positions in the food service

industry.

In addition, the school

operates a restaurant and
delicatessen that is open to

the public. Patrons are invited

to enjoy the culinary delights

prepared and served by the

student body. Participation in

the running of these facilities

provides the students with

valuable experience in

restaurant management
procedures.

In sum, the lUP Culinary

School offers a well balanced,

yet demanding program that

provides students with the

skills they need to succeed in

the culinary industry. -Article

provided by lUP r

PHOTO Tony Piccioni
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Left: The popularity of fine pastry in

restaurants today makes it neccessary

for students to have a strong knowledge

of the subject. Below: At the (iround-

hog Day ice carving competition, cook-

ies produced at the Punxsutawney Culi-

nary School were sold to raise money
for the school. Tim Zaffino and Tim
Bowlin brave the cold weather to staff

the table.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Left: Under the close supervision of

their professors, students at the Culi-

nary School take time to confer about a

recipe that they had a question about

in order to produce an unflawed prod-

uct. Above: Learning at the Culinary

School involves more than working

with food. The delicate art of ice carv-

ing is a skill acquired by a few students.

In this competition the student uses an

electric chainsaw to create his ice sculp-

ture.
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Right: Assistant News Editor of The
Penn, Linda Chiaraluna completes sto-

ry assignment slips for the paper's next

deadline. Working at the Penn benefits

journalism majors by giving them a

taste of what it would be like to work at

a larger daily publication. Below: Stu-

dent nurse Amy Steis, under close clini-

cal supervision of Helen Cunningham,

the nurse in charge, checks the baby's

heart rate with the use of a fetal heart

monitor. Aside from intensive class-

room study, student nurses must also

acquire extensive clinical experience.
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Outside the

Classroom
pon arriving on a college or

university campus to begin their

courses of study, many freshmen
design the noble goals of

attending every class after

struggling to get into them, and
to continue this practice for four

years until they graduate. What
most students quickly realize,

though, is that while class

participation and preparation are

important, they are only fractions

of what university study is all

about.

lUP attempts to enhance each

student's academic program by
providing additional avenues of

learning that emphasize putting

textbook knowledge to work.

Such avenues include internships,

student teaching. The Penn,
VVIUPFM and WIUP-TV.
While internships are not a

required part of a program's

curriculum, a majority of students

choose to participate in them. In

doing so, a student can gain on-

the-job training in their chosen

field and make valuable contacts

with professionals. Since the

intern may be periodically

evaluated their new working

envircmment by an lUP faculty

PHOra Tony Piccioni

member, they do not feel as if

they are entirely disconnected

from the familiarity of the

university. Employers work in

conjunction with lUP to provide

students with a professional

learning experience while

emphasizing the application of

their academic backgrounds.

Many students will agree that

their internships have proven to

be valuable experiences when
choosing a specific career path

and when seeking employment.
For education majors, student

teaching has become an integral

and rewarding part of their

curricula. While still enrolled at

the university, education students

have the opportunity to

experience an authentic classroom

environment by teaching at the

elementary or secondary level.

They deal first-hand with the

design and execution of daily

lesson plans as they interact with

young students. The student

teacher's introduction to the

classroom is coordinated by a

university faculty member and
their performance is supervised

by a cooperating classroom

teacher. Most student teachers

Below: .Safety science major Hanna Se-
say checks the noise level in a work
room at the Armstrong County Pro-

gressive Workshop. Experience like this

makes lUP's internship program easily

one of the best in the commonwealth.

discover that teaching is a

valuable learning experience as

well.

lUP's independent student

voice. The Penn, offers students

enrolled in a variety of majors

the chance to work for a

newspaper identical to the

professional publications that

exist nationwide. Students are

able to witness an idea transform

into a printed page. The Penn
employs editors, writers,

photographers, advertising

representatives, layout designers

and secretaries; these people see

to it that productions are

accurate and informative, just as

professional publication

employees do. Samples of

students' work at The Penn often

go into their portfolios,

representing their hands-on
experience to a potential

employer. Several graduates find

that the skills they acquired and
perfected at The Penn also

served to increase their

marketabilitv.

WIUP-FM and WTUP-TV,
lUP's on-campus radio and
television stations, are operated

solely by students.

Communications majors often

choose to be a part of either

station to test their skills and to

give themselves the opportunity
to gain the "real life" experience

of being on the air. Students of

all majors have joined the staffs

to direct, produce, anchor the

news, spin records and a host of

other significant and valuable

tasks.

Employers may find experience

on a resume hard to come by, but

many lUP students certainly do
not. All over campus, students

are devoting their time and
talents to serving fellow students,

completing required coursework

and preparing themselves for a

promising career. Whatever the

reason for taking advantage of

lUP's practical experiences,

students who do so seldomly

regret it and have discovered that

learning is not confined to the

pages of a book. -Lynda Bernard
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Certain lUP pro-

grams pack a na-

tional punch.

Only the best

will do

T
here are several factors which are

considered when a new or returning

student attempts to sift-through thousands

of colleges and universities to find the best

one for them. Anyone will consider cost,

location, size, where their friends go,

student-teacher ratios or what courses are

available, and this is just the beginning!

But for those students who already know
what course of study they want to pursue,

the deliberation might be limited simply to

what school offers the best program.

Students seeking outstanding programs in

such fields as safty sciences, English,

nursing, physics, journalism, theater,

management information, anthropology,

sociology or economics are often

encouraged to look at lUP.

These lUP programs are considered

exceptional for several reasons, ranging

from the quality of the faculty to strong

internships and the quality of the students

in the programs.
Years of planning have gone into the

English Department's curriculum for

English majors at lUP. The program is

designed to both challenge and prepare

students for a variety of careers by offering

creative flexibility to its students. Working
closely with the faculty is just one of the

benefits English majors gain at lUP.
Men and women wishing to enroll in a

nursing program should consider lUP's.

Within the Nursing Department at lUP,
faculty members hold advanced academic
degrees in their area of expertise. The
campus also has state-of-the-art facilities,

providing students with the opportunity to

become skilled in using the machinery they
will encounter in their profession. Located
in Johnson Hall, the Nursing Department
houses a library as well as seminar rooms
and a research room.

The dedication of lUP's physics majors is

a key ingredient fot the department's
success. Graduates hold research and
management positions in several major
corporations. The physics graduates often

credit their prosperity to lUP's small

classes, regular contact with professors and

many research opportunities. The
department provides these opportunities

through its modern laboratories in

Weyandt Hall.

Students looking specifically for a degree

in journalism in Pennsylvania may find

limited options. This, however, does not

mean these options have little to offer.

lUP's Journalism Department is not only

one of the few in the state, it is also one of

the fewer exceptional departments. The
textbook study is intensified by compiling

information in the computer room of Davis

Hall and pounding the pavement for the

next assignment. The talented staff in the

department encourage practical internships

and regular meetings with advisers to

ensure each students' academic needs are

being met.

For a student seeking a career in

business and industry. lUP's MIS program

has become a premier choice. This major,

through its emphasis on computer
aplications for busines, prepares students

for careers in the development, design and
installation of computer-based information

systems. To enhance the program, the

computer center provides education,

support and information, as well as

methods for research, testing, accounting

and a host of other functions.

Economics has become an attractive

alternative to an increasing number of

students. While economics at lUP deals

with current problems and offers a variety

of future options. It also serves as a

compliment to other majors like biology,

geography, journalism and safety sciences.

The faculty works closely with its students

to design the perfect program, which is

guided by economics or simply includes the

vitality of its principles.

These programs are a wide, but not

comprehensive, sample of just how much
lUP has to offer. Whatever program
students choose, they will find challenging

and expert instruction to prepare them for

a long and rewarding career. After so many
years of doing just that, why should lUP
stop now? - Lynda Bernard
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At least twice a week, Olive Holt taught

a class on community health to senior

nursing majors in room 247, Johnson
Hall. lUP's nursing program maintains

its long-standing reputation of excel-

lence by only accepting a small number
of new students every year.

^1 .rrM k
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The new Macintosh terminals in Davis

Hall give journalism students hands-on

experience with meeting deadlines in

an office setting.



The Management Information Systems
(MIS) program at lUP is very success-

ful as a result of an excellent faculty

and the availability of computers on

campus.

Below: A vital part of any nursing ma-
jor's curriculum is the hands-on clinical

experience. During their sophomore
years at lUP, nursing majors perform

the clinical at the Scenery Hill Nursing

Home. In subsequent years, their clini-

cals take place in local hospitals. Greg

Abel is documenting a patient's record

at Indiana Hospital. Bottom: All safety

sciences majors do time in the Ergo-

nomics Lab before they graduate. These
safety majors analyze their subject on a

treadmill. The lab allows students to

study the reactions of the human body
under various amounts of stress.
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Right Even though the branch cam-

puses are small, potential freshmen are

still required to go through orientation.

Michele Cacko and Beth Blosky speak

to a group about the Punxsutawney
campus. Orientation familiarizes new
students with university policies and
procedures. Below: Amy McKotch and
Eric Hapeter worked with a group in

their foundations of math class at

Punxsutawney to solve their assigned

probabilities.

Branch campus
students get ac-

quainted with
college life and
each other.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni H

Above: When novelist John Updike
spoke at lUP's Kittanning campus,
some students volunteered to direct vis-

itors to the proper room. This student

stands at the entrance of the campus,
ready to assist parking cars. Right:

With little else to do, this Kittanning

freshman spends her spare time
studying.



Setting

the Stage
n 1962, Indiana University of

Pennsylvania's first branch
campus was established in

Punxsutawney, 28 miles north

of the Indiana main campus.
In the next year, 28 miles

west of main, the Armstrong
campus in Kittanning was
opened. Both branch
campuses hold full

accreditation as

undergraduate programs of

lUP and offer basic liberal

studies programs for many
majors.

Punxsutawney, commonly
known as "Punxy," is the

smaller of lUP's branch
campuses, with approximately
two hundred students, who
may reside in privately owned
residence halls or in

community homes or

PHOTO: Tonv Piccioni

apartments. Students are

attracted to Punxy by its

small class sizes, availability

of classes and its Culinary
School, which enrolled about
75 students this year.

Culinary students learn

contemporary, industrial

practices that occur

throughout culinary and
hospitality facilities.

People who have attended

the Punxsutawney campus
agree that its small town
atmosphere makes the

transition from high school to

college less difficult. They
also appreciate the

opportunity to become
acquainted with most of their

fellow students with whom
they will transfer to main
campus. The primary dislike

Below: At the Punxsutawney branch
campus, which lies approximately 28
miles north of Indiana, a lone building

serves the same purpose as dozens of

buildings do at the main campus. Class-

es for all 200 students at "Punxy" are

held in this single facility.

among Punxy students is their

fear that because the campus
is so small, it receives less

funding than larger schools.

The Armstrong campus is

Kittanning is composed of

about five hundred students,

many of whom are considered

non-traditional. Students can

live in university-owned

residence halls or find their

own housing in town.

Many students at

Armstrong feel that beginning

their college careers there is a

good experience. The size of

the campus also seems to

work to the students'

advantage by allowing them
to make new friends and to

help each other adjust to

college life. The individualized

attention students get at the

small campus is another
aspect of Armstrong that

benefits its students.

Some of the campus'
qualities that are disliked by
students include having to

ride a bus to main campus to

buy books, that only three

pay phones exist on the three

floors of the hall and a

general feeling of being out of

touch with "college life."

Overall, branch campus
students seem to appreciate

their experiences and feel

well-prepared to come to main
campus when they conclude

their studies at Punxy and
Kittanning. -Kristina Hoffman



Below: Over the years, home game foot-

ball spectators have become accus-

tomed to the celebratory cannon blast

that immediately follows an lUP touch-

down. The ROTC members of the 1991

cannon crew were Dan Joyce, John
Snow, Janine Wick, J.C. Rose and Matt
Isenberg. Right: Members of lUP
ROTC stand at attention during the

playing of the national anthem at a

home football game. The ROTC pro-

gram is very active in the community
and in return the community is sup-

portive of the program.

ROTC: Teaching
leadership, man-
agement and
teamwork skills

that cannot be
found in a book.

"R
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During the Homecoming Parade on Oc-
tober 12, members of the lUP Ranger
Challenge Team displayed not only an

impressive 75mm Howitzer, but their

pride in their organization's .symbolism

as well.



A Lifelong

Reward Below: A field and air display on Otto- to give the cadets, IIJP students and the

her 10 provided lUP ROTC members Indiana community a better awareness

with an opportunity to gain hands-on of the National Guard and Army Re-

experience with such devices as anti- serve units from the area,

armor weaponry. The day was designed

OTC means a variety of

things to different people.

Most simply defined it is an

academic department which
fosters leadership and
management through

meticulous training of those

students who wish to become
involved. Whatever one's

requirements are for ROTC,
they will be met efficiently

and throughly by the

department. On one hand, it

may lead to military positions

later on in life. On the other

hand, it may help students

gain management or positions

of authority not allocated to

those without proper ROTC
training. Most importantly it

depends upon the student and
what he or she wants to gain

by becoming a part of the

ROTC program.
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Upon asking Lt. Col.

Timothy Gilbert how he

would describe the

atmosphere in ROTC, he

quoted a student, "ROTC is a

great close-knit community
for students, faculty and
administrators. The bottom
line is that they have a

wonderful time at college

among themselves." Overall,

it's an extremely special group

of people that are united

through similar goals. Lt. Col.

Gilbert prefers the more
traditional definition of

ROTC: The Army's old axem:

Teamwork, Brotherhood of

Arms and Fraternity.

A great deal of students

come to do the basic program
which fills the health and
physical fitness requirements

of the university. There is

much to gain when even

doing just this, considering

that what one would learn in

this short time could prove to

be very valuable for the rest

of their life.

ROTC runs more
extracurricular activities than

any other department within

the university. The activities

include the Nurse's Club,

Marksmanship Club, Military

Drill and Ceremony, the Rifle

Club, Commandos, Rangers,

Orienteering, and a social

organization known as AUSA
(Association of the United
States Army). Needless to say,

there's an organization to suit

just about anyone's needs.

Most importantly, students

that graduate from lUP with

an ROTC background are

more qualified for whatever

career they may pursue than

those people without the

ROTC experience. Some of

the other aspects are also

important, including the

credits one can earn through

the program, the opportunities

such as Airborne School

during the summer or visiting

the jungles of Panama. It is

an exciting, beneficial

program which grants self-

esteem and management
skills. ROTC would be worth
anyone's time if they were
looking for any of these skills

to use later in life. -Lynn
Komorowski ^y



Below: Kanat Ozturn, a native of Tur-

key and an MIS major at lUP, displays

the Turkish flag in his Elkin Hall room.

The flag is a display of pride and a re-

minder of his native land. Right: Diver-

sity Day provided these Malaysian stu-

dents with the opportunity to prepare

traditional cuisine from their home-

land. The annual event is very success-

ful at acquainting large numbers of peo-

ple with dozens of different cultures.
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Above: Sponsored by the International

Students Club, the annual Mr. ISC
competition was held in e lounge of

Elkin Hall. The fall 1991 affair served

to promote familiarity and friendship

within the university community.

Right: Since arriving in America, for-

eign studies major Wataru Mimezak
from Japan has acquired a taste for a

number of American delicacies, includ-

ing Ben & Jerry's ice cream.

PHOTO: Shayla Morria
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lUP's combina-
tion of cultures

encourages its

students to ap-

preciate a myri-

ad of ethnic
backgrounds.

H
Coming to

America
ave you ever wondered what it

would he like to pack your bags,

leave home, hop on a plane and
travel hundreds of miles to

attend classes in another
country?

Well, there are many
international students at lUP
who have done just that.

"Since I was a child, my
parents wanted me to be exposed
to western culture," explained

Mahfuzul Islam, a finance

sophomore from Dhaka,
Bangladesh.

"Universities in Bangladesh are

closed at least three months
every year because students are

involved in a lot of politics and
riots. Inevitably, you'll get

involved, and I did not want
that," he explained.

For other students, the reasons

for choosing America involved

academic opportunities.

Maoko Sano, an international

studies and sociology major from
Tokyo, Japan, said, "There aren't

so many good universities in

Japan with international studies."

"College students in Japan
don't study too much," added
Kyoko Ishihara, a junior biology

major from Yokohama. "After an

entrance exam that is so difficult,

they don't study. There are one

or two exams per year. Students

don't have to go to class."

Dinos Demetriades, a food and
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nutrition science major from
Nicosia, Cyprus, agreed that the

quality of education was his main
reason for coming.

"My purpose here is to get an

education," he said.

After having arrived in the

U.S. to pursue their academic
goals, several students noticed

differences.

"There is no drinking problem
in Cyprus," Demetriades said. "In

the U.S., alcohol is illegal and it's

a challenge for everyone under 21

to go out and drink," he

explained. "Back home, we go

out, have a few drinks and have
fun. Here, people go out and get

drunk. I think the main reason is

because parents are so strict

about alcohol, and when students

go to school, they have more
freedom," he added.

"Americans are more outgoing,"

Islam explained. "They explore

more and want to learn more.

People in Bangladesh are not so

inquisitive."

When Demetriades was a child,

he thought of the U.S. as "a

paradise with no problems."

However, since arriving, he has

changed his mind.

"When I got here, I realized

that there are no problems that

cannot be handled. There are

such big problems with prejudice

and racism," he said.

Aside from racism, impressions

Almar Latoiir, a journalism major from
the Netherlands, sharpened his jour-

nalistic skills as the Features Editor at

The Penn. Very few international stu-

dents remain uninvolved in organiza-

tions during their slay in America.

about life in the U.S. differed.

"The image I had was of

California and of sunshine. Then
I came to lUP, and I've hardly

seen the sunshine," Sano said.

The one thing that

international students seem to

agree on is the positive aspect of

diversity in the American society.

"When I was in Bangladesh,
life was very sheltered," Islam

explained. "Here, I have met so

many people of different cultures

and backgrounds."

Ishitara is also glad to be

exposed to various backgrounds
and decsribes it as "a special

experience."

"There are not so many
different people in Japan," she

explained. "If I had stayed in

Japan, I don't think that I would
have met so many people from
different backgrounds."

"It doesn't matter if my culture

is different from the American
culture; Americans still seem
willing to learn about us and our

traditions," Demetriades said.

Whether the U.S. differs in

academics or in culture, overall,

the international student body
agrees that either positive or

negative, their experience abroad
will prove to be one worth .^^

leaving home for. -Rebeca V^
Marton '
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Top: One of the responsibilities of the

Major Events Office is to prepare the

publicity for nationally known bands
which perform at lUP. Graduate stu-

dents Christie Thomas, Renee Di-

manno and Athena Balouris work on

the publicity for the Salt-n-Pepa con-
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cert. Above: Lori Sninski, a graduate

student from Minersville, Pa., works on
a piece of jewelry which she created as a

part of her master's degree. She works
with fine and sterling silver and 14 car-

at gold.
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Kris Stevenson prepares informational

folders about the graduate programs of-

fered at lUP.



Some students
decided four
years just wasn't
enough.

7K

The extra

Mile
s students near the ends of

their undergraduate years,

many of them are faced with

the dilemma of what to do
after graduation. For about

1,300 people from a variety of

academic and personal

backgrounds, choosing to

attend graduate school means
choosing to attend Indiana

University of Pennsylvania.

As Pennsylvania's fifth

largest university, lUP
accommodates its graduate

students" needs by providing

facilities for work in a variety

of fields. The Graduate School
and Research offers master's

degrees in arts, education, fine

arts, business administration,

and science. In addition, it

offers doctorate degrees in

philosophy, education, and
clinical psychology.

The program also boasts a

low students-faculty ratio that

is rare in other schools the

size of lUP. The faculty

believes that lUP is small

enough to offer individualized

attention and, at the same
time, large enough to provide

a wide selection of resources

that include Stapleton

Library, the Computer Center,

the Institute for Research and
Community Service, the

Applied Research Lab and a

host of other research centers.

These facilities successfully

serve the graduate students,

£is well as the faculty, in

informational and research-

oriented capacities.

Students within the

department hold high regard

and appreciation for their

instructors and the relevent

skills they acquire at lUP.
Students have expressed an
overall satisfaction with what
they are being taught, the

support they encounter among
professors and students, and
the opportunity they receive

to meet people of diverse

cultures. Both students and
faculty will agree that being
involved in the graduate
programs of lUP is as

rewarding as it is challenging.

-Lynda Bernard ^
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In addition to their coursework, gradu-

ate students hold various office jobs at

the Graduate School. A few of those

students are Jeff Huckle. Kevin Lawlor.

Shelly Degan, Michael White and Kris

Stevenson.
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Some students prefer the more tradi-

tional college studying atmosphere. Be-

low: With a roommates cooperation,

studying is a residence hall room pro

vides the opportunity to study in a fa

miliar atmosphere. Right: If the other

residence aren't quiet enough then

study lounges enable students to escape

from their rooms in order to hit the

books.

Practically every office located in Pratt

Hall exists to service various needs of

students. The offices include Veterans

Affairs, Admissions, Career Services

and the Advising and Testing Center, to

name a few.
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Above: Even though the number of

computer terminals on campus have in-

creased, students still have a difficult

time locating an open terminal when
they need to complete a class project.

Right: Career Services offers students

the chance to interview with potential

employers. Gary Brown of Royal Insur-

ance interviews Doug Ollison for a posi-

tion with the Philadelphia based firm. PHOTO: Tony Piccion
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Only the
Food and health '^^ ^ ^

are not the only

sevices offered at

lUP.Start
w

PHOTO Tony Piccioni

Despite the heat, groups as well as indi-

viduals make use of Stapleton Library.

The library offers students a variety of

settings as well as materials to aid them
in their research and studies.

hen most students think of

the services their university

offers, they usually think of

campus dining halls and
health centers. At lUP these

services are indeed provided,

but the service does not stop

at these basics.

Perhaps the foremost of

lUP's services is the library

facilities, which include

Stapleton Library, Cogswell

Music Library and the

University School Library.

These units offer a multitude

of resources, journals,

newspapers and microfilm on

thousands of topics. Stapleton

Library's convenient hours

and inter-library loan service

often make locating sources

an efficient process for busy

students.

The libraries are not the

only place to receive academic

assistance at lUP. Pratt Hall

houses the Advising and

Testing Center which provides

assistance to any student with

questions or problems. The
center also offers a one-credit

"Career Exploration" course

and individual advice

concerning choosing a major.

The availability of this service

has helped several undecided

students to make appropriate

decisions to meeting their

future goals.

lUP students who wonder
how to write great resumes,

how to suceed in interveiws or

how to correctly search for a

job should take advantage of

the Office of Career Services.

Open to undergraduates,

graduates and alumni, the

office helps students to clarify

their goals and teaches them
to become self-reliant in

achieving those goals.

Specialized programs are also

offered which aim to assist

students in their transition

from college to career. After

utilizing these services, many
students find that entering

the workplace is not such a

formidable task if they have

been adequately prepared for

it.

lUP's Learning Center, also

in Pratt Hall, strives to meet
the educational needs of those

students who want tutoring

for many of their required

liberal studies courses. The
center goes beyond simple

tutoring by offering academic

support and workshops to

improve study skills. Help is

provided in a group, an

individual, a laboratory or a

structured classroom forum.

So while the dining halls

and the health center are

important to IL'P. they are

just the begining when it

comes to helping students

suceed. The other centers on

campus provided assistance,

support and the answers to

many imposing problems.

Using the services that lUP
makes available often helps

students to achieve better

grades while they gain

academic self- confidence at

the same time. -Lynda
Bernard ^
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Right: One of the first problems en-

countered by every student on campus

at the begining of the semester is wait-

ing in slow moving lines with an armful

of heavy books. Below: After suffering

through a seemingly endless line Nat-

alie Formini was able to schedule a

Physical Education class. She was

helped by Dr.Jim Mill, Chairman of the

Health and Physical Education Depart-

ment.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Above: If a commuting student arrives

later than 7:30 a.m. on any given day
they will not be able to find a place to

park in the HUB lot. Right: The card

key system is a safety feature designed

to keep unwanted visitors out of the

dorms, but when the system does not

work or a card key is forgotten, resi-

dents are kept out as we
PHOTO: Tim Fazio
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These seniors, whose last names begin

with the letters S-Z, wait for the begin-

ing of drop-add in hopes of finding an

opening in the classes which will allow

them to graduate on time.

Even at lUP there
seems to be no escape

from the "little incon-

veniences.
"

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Juniors Rachelle Joyce, Karen Couch
and Darrin Jackson check the fall 1991

course offerings before entering arena
drop-add at Memorial Field House.
The major drawback to the drop-add
procedure is the pure luck required to

build a schedule.

A

You think you

have problems
s any college student will tell

future students, life at an
institution of higher learning

is much more than classes,

books and exams. Disgruntled

students may mention classes

they need but cannot get into,

financial red tape, limited

parking or expensive

textbooks and lab manuals.
While we all know that these

"little inconveniences" are not

unique to lUP, it is sometimes
difficult to remember that the

problems facing us have faced

thousands of students all over

the country. To some it might
seem as if being accepted to a

college of choice is the most
formidable obstacle in the

process of obtaining a degree.

After all, the beginning is the

hardest part, right? Wrong.
New students quickly learn

that the paperwork has just

begun, the money soon

disappears and the occassional

headaches of college life are

getting underway.
Arrival on campus is

coupled with finding an
approved place to park and
the discovery of an adviser's

office. Then comes the

seemingly endless task of

filling out tenative schedules

and a not-so-quick jaunt to

the financial aid office to

make sure involved parties

know where and when your
money is coming. Next is

registration. Attempting to get

the classes you need at the

times you want can typically

lead to simply taking what
you can get. There is some
comfort, however, knowing
your not the only one taking

15 credits any way you can

find them. Off to the

bookstore! A couple hours and
a couple dollars later, you
have all of the materials you

need to get started.

Once classes begin, though,

most of those hectic days of

signing your name and
waiting in lines can be

forgotten. More significant

problems await as the

assignments come in

unbelievable numbers and it's

time to get down to business.

Despite the barriers that

keep us from sailing through

college, the education we
finally receive is the

cornerstone of the four or five

years we spend here. The
"little inconveniences" are

endured by everyone seeking a

college degree and seldomly

destroy the good memories. As
part of the learning

experience, we are taught to

be patient, be thorough and to

manage our money in a wise

manner. These skills will

certainly be an asset even

after graduating, when you're

eighty-sixth in line to submit

a job application it took you

an hour to complete just after

receiving a ticket for parking

without a permit. -Lynda
Bernard ^
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Speakers explore vari-

ous topics about envi-

ronmental, social and
world issues.

T

7{ddressing

the Issue

56

his year's calendar of scheduled

speakers was certainly busy.

Guests traveled to lUP from

across the world and even from

just across campus. The topics

that were presented included

social issues, the environment,

John F. Kennedy, careers in

communications and the welfare

of the citizens of Russia.

Speakers began appearing on

campus early in the academic

year. One of the first to speak

was Alex Haley, prize-winning

author of "Roots" and "Malcolm
X." His discussion detailed events

of his life and how they resulted

in his successes. He encouraged

students to be patient and
diligent when pursuing success.

In a September 30 segment of

Six o'clock Series, Dr. Richard

Magee, psychology department

professor, spoke about families of

divorce. He said that half of the

marriages in the United States

end in divorce largely due to the

demands and expectations of

marriage today. He recommended
that children of divorce try to

maintain relationships with both

parents in order to cope with the

divorce.

Another Six o'clock Series

presentation in early November
featured Krista Blake, who is

HIV-positive. In a speech co-

sponsored by Pechan Health

Center and the Counseling and
Student Development Center, she

spoke of her tragedy and how it

affected her life. She emphasized

AIDS awareness and suggested

methods of protection against all

sexually transmitted diseases.

"Women in Media" came to

Fisher Auditorium November 13

to present four women who hold

prestigious positions in the

communications profession. They
spoke of experiences in their

careers, which included

newspaper and television. They
encouraged women to pursue

careers in mass madia despite

what hardships they encounter.

The Black Cultural Center

sponsored a February 5

presentation by Lt. Col.

Christopher L. Baker Jr.,

USMCR, who spoke about life in

the Marine Corps. He concluded

his speech by encouraging

students to experience as many
things as they can.

In "An Evening with Langston

and Martin," Danny Glover and

Felix Justice read poems and
excerpts by the two black

authors. Their presence at lUP
was a highlight in Black History

Month.
One week later, lUP journalism

professor J. David Truby
conducted a presentation

detailing former president John
F. Kennedy's 1963 assassination.

Truby presented evidence that

seemed to question Lee Harvey
Oswald's guilt and provided

insightful revelations concerning

the entire event.

The mayor of Moscow, Gavriil

K. Popov, spoke to a crowded

Fisher Auditorium on Mrch 23.

Through an interpreter. He
discussed the changes that are

occuring in Russia, including the

right for citizen's to own
property.

Early April at lUP included a

discussion by Mr. Leonard
DeFabo. His Six o'clock Series

presentation involved the

standards of appearance and the

power of speech.

In an open forum discussion on

April 13, Vladimir Annoushkin
and Lev Orekhov suggested that

the U.S. and Russia join forces to

solve the world's problems. They
emphasized optimism about the

futures of all countries.

Also speaking that evening

were Dr. James Huggins and Dr.

Rita Drapkin. They discussed the

differences between sexual

orientation and sexual behavior.

They also attempted to discuss

all aspects of homosexuality and
its reality in society.

lUP biology professor Dr. Jerry

Pickering organized a

presentation concerning Earth

Day. His spring speech centered

around the importance of our

environment and the significance

of our actions on it.

And these are only a fraction

of the guests and topics lUP
witnessed this year. With the

continuation of these types of

presentations, students will have

little opportunity to consider

themselves uninformed about

almost any important issue facing

our world today. -Lynda Bernard
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Left: Partly in response to the contro-

versy created by the film "JFK," jour-

nalism professor J. David Truby lec-

tured on the 196.'1 assassination of

former President Kennedy. Dr. Truby
has had approximately 50 articles pub-

lished concerninf; this elusive subject.

Below: In a February .') presentation of-

fered by the Black Cultural Center, Lt.

Col. Christopher I.,. Baker Jr., of the

United States Marine Corps Reserves

discussed various aspects of military

life. He emphasized academics and
leadership.
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Above: In a February 13 presentation spon-

sored by Ideas and Issues and the Black Cul-

tural Center, an animated Danny Olover read

several poetry selections by Langston
Hughes. Also featured was Felix Justice, who
recited an inspiring speech by Martin Luther

King, Jr. Left: The mayor of Moscow, Gavriil

K. Popov, appeared in Fisher Auditorium on
March 23 to speak through an interpreter to

the students about changes occuring in Rus-

sia. The mayor's visit to lUP was sponsored

by lUP's Ideas and Issues.
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Above: Gymnastice requires great en-

durance, strength, and skill. As a result

of an ever-shrinking budget, the wom-
en's g>-mnastic team was removed from

the roster of interscholastic sports at

lUP. Right: Ed Powers drives for a lay-

up during the game against Lockhaven
University in November 1991. lUP
went on to win 85-82 in overtime.

rhe challenge of being a uni-

versity student and a dedi-

cated athlete was relent-

lessly undertaken by many
lUP residents. They have proven

themselves both as scholars and as

teammates by bringing lUP many
successes both on and off the fields,

courts, and gymnasium floors.

Our athletes displayed their sup-

port for one another through the

proud and the disappointing mo-
ments, and seldomly had to endure

a lack of enthusiasm on behalf of

the lUP community. All of our ath-

letes, whether returning or not, are

encouraged to continue their dedi-

cation knowing that their natural

styles have been admired, envied

and appreciated by their fellow stu-

dents. -Lynda Bernard

EDITOR:

Ted Segletes
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lUP's 1991 Football

team maintained aca-

demic excellence while

spending their eighth

straight year in the

NCAA's Final-Week
Top 20.

This year's football

season proved to be not

only exciting, but quite

successful as well. Making it

all the way to the playoffs

was an accomplishment all of

lUP is proud of and
continued support of the team
is inevitable. Quarterback
Tony Alucci feels that while

personal goals are important,

working hard as a team is

foremost with a schedule as

challenging as the one our

team endured this season;

which was one of records,

including lUP's eighth

straight year in the NCAA's
final-week Top 20. After a 12-

1 season, Tony Alucci was
named by Sporting News as

the Offensive Player of the

year; he also broke the record

for most touchdown passes.

Sophomore, Michael Mann
was named Pennsylvania
Conference West Player of the
Year and became the first

1,000 yard runner in lUP
history. Senior, Andrew "Jai"

Hill was chosen for the All-

ECAC team for the third time

and scored the most total

career points. He also had

most career touchdowns with

41, breaking a 20 year record.

Combined with many other

personal bests, these

achievements equalled a

number-one ranking in the

country for our team from
start to finish of the season,

and Coach Frank Cignetti

being named National Coach
of the Year.

Coupled with the glory of a

good season, many young men
have joined the team for the

possibility of earning

Every time the team took the field at Miller Stadium, Sean McCaskill greeted the

fans with his customary enthusiasm. This was his contribution to intensify the

support from the fans.

scholarships that are awarded
to outstanding players to

strive for personal as well as

team records, although many
team members suffer the

hardships of belonging to such

an organization simply to

become a better player and a

... a better

player and a

better person.

better person. Tony Alucci

claims that "football teaches

you a lot about life. There is

a lot of adversity you have to

learn to overcome."

Contrary to much popular

belief, much emphasis is

placed on obtaining a degree

while playing football. These
young men must learn to keep
academics and sports separate

yet complete. Budgeting his

time wisely is of great

importance to a team
member, and will become a

useful skill long after college.

Our team has proven that' it is

indeed possible to improve
their playing talents as they

improve their academic
talents at the same time. But
is it possible to have a good

time doing both? Most
teammates will sustain that

football does not interfere

with school and is a lot of

fun. It gives them the

opportuinty to make friends,

play as a team, work toward a

degree and overcome any
competition they encounter.

i
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Sophomore tailback Michael Mann was
one of the most celebrated players lUP
produced this year. With 7.1 yards per

carry, Mann earned a season total of

1,262 yards, which is an lUP best. He
carried the ball 178 times and had 14

touchdowns this season.

PHOTO: Jim Wikefwid

1991 lUP Football Team FR: .John .laworski, Zack Gibson, Rich Stevenson, Sean McCaskill, Sean Detwiler, Tony Aliucci. Andrew Hill. Mike Egan,

Joe Novitski, Ed Kachmarek. Jeff Johnson. Andy Kozzo, Doug Adamrovich, Marvin Denson and Doug Schreiber. SR: Kamal Tyson. JeMone Smith,

Jay Murray, Brian Schipani. Derrick Smith. Johnny White, Reece Brown, Sanford Gunn. Charles Peoples, Ken Haggerty, Bill Deery, Jerry Langton,

Cliff Revis'. Mike Zinobile, Mark Levendoskv and Michael Mann TR: Tom Hudy, Artie James, Keo Crockett, Tony Falce, Lewis Choice, Theo Turner,

Mike Woods. Jim Racchini, James Hartman. Scott McClellan, Jason Voithofer, Eric Cooke. Steve Kolbert, Scott Woods. Matt Dalverny, Chad Lively

and Patrick Vereb FR: Steve Borgo. Andre Milliard, Dan Glass, Brad Bonnett, Eric Cunningham, Tom Caporale, Terry Saurborn, Christopher Sledge.

James Benbow, Marcus Smith, Tomar Tavlor. Jeff Nork, Kerry Yacameli. John Zavatsky, Erik Morrison. David Patton, Mike Pietropola and Tom
Currv FR: Travis Matz, Brian Marchewka. Pete Simpson, Damond Thorington, Charlie Brooks, Mike Campolo. Steve Russell, Eric Kiser, Randy

Baumann. Sean Biro, Robert Smith, Todd Killian. Omar Stewart, Todd Jackson. Rich Gravine. Scott Douglass, Chris Villarial, Shawn Musulin and

Jeff Turnab SR: Ruben Monroe, Chuck Young, Eric Sims, Eric Flowers, Taun Henderson, Dewayne Gissendanner and Jack Creech.
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Jack Creech, with teammate Sean
McCaskill, celebrates another success

on the field. The overall talent of the

1991 football team provided ample op-

portunities for similar on-field displays

of pride.

Michael Mann's speed and agility was

rewarded in the homecoming game

against Shippensburg with a 93-yd. run.

the team's longest of the season. This

run was one of the many that enabled

Mann to become the first 1,000 yard

runner in lUP history. He was also

named Pennsylvania Conference West
Player of the year.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Left Back Sean Detwiller runs to recov-

er a fumble during the game against

Millersville. lUP defeated Millersville

47-0.

Marching down the gridiron again, lUP
prepares for yet another attack on the

overwhelmed Shippensburg defense.

PHOTO: Damn .Sabol

With a final score of 47-0, this game

marked lUP's second shutout of the

season.
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Quarterback Tony Alucci awaits a snap 19, their fourth consecutive win of the Offensive Player of the Year. He also

Torn center Mike Kgan during the Sep- 1991 season. After leading the team to broke the record for most touchdown
ember 28 game against Clarion at an unbelievable season, Tony Alucci passes.

Miller Stadium. lUP went on to win 41- was honored by Sporting News as the

[UP's 1991 football team confidently

inters Miller Stadium. The team pro-

ceeded to be ranked number one in Di-

/ision II as they entered the playoffs, in

IHOTO: Tony Piccioni

addition to competing in the NCA.A Di-

vision II semifinals. The team also was

ranked in the NCAA's final-week Top
20 for the eighth straight year.

PHOTO Sports InformAtioD

Headcoach:
Frank Cignetti
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Lacking the super-
vision of a coach,
lUP's cheerleaders
created their own
inter-squad lead-
ership and har-
nessed the spirit of
motivation.

Like any team sport,

cheerleading all but

requires a coach.

However, like other lUP sports,

the cheerleading squad felt the

crunch of the athletic budget this

season. For the first time, the

squad functioned without the

supervision of a coach. At the

beginning of the season, the

group elected Brian Evans and
Karen Perry, members of the

squad, to serve as captains.

The fourteen-member squad

continued "business-as-usual"

throughout the football and the

men's basketball seasons. They
devoted themselves to regular

practice, no matter how time-

consuming or difficult it proved

to be.

Michelle Bane, a member of

the squad, commented, "We
improved throughout the season.

but it took awhile. We'd still

prefer to have a coach, but the

captains worked out well."

She admitted that sometimes it

is tough to have someone on the

same level as everyone else

telling the entire group what to

do. She suggested that a coach
might get better response and
more cooperation.

On a similar note. Captain
Brian Evans recalled what he
considered the worst memorable
moment of the season. He told of

an away basketball game where
the squad never even went out on
the floor. "The fans of the other
team sitting behind us were
extremely rude. They threatened

us and shouted obscenities at us.

We were afraid to turn our backs
long enough to cheer." Instead,

we improved

throughout

the season,..

the team members took turns

performing various stunts.

Perhaps the presence of a coach

would have deterred such

behavior.

However, the rest of the season

went exceptionally well,

according to Bane. "The football

games were the best, especially

the last few because of the

championship. And everyone was
really excited about it all."

Evans described the feeling as

being "all pumped up." He
explained that cheerleading is

"like a glory job. ..being in the

spotlight." He also said, "It's nice

to know that we're there offering

support to the team and helping

them out."

What's difficult, in some
situations, is being a male

lUP's marching band forms a human
corridor for the cheerleaders and the

football team to enter the stadium.

cheerleader. Evans said that, on
campus, he doesn't really get a

bad reacition from people.

"Most people just accept it," he

explained, "but those that don't

are usually guys who are jealous

of you or who are just going

along with their friends."

Bane added that the 7 to 7

male/female ratio makes the

squad even better because there

are more possibilities for

different stunts. "The girls just

aren't strong enough for some of

the more difficult stunts," she

explained.

However, the team faces more
challenges than gender bias.

Due to the cutback in the

athletic spending, the squad was
unable to compete nationally

this season. "Without a coach,

we just didn't feel that we could

do it. We weren't ready, so we
didn't even try," Bane
explained, "but we're going next

year. ..definitely!"

In order to qualify, the squad
must attend cheerleading camp
this summer, where they will

train for the next season and
learn new cheers. If they do
well there, they will receive a

bid for national competition. If,

for some reason, a squad doesn't

attend camp or doesn't qualify

for nationals, they may submit
a tape, but Bane added that,

"It's a lot harder to get chosen

that way."

In addition to promoting
team spirit and devoting

themselves to practice, the

squad also participated in

several community service

programs in Indiana. In one
such instance, they entertained

local nursing home residents

with stunts and cheers. They
also participated in a program
for diabetic children where they
skated with the children and
performed various stunts.

p]ven though cheerleading

occupies much of her time. Bane
believes it's definitely worth it.

She concluded, "Working with
September to February as one
season is really difficult

sometimes, but the people are

great, and it's a lot of fun." —
Kathy Shaulis ^



Below left: The end of the football from field to gym to give added sup- 1991 Homecoming parade. Periodical-

season did not mark the end of the port to lUP basketball. Below right: |y, they would pause to perform vari-

cheerleaders' work. Their enthusiasm The IIJP cheerleaders find them- ous stunts for the curbside spectators.

C(mtinued as they made the move selves toward the beginning of the

PHOTO: Scott DavU

Co-Captains:

Karen Perry &
Brian Evans

]'H( )1 II Inn\ Piccioni

leff Wawrenziak and Jennifer Mid- ordination of the cheering squad as he

ileton illustrate the strength and co- prepares to lift her.
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Unity led
lUP's cross-
country teams
to the pinnacle
of personal
achievements.

For lUP's men's and
women's cross country

team, running is a full time job.

Sara Glasscchroeder, a junior

member of the team, estimated

that the runners averaged forty

miles a week in preparation for

the meets.

Practices included interval

training and distance running.

Twice a week, the group sprinted

from campus to Mack Park,

rested and returned - interval

training. For the other three days

of practice, the team ran

distances. Joe Bower summarized
the workout with, "We ran

everywhere. Practicing and
training for the meets was

definitely tough."

In addition to these activities,

weightlifting provided the

runners with a good workout.

And since all cross country

runners compete in the same
event, a 3.1 mile course,

simultaneous practice schedules

gave the teammembers an

opportunity to learn from each

other.

However, it wasn't only during

practice that the runners

encouraged each other.

Glasschroeder explained, "We
were really a close team.

Everyone was really supportive of

everyone else. When you're

running, it's really important to

talk to each other and to look at

each other."

Perhaps the motivation

between the runners was the

reason for an outstanding season.

Although placing second in state

competition was an

accomplishment to boast of,

coach Ed Fry seemed a bit

disappointed. He explained,

"We've won seven of the last

eleven years. Although we didn't

defend the title, we came close."

However, on a positive note,

lUP's Jennifer Stumpf won the

title of state champion, ranking

first overall. As if that wasn't

remarkable in itself, she went on
to qualify for national

competition. In the end, three

members of the lUP women's
team ranked among the top ten

in state competition.

Other accomplishments
included placing third in

northeast regional competition

states,

regionals, and
nationals...

goals everyone

strives for

and winning the Frostberg and
California invitationals. At the

regional competition, lUP's top

five runners placed in the top

twenty-five overall. The team

also took second place at the

Buffalo and lUP invitationals.

Bower commented, "States,

regionals, and nationals are

basically the goals everyone

strives for." And the women's
cross country team can be proud
to have been represented at all

three levels.

In addition to team
accomplishments, individuals also

fared well this season. Teresa
Postlewait, Sheri Lepage and
Kelley Wenning received the

honor of being named Academic
All-American. To be eligible for

this award, atheletes must exhibit

outstanding skill on the playing

field while maintaining a 3.2

QPA in the classroom.

Glasschroeder said the only

disappointment was not making
nationals. "But," she added, "we
all did our best and that's what
really matters."

But a feeling of

accomplishment isn't the only

benefit that participation offers.

"The team is a great experience

because... everyone accepts you,

and they're all very close and
friendly. Everyone sticks

together," Glasschroeder said.

Although he was unable to

pinpoint a single especially

memorable event. Bower vividly

recalled running from the cross

country house for a mile loop

through the Oak Grove, to the

Hub and back to the house. The
catch: they wore only women's
undergarments! Bower added,

"Belonging to the team definitely

gives you a sense of self

confidence." —Kathy Shaulis

y

1991-92 Men's Cross Country Team FK: Ed Filcheik, ( iovindasamy Balase-

karan, Stacey Wyandt, Bill Townson, -Josh Lauer. Bryan Musser, Brett Halter,

Tim Winslow MR: Coach Fry, Jeff Deitz, Chris Spurlin, Mike Reimer, Ken Wer-

ner, Brian McElhone, Sean O'Donnell. Damon Clayberger, Eric Caputo BR: Aaron

Lehman, Jason Chiocco, Mart Stuart, Matthes Barry, Tim Lukehart, Joseph Bow-

er.
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Senior runner Govindasany Balase- place third in the ncirtheast regional

karan. "Hala" to his friends, was a val- competition, and has earned three let-

ued member of lUP's cross country ters as a member of the team,

squad. He did his part to help U'l'

PHOTO: SporU Information

Head Coach:
Ed Fry

PHOTO: Damn S«bol

1991 Men's Cross Country
Buffalo State Invitational 3rd

California Invitational 2nd
lUF Invitational 2nd
Frostlnirg Invitational 2nd
Paul Short Memorial 19th

PSAC Chanipion.ships .5th

NCAA Division II Regionals 7th

1991 Womens Cross Country
Buffalo State Invitational 2nd
California Invitational 1st

lUP Invitational 2nd
Frostburg State 1st

Lehigh Invitational 14th

PA Conf. Championship 2nd
NCAA Division II Regionals 3rd

ECAC Fall Championship 3rd

PHOTO: Sporta Information

1991-92 Women's Cross Country Team FR: Suzzane Johanson. Jan Frank,

Janie Pike, Teresa Postlethwait. Kelley Wenning SR: Kelly Abernethy, Sheri

LePage. Deborah Hammond, .Jennifer Adkisson, Michelle Gausman BR: Coach
Fry, Sara Glasschroeder, Kate Zulkosky, Chris Oakes, Darci Allen, Diane Kukich,
Tracy Scott Cross Country 67



Faced with can-

cellation, the lUP
men's soccer
team developed
plans to form the

1992-93 men's
soccer club.

Doug Johnson was often seen retrieving

the ball to set for another drive toward

the goal. His Kutztown opponent looks

like he's going to need some help giving

the ball back to his teammates.

Only two years ago, the

lUP yearbook stated,

"The Indian's future is a

bright one filled with hope,"

in regard to the soccer team.

However, in an unfortunate

twist of fate, this season was
the soccer team's last due to

drastic cuts in the program's

budget.

Finishing the season with

an 8-8 record was somewhat
disappointing to the players.

Craig Fels, goalkeeper for the

team, explained, "We were all

really discouraged, and there

were mixed emotions.

Everyone wanted to have a

good season, but... being

overshadowed by constant

reminders of being cut...

sometimes made winning
tough."

He continued, "Because we
weren't given the opportunity

to continue, our season was
more of a saga than a record

of wins and losses."

He said that the season,

however, did have its good
points. The team's greatest

triumph occurred when they

attended a weekend
tournament at Davis and
Elkins and brought back two
victories. One of those wins

was a defeat for Davis and
Elkins, which Fels described

as "a powerhouse in Division

II soccer."

A second season highlight

was the team's remarkable

comeback at the University of

Pittsburgh game. "We were

down 2-0, but we came back

and played a lot harder in the

second half to win the game,"

said Fels. "If the entire season

had gone like that second half

did, we would've done much
better overall."

In addition to these team
achievements, several players

achieved individual successes.

Teammates John Kloecker,

Doug Johnson, Sean Lapier,

Craig Fels and Rich Whitmore
qualified for the Western
Pennsylvania Intercollegiate

Socer Conference (WPISC).
Lapier, Whitmore and Fels

were named to the

Pennsylvania State Athletic

Conference, in which the team
placed second.

Kloecker and Fels achieved

the Regional AU-American
title, and Fels also was
awarded Academic All-

American. The latter is

determined based on a

combination of athletic skill

and academic performance.

"As a whole, the team never

let down. There were a lot of

tensions," explained Fels,

"Like when we lost a game, a

lot of people just said, 'The
hell with this, so-what it's one
game; we're losing the rest of

the season anyhow.' A lot of

the time, it was really

discouraging."

Despite a rough season, the

players' spirits soared going

into the Westchester game,
the final obstacle before the

Pennsylvania State Play-offs.

Unfortunately, a good attitude

isn't always the deciding

factor on the scoreboard, as

the team discovered quickly.

Fels said, "It was difficult to

bounce back after they scored

the first goal."

However, despite somewhat

,. the team

never let

down

bitter attitudes, only a

handful of players, mostly

freshman and sophmores,

chose to transfer as a result of

the elimination of a soccer as

an intercollegiate sport. Fels

explained that most of the

juniors and seniors on the

team opted not to risk losing

graduation credits through the

transfer process.

Yet, these players haven't

given up their game, either.

Fels explained, "Although
we're no longer a varsity

sport, the team still wants to

play." As a result, they

formed a club team for the

1992-93 year so that the team
doesn't have to completely

eliminate the sport.

In response to the 1990

yearbook quote, Fels

commented, "I think our

future could've been filled

with potential if we had been

given the opportunity to i^
continue." -Kathy Shaulis 7
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Row I: Craig Pels. John Kloecker, Ali Afshar, Dan Dellavec hio, Steffen 'I'emple, Sean Lapicr, Roy Dummaran, Bryan Scanlan,
Joe Saad, Chris Reichle. Adam Kerr, Chris Bach, Mark Schrecengost. Row 2: Tom Horcher. .Sieve Heck, Kric Masterson,
Derek Reusser, John Halt, Mutale Chilangwa. Kraig Dowd, Fat Hennessy. Joe Glowaski. Mark Thorburn, Rich Whilmore,
Kvle Mitchell. Doug Johnson. Dave Shideler. Mike Rowles. Brian I.enosky (assistant coach). Vince Celtnieks (head coach).

PHOTO; Tony Piccioni
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The Field
Hockey team
entered their
final season
with intensity
and perserver-
ance.

I eamwork and endurance
were ultimately

maintained by our field

hockey team throughout a

season that was a struggle

that included several

formidable all-conference

opponents. This can be

attributed to the team's drive

and love for the sport, as well

as coach Kofie Montgomery's
decision to push her team as

hard as ever despite the

cancellation of her sport next

year due to state- mandated
budget cuts. Teammate Gina
Bowman sums up her team's

attitude by saying that "you
have to give 100 percent in

both practices and games."

The team's 7-10 season is

not the last word on their

performance - members agree

that more blood, sweat, and
tears went into this season

than can be seen from the

stands. This is especially

apparent in the naming of

you have to

give 100%...

Judith Leverton as a Field

Hockey All-American. She is

the first lUP field hockey
player ever to be selected to

the national team.

The emphasis this season,

however, was not on the

individual, but on playing as a

team. This included intense

concentration and effort

during rigorous practices.

Drills ranging from "keeping

your stick down [to] feet and

movement techniques" were
part of their regular schedule.

This system proved invaluable

against such rivalries as

Shippensburg, Bloomsburg,
and Lock Haven. "All games
are important," said Bowman
and the team was actively

encouraged to play as though
the sport were being

continued next year. In the

end, our field hockey team
learned to accept defeat, revel

in winning and most
importantly, to make
sacrifices to achieve a goal

and to place the team before

the member. -Lynda Bernard

70

Freshman Jennifer DiMatteu and soph-

omore teammate Erica Erb take control

of the ball in a fast-paced attempt to

score.

Michelle Mowrer a senior from Man-
heim, faces her Lock Haven opponent,
fearlessly digging in to gain possession.

Amy Pfaehler & Anfjeia Kaden wait expec-

tantly for the action to move their way; being

constantly alert to the game's tempo doesn't

mean always having control of the ball.

\



Women's 1991-92 Field Hockey FR: Judy Liverton, Michelle Mowrer, Krista Fletcher,

Tina I.andis, Slacey Reed. Lori Skebeck, Heidi Keyse.-, Jen Walters SR: Ueb Brennan, Tamika

Brooks. Jenna Paves. Stpehanie Ramsey. Tara Goldsworthy. Amy Pfaehler. Erica Erb BR:

Kofie Montgomery, Angela Kadenne. Kim Gonzalez. Byronne Cramer, Jennifer Norcross.

Jennifer Case. Jennifer DiMatteo. Heather Apple. Daria Garver

»!
V-. :\ £7

1991 Field Hockey



WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

NATIONAL CHAMPIONS

T

NCAA.
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Despite their
misleading
season score,
lUP's volley-
ball team had a
commitment
that earned
them a top-ten
ranking.

This years volleyball team
discovered that practice

is the working
foundation of their team.

Since their schedule was less

demanding than it has been
in the past, the team took

advantage of their time by
spending it in the gym doing

exercises and performing
drills. With an emphasis on
teamwork, they focused on
each others strengths and
weaknesses in an effort to

improve the team as a whole.

The rigorous practice schedule

was also designed to teach

players to become better

managers of time and to show
them varsity sports and
academics can both
successfully co-exist.

The learning that they
gained through practice began
materializing on the

conference courts early in the
season despite the young
team's lack of playing

experience together. Middle
hitters Margo Hull and
Megan Carpenter gave a

September 10 display of

74 The Oak

strength by helping their

team deliver a solid defeat to

Clarion. Seventh year coach

Kim Johnson-Walker referred

to them as "key players" in a

post-game interview despite

Carpenter's feelings of the

team still needing more
experience.

Another impressive

performance during the game
was delivered by sophomore
setter Michelle Dragon, who
played a "big role" in the

team's win, according to her

coach. Her abilities were
never limited to any one
position on the court.

In their October 1 contest

again.st Edinboro, the lUP

Above: Facing off with their Slippery

Rock opponents during a volley, lUP
sets the ball for a spike. Pivot points

<«»C.£^
PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

such as these helped the volleyball

team defeat Slippery Rock during the

contest.

volleyball team's

improvements were becoming
an obvious asset. Edinboro
was on the receiving end of

several unexpected lUP aces,

served by Tara Wertz, Lisa

Small and Janet Lassan. lUP
blocking was also tough to

beat when 5 foot 11 senior

Elaine Engle and 5 foot 10

sophomore Megan Carpenter

joined forces to dash their

opponents' hopes for a score.

More organized warmup
drills seemed to be a key

factor in the team's swift

improvements, which were
evident at the conclusion of

an October 11 game against

Clarion. Despite pre-game
rumors of her opponents
improvements, Lassan stated

simply, "We're improving
too." Statistics of the team's

performance, which include 6

aces, 52 kills and dozens of

successful blocks, illustrate

that her assessment was
correct.

As the season came to a

close, the volleyball team had

earned a total of 13 wins and
14 losses as well as the

distinction of being ranked in

the top ten. The team's

committment to improving

together may not be entirely

reflected in their season total,

but it is the basis upon which

the future lUP team may
continue to build. -Lynda ••j

Bernard /

PHOTO Tony Piccioni

Above: Returning sophomore Tara

Wertz is shown here as the powerful

offensive force she proved to be. What
the team lacked in experience was made
up for by natural ability.



Below: Team unity is encouraged
through substitutions. This provides

the opportunity to congratulate team-

mates after successful plays. The few

seconds between plays is a good chance
to exchange strategies and share advice.

Head Coach
Kim J. Walker

PHOTO; Tony Piccioni

1991 Womans Volleyball

PHOTO: Jim Wakefield

1991 Women's Volleyball Team. Row 1: Carolyn VVansack, Heather W'alke-

meyer, Elaine Engle. Kim Fujiwara, Margo Hull. -Janet Lassan. Row 2: Kim -1.

Walker (coach). Tara Wertz. Lisa Small. Kathy Harhaugh. Megan Carpenter.
Michelle Dragon, .Jennifer VanDruff, Amelia Oey, Stacy Markel (student coach).

Clarion
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lUP's gymnas-
tics team de-
parts after al-

most two
decades ofper-
formances.

Despite an unusually young
team of three juniors, four

sophomores and six

freshmen, and the sadness of a

final season as a varsity sport at

lUP, the gymnastics team proved
that teamwork, talent and
dedication can overcome any
obstacle.

Their first home meet in

February brought the team the

top three places in the all-around

results with Dawn Favia coming
in first, Judy Prado second, and
Robin Seliga third. This
accomplishment was earned in

spite of a narrow loss to Ball

State by only 2.25 points. Coach
Dan Kendig felt that, at that

time, the team was looking better

and that improvement was
inevitable.

The team's late-March meet
against Pitt and Rutgers proved
those sentiments to be accurate

when they took second place with

several outstanding performances.

lUP's best scores ranged from 9.3

(out of 10) to 9.8, which was
Favia's best on the vault.

The team had been
consistently improving
throughout the season, and in the

face oftheir final meet, they

continued to do so. On March 28,

in front of what was probably the

largest crowd all season, the

team's positive, tenacious attitude

1 » f

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Above: At the end of the last match of

the 19th and final season, lUP's Ail-

American gymnasts were honored for

their season efforts.

could be witnessed from all sides

of the Memorial Field House.

lUP's gymnasts confidently

defeated Radford by earning their

highest event totals of the season.

The team's farewell performances

had progressed into an exciting

combination of personal bests

and broken records. Personal

bests included Tracye Burnett's

9.0 on the vault and Amy
Kohler's 9.4 on the bars. These
are only a fractin of the

individual and team highs

achieved throughout the season.

The lUP records earned during

the meet are Jennifer Givens'

9.75 on the balance beam and
Dawn Favia's 9.65 in the floor

exercise.

It was obvious at the

commencement of both the meet
and the season that the team had

faced the disappointment of not

qualifying for regionals, and had

emphasized their support for each

others' talents. With the

disappearance of lUP's 19-year-

old gymnastics program on the

...what can
happen
when you do
not give up.

gymnasts' minds, their many
successes have become an

example of what can happen
when you do not give up. It

cannot be disputed that our 1991-

1992 gymnastics team certainly

went out with style. -Lynda
Bernard

f
PHOTO Tracey Ryan

Above: One of the stronger elements of

IlIP's team this year was their perfor-

mance on the balance beam.
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The lUP basket-

ball teams
showed each oth-

that winninger

does not happen
individually.

Like all collegiate athletes

and sports teams, the

coaches, staff and players

had hopes for a shot at the

P.S.A.C. Playoffs.

Unfortunately, last year the

women's basketball team
didn't win the championships,
but they learned from their

experiences and looked

forward to a great 91-92

season. The men's team also

hoped that their game would
continue to improve as it had
in the past few seasons and
looked forward to a playoff

entry.

What did it take to create a

winning team? Hard work and
dedication, you got it, and so

do our Indians! With players

graduating and new members
filling their positions it is

very important that the older,

more experienced players

create a comfortable

atmosphere for the new
players and teach these "new
dogs old tricks", and the other

way around, too.

Top high school basketball

players are transformed into

collegiate ball players through
practice. Like the old saying

goes, "practice makes perfect"

and that is exactly what our

hardworking Indians do 2.5

hours a day, 5 days a week,

working on the key elements

of basketball that constitue

team effort and unity.

According to Cathy Torchia,

junior member of the Lady
Indians, "If you don't have a

good team chemistry then it

makes it a lot tougher to play

together and reach the goals

you set as a team." lUP guard

Mark Keynard seemed to

agree when he told The Penn,
"We just see to be together

more as a team. We're
together on and off the court,

and I think that's the big

difference in the conference

this year." It is positive

attitudes like these that make
the lengthy strenous practices

pleasurable.

Although basketball is a

team effort, the practices are

set up to provide individual

We 're together

on and off the

court ... that's

the big

difference.

help as well. Certain times are

set aside to develop better

shooting and passing,

defensive and offensive

strategies for all members. Yet

the individual time and team

PHOTO: Tracey Ryan

time work in consortium to

create two well-rounded

Indian teams.

In general, our basketball

players feel that the rewards

for a hectic, grueling practice

include an opportunity to

compete in collegiate settings

such as tournaments and
PSAC playoffs, self-

fulfillment, close friendships

and team unity. -Remy •y'

Bibaud ' y

t»

I 1 1 1 1 na
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Row 1: Cathy Torchia, Leah Simmons. Row 2

ihaw, Lori Deutsch. Row .'!: Lisa Bendick. Mi

VlcF.ihinny, Amy Baughman, Tracey Hill.

Dana McKee, Karen Robatin. Kim
chelle Rearick. Traci Lengel. Linda

I UP

u*/^-0J1

1991 Men's Basketball
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With an abundance of

underclassmen and a

hectic season schedule, the

lUP men's and women's
swimming teams might have
seemed overwhelmed with

work. Before the end of the

season, however, they were
proving that practice was
paying off. As early as

January, both teams' seasons

were highlighted by record-

breaking performances.

Senior Bill Dress, who
brought lUP a first-place win
in the 200 backstroke against

Edinboro, commented that

effort was the key to

improvement. "It is very

rewarding to be able to make
practices and improve in

performance through hard
work," according to Dress.

This ideal appeared to work
for the women's team as well.

Freshman Jamee Fizz said

that her team spent the

season "working hard to make
the national cut." Her early

freshman record in the 100

butterfly was only one of the

first of the team's

accomplishments that made
the national goal possible.

The four-day PSAC meet in

February at Clarion turned
out to be a perfect chance for

both teams to secure

qualifications for Nationals. In

the process of placing fifth

among the conference schools

present, the women's team
broke 11 lUP records and
qualified for six National
events, while lUP's only male
diver, senior Jim Russell,

qualified for the one- and
three-meter board.

lUP records set at the

PSAC meet include the 100-

yard backstoke by junior Kim
Berghoff, who became the

M

first conference champion for

women from lUP; the 100-

yard freestyle by freshman
Tawney Nardozza; the 100-

yard breaststroke by senior

Laura Schwerzler; the 400-

yard freestyle relay with

Nardozza, senior Tori

Hoffman, freshman Kathy
Marshall; and the 200-yard

individual medley by junior

Sean Gallagher. The record

time that Gallagher beat had
previously existed for 15

years.

At the conclusion of this

meet, the lUP male swimmers
had placed in the Top 6 with

three relays and the female

swimmers placed first through
sixth in several different

events.

Not more than one month
after the PSAC record-

breaking meet, Berghoff,

Nardozza, Schwerzler, Fizz

and Russell traveled all the

way to the University of

North Dakota for the NCAA
Division II national

championship meet. As a

team, lUP's women placed

13th among the 26 teams.

Russell's points put lUP at

17th among 25 teams.

The stellar performances
that broke records and won
awards for both teams are

most often noted, but

certainly are not the only

ones. The entire team of men
and women is to be admired

for its accomplishments and
congratulated for the

dedication each of its

members displayed

throughout the sea.son. The
individual efforts within each
team created an exciting and
intense season that all of lUP
will not soon forget. -Lynda
Bernard ^y

It is very

rewarding . . .

improve
through hard
work.

to

Above: Of all the ways one can enter the

pool, diving is the fa.stest. Anyone who
has tried it knows that it isn't as easy to

do well as it looks! Right: In competi-
tion swimming, the shortest time is the

winning time. Waiting for the exact mo-
ment to begin timing their laps often

means spending some moments watch-
ing the clock.
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This swimmer is in the middle cif per

forming a "flip turn." Diirinj; the

movement, the swimmer Hips upside

down to save time during the turn and

to get a strong spring off of the wall.

Moves like these ran mean the differ-

ence between winning and losing a

meet since most events are deter-

mined bv only fractions of second.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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Despite early
season chal-
lenges, the
men's and
women's ten-
nis teams
scored impres-
sive victories.

The Maple Street Courts on the

campus of lUP hosted two sea-

sons filled with the energy typi-

cal of the men's and women's tennis

teams. The courts are the sight if both
teams' home matches during thier regu-

lar seasons, serving the women's team
in September and October and the

men's in March and April.

The women's team played in nine re-

gualr season matches, sometimes in as

many as three a week. The women had
a difficult season that was characterized

by unfamiliar playing surfaces and sev-

eral four-hour bouts. As early as Sep-

tember 11, the team encountered Pitt's

indoor astroturf that slowed the balls

down and created strange ball move-
ments. September 17 brought a change
of pace for the game as well as the team.

The women battled slippery, hot courts

to finally defeat Slippery Rock 6-3 after

more than four hours of play. The re-

mainder of the season was just as chal-

lenging, but did not prevent several im-

pressive performances that were
highlighted by singles players senior

Lori Patterson and junior Amy Newlon.

In spite of the difficult conditions, an
occassional injury and the formidable
opponents they met, the women's ten-

nis team achieved a 5-4 final score and a

sea.son full of improvement. In her .sev-

enth season as women's coach, Jackie

Albenze emphasized steady play and
confidence throughout the season. Hav-
ing strenghtened these characteristics

this year, the women's tennis team is

bound for a season that is being awaited

by tennis fans all across campus.
The men's tennis team was forced to

endure inclement weather and schedule

rearrangement throughout the begin

ning of their .season. These factors

might have seemed to negatively affect

the team's performance when they lost

at the season opener at the end of

March, but time revealed that the lo.ss

was to be only one of three at the con-

clusion of the 1992 season.

Some of the opponents that were de-

feated by lUI^ include Shippebsburg,
Millersville and Lock Haven- all of

whom proved to be no challenge consid-

ering their sound defeats. The top lUP
seeds were not the only victors this sea-

son, with a majority of the mambers
bringing home at least one success over

the course of the month-long .season.

Many of the singles players teamed
up for doubles successes as well. Junior

Todd Gensemer and senior Michael Esz

joined forces against such teams as

.Shippensburg and Duquesne to deliver

consistent defeats, while senior Sebas-

tian van den Boogaard and junior Rich-

ard Lundy earned several wins together

for RIP. Very few combinations of lUP
players were unsuccessful, as is also

true for singles players. The team's

strength on the court is best exempli-

fied by their defeat of Duquesne's num-
ber one team and their impressive ten

consecutive wins within the schedule.

Coach Vince Celtnieks, in his 14th

season, guided his team to a 12-,'? season

score that, because of budget cuts, will

unfortunately be their last. Despite the

regret they feel about the discontinua-

tion of their sport, the men's tennis

team is sure that their 1992 season was

a great way to end the program and can

be sure that they would have been un-

beatable anyway. -Lynda Bernardy
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Jelow: Todd Genzsimmer serves to his

pponent with a pciwerfiil overhand.

PHOTO. Sports Infurmalion

Headcoach
Jackie Albenze

f

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

f'l
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Row 1: Gayle Penkunas, Amy Augustine, Heidi Sjoberg, I.ori Patterson. Renee
Fangretti, Amy Newlon, .lill Kelso, Laura Treichler. Row 2: .lackie Albenze (head-

coach), Maura McCall, Nikki Reamer, Nicole Hurt, Kbru Engin, Stacy Covert, .len

leo. lenny Galvan.

1991 Women's Tennis
lUP .3 I'itt fi

6 Slippery Rock .1

7 Allegheny 2

Shippenhurg 9

8 L<ick Haven I

California 9

PA Tourn Erie .3rd

1992 Men's Tennis
IlIP 1 Pitt 8

9 Lock Haven
6 Shippensburg 3

6 Millersville 3

10 Frostburg .State

7 Duquesne 2

9 St. Francis

8 Robert Morris 1

6 Slippery Rock 3

8 Gannon 1

6 Buffalo SUte 1

Pa Tourn. Lock Haven 5th

1

.^
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Senior Sigma ('hi brother Jason Ross
cheers for his favorite team during the

annual Derby Days held at Keith Field.

Derby Days pit sororities against each
other in competitions such as tug-o-war
and dizzy-stick relays.

92 The Oak

he Greek way of life has
proven to be a rewarding
endeavor for thousands of

students who have
eommitted themselves to the

ideals of tradition, friendship and
leadership. Fraternity goals set

standards through which we live

our lives, and we wear our letters

not to set us apart, but to

symbolize our dedication and
commitment to bettering our own
fraternity and our community.

At lUP, the Greek system has

provided a foundation which will

remain forever strong throughout
our lives. Greek membership has

allowed us to face life with our

own natural styles. ^

Editor:

Michele Ziminski

Kappa Sigma brother Tom Scott
dances with a Zeta Tau Alpha pledge

during the 1992 Greek Sing competi-
tion. The fraternity and sorority went

down in greek history by smashing a

guitar on the floor of memorial field

house. The theme for their routine was
"Animal House.

"
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Along with Delta Gammas all

over the country, the DGs at

lUP hold the anchor, and their

mascot "Hannah" close to their

hearts.

In 1874, when the first new-

members were initiated, they
also picked their first pin. It

was the gold letter "H" which
stood for hope. It seemed ap-

propriate at the time, since

Mississippi was recovering from
a scourge of yellow fever, and
the three founders had to re-

main at college over Christmas
break. The gold "H" was re-

placed a few years later by the

anchor, an ancient symbol of

hope. The hope of the anchor
guided the founders and new
members to come, making Del-

ta Gamma what she is today,

one of the strongest women's

fraternities in the United
States.

"Hannah" originated in the

1920's at the University of Ore-

gon in the form of a song. All of

the DG chapters have devised

their own versions of the song.

No one is quite sure when Rag-

gedy Ann dolls began to repre-

sent "Hannah". Today the

dolls can be found in chapter

houses throughout the country.

This year, Epsilon Eta chap-

ter raised over $2,500 for their

philanthropies, Sight Conser-

vation and Aid to the Blind.

They also won Derby Days, the

most outstanding scholarship

award and they were first run-

ners up for the Mary Stella

Wolfe award, which they previ-

ously won four years in a row. -

Kathleen Kosta ^y

Bottom: Delta Gammas -Jeannie En-
glish and Cathie Stern gather with Al-

pha Chi Rho .John Ness at the Order
of Omega reception. The three formed
a lasting friendship as a result of the
greek system. Below: Room mates
Kelly Young and Stevie Nelson raised

money for their philanthropy Sight
Conservation and Aid to the Blind.
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Row I; Chnatina deTorok. Monica Hudak, Shelby Holland, Kelly Walsh. Debbie Rucinski Row 2: Kellv Young. .Jeri Hinkle, Lisa Wright
Paich. Josie White, Traci Panasiti. Row 3: Heather Thomas, Celese Jones. Mellissa Yurko, Karen Cohick, Kristen Tate, Natalie Boyd
Flaherety, Kerry Desmond, Christie McDonald. Row 4: Kelly Butner. Linda Westover. Marcv Shaffer, Lvnn Flaherty, Holly Gouriev
Nelson, Michelle Naman, Bonnie Heinlein, Dana Vaubel, Kathy Shoberg, Lauren Mackey, Michele Ziminski, Deb Suhlev. Row 5: Ch
Sleekier, Theresa Musheno, Lora Wesson, Gwen .Jones, Beth Overberger. Katie McBride, .Jeannie English, Lori Pecuilis, Maite Merdizabal
March, Cindy Cain, Kristen I,agally. Row 6: Jessica lovino. Ken Acquaro, Christy Myers, Nicole DeCroo. Nicole Macko, Cathie Stern
Martini, Lori Gulakowski.
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Hi Idw: Jen Page, Amy Rhoads, Jen

Gambale, Karen Breddah and Chris-

tina Beigle enjoy each others compa-

ny at the Greek Mix-off. Bottom: Del-

ta Zeta Jen Price sells donuts at the

annual Turtle Classic volleyball com-

petition. Procedes benefit Aid to the

Hearing Impaired.
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In 1902, Delta Zeta be-

gan laying a foundation of

high ideals at Miami Uni-

versity in Oxford Ohio.

In 1952, a few women at

lUP adheared to the dedi-

cation and values of the

women at Miami Univer-

sity. In hopes of creating

an ever-widening circle of

sisterhood the ladies at

lUP went to work. Thus,

the Gamma Phi chapter of

Delta Zeta became an in-

spiration to the greek sys-

tem at lUP
This year, DZs celebrate

their 40th year, which
marks a commitment to

friendship, loyalty and
philanthropic work. Mem-
bers showed enthusiasm
and leadership in the
greek system as they won
Greek Week and placed

third in Greek Sing with

Pi Kappa Phi. They also

participated in Anchor
Splash, Derby Days and
the Non-alcoholic Mix-
off. The annual DZ Turtle

Classic Volleyball Tour-
nament was also a hit,

which raised money for

their philanthropy. Aid to

the hearing Impaired. -

Michele Ziminski -y

Row 1: Jill Long. Jodi Longenecker. Amy Harris, Heather Rice. Chrissy Ralston, Shelly Rhodes. Row 2: Amy

Rhodes, Tina Berbigler, Jen Page, Teri Ziegler. Jen Lie, Elise Schneeweis, Cathy Geis. Row ,3: Deirdre

Holmes, Melissa Dapra, Sherri Weaver, Christie Walters, Alex Hutchinson, Jenn Santinsky. Row 4: Ju li

Norris, Michelle Lamoureux, Jen Berdell. Nikki Lykens. Karen Carlson. Ceci Trugillio, Jen Gambale, Shelby

Smith. Row 5: Jill Kelso, Melissa Cramer, Keri Walker, Jen Wallace, Stephanie Ramsey, Michelle Scouvart,

Maribel Zambrana. Row 6: Christina beigle. Karen Bheddah, Kelly McHugh, Karen Perry, Gretchen Nicely,

Gillian Delgado, Amy Kauffman, Christine Carrier, Jill Mark, Barb Bickel.
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Below: Alpha Sigma Tau sisters pre-
pare a nonalcoholic beverage for the
Greek Mix-off. Bottom: Watching their

soroity and Lambda Chi Alpha dance
during Greek Sing, Alpha Sigma Tau
sisters cheers enthusiastically.
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Alpha Sigma Tau was found-
ed at Eastern Michigan Univer-
sity in 1899. Since then, AST's
throughout the country have
worked hard to uphold their

motto, "active, self-reliant,

trustworthy".

Delta chapter at lUP began
in September 1916, only to be
disbanded and reorganized in

1928. The oldest chapter at

lUP, Alpha Sigma Tau has rec-

ognized that the ties of friend-

ship and commitment contrib-

ute to fulfilling the ideals of

fraternity life.

This year, AST's dedicated
many long hours to their annu-
al Miss lUP pageant, which has
recently undergone many posi-

tive changes. Proceeds benefit

the Pine Mountain School.
The sorority has also partici-

pated in other greek events.

Teaming up with Lambda Chi
Alpha, they performed to the
i?ociy theme and Pat Benatar's
•'Hit Me With Your Best Shot"
at Greek Sing. -Michele Zi-

minski ^
7
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Below: Delta Phi Epsilon's Tracey Ma-
son, Donna Hoover, Christ! Ferdorko

and Shanan ("avanaugh sell homecom-
ing shirts in the rain at the annual

Homecoming carnival. Bottom: Melissa

Wooster and Chrissie Vanl)yl<e attend

• Ml activity at Breezedale, a popular

place for greek organizations to hold

tiiiictions.

'<v.
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Delta Phi Epsilon is struc-

tured around the Five S's: so-

cial, service, sorority, sister-

hood and scholarship. Socially

at lUP, D Phi E participates

enthusiastically in many greek

events such as Homecoming,
Derby Days and Greek Week.
This year they placed second at

Anchor Splash.

In service they held the sec-

ond annual house decorating

contest at Christmas to raise

money for one of their philan-

thropies, Cystic Fibrosis.

They also worked hard to

promote themselves as an out-

standing sorority on campus.
They hold many sisterhood ac-

tivities such as retreats, date

parties and formals. Academic
achievment is encouraged
through study hours. -Michele

Mencer .^

FHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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Below; Tri-Sigmas Molly Smith, Mi-

shelle Davis, April Smith and Jody
Williams enjoy each other's company at

Derby Days. Bottom: Andrea Zanar-

delli and Amy Powell socialize at an

Order of Omega reception.
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Sigma's bonds remain
unbroken as their eternal

Lambda chapter united

sisters in peace. At lUP
their goal lies in faith to

themselves, each other
and testament by ritual

which marks a unique and
binding order. These
thoughts reflect the basis

of Tri-Sigma and the
strength of the chapter.

She has many reasons to

celebrate since Sigma Sig-

ma Sigma sisters have
been at lUP for over 75

vears.

Tri-Sigma was founded
at Longwood College.
Farmville, Virginia in

April 1898. Their motto,

"Faithful until death",
brings the lUP Lambda
chapter closer and creates

an ideal for life long en-

richment. This year. Sig-

ma Sigma Sigma actively

participated in greek ac-

tivities such as Greek Sing
with Tau Kappa Epsilon.

Greek Week. Derby Days
and the many formals and
date parties. -Jean Schulte

and Michele Ziminski ^^

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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Kcldw: Zetas Sharon Detore and Kris-

tin pay close attention to the Derby
Days field events. Bottom: Z'l'A l.aiira

Slorace tries to hit the egg on top of her

opponents head during Derby Days. ZTA

".^e^ I0H- T^Utf^M^

Founded at Longwood Col-

lege in Farmville, Virginia, Zeta

Tau Alpha has created the

ideals to huild a lifetime of tra-

dition. Today, ZTA is the third

largest national woman's
fraternity.

Gamma Xi chapter at lUP
has recently celebrated its 40th

anniversary. Locally, the Zeta

symbol is a bunny, while their

national symbols are strawber-

ries, a 5-point crown and the

white violet.

Members actively participate

in various events in addition to

those involving the greek sys-

tem. This diversity helps to

build a strong chapter.

Zetas held several fundraisers

this year to benefit their phi-

lanthropy, Association for Re-
tarded Citizens (ARC). Their
major fundraiser is the annual
cutest couple contest. -Michele
Ziminski vy

PHOTO: Tony Piccinni

\
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Row 1: Stephanie Hardy, Kristin Morgan,.loni Harper, Elizabeth Delage, Vicki Kahn. Row 2: Sherry Zvelany,

Kristin Holt, Michelle Alt, Lisa Geyer, Kristin Gaylor, Kresta Carlstrom. Row .3: Brenda Selmanoff. .Jennifer

Larson, Melissa Barth, Aimee George. Sylvia Smith. Nikki Harry, Tracy Haines. Heather Ondo. Suzanne
Tiani. Row 4: I-ori Hervol, Kristin Clinton, Melissa Dirito, Sharon Pfiefer, Nikki Conn. Denise Heffner, Tara
Flagherty. Row W. Tammy Leicher, Michelle Sharp, Christy Reddecliff, Kim Endlich. Anne Wallace, Alicia

Flower, .Janel Emrick, Leslie Ashbaugh. Katrina Bunke. Row 6: Carol McGee, Linda Herlzog, Katy Ga.ssner,

Ann-Marie Ficco, Kristen Hedling, Michelle Miller, Rachel VanDyke, Sonia Lake, Lisa Darnley, Andrea
Burkheimer.
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Fall 1991 executive board. Row 1: Jen-
nifer Calcutta, Annamarie Castellani,

Gwenn Catalone. Row 2: Cindy Vuke-
lich, Andrea Zanardelli. Kerry Naeger,
Michele Ziminski.

Since Alpha Delta Pi (1851)

and Phi Mu (1852) organized

the first national greek-letter

women's fraternities, which
many people collectively refer

to as sororities, the greek sys-

tem has expanded to include 26

female organizations.

Although sororities had ex-

isted since the mid 1800's, a

governing group did not exist

until the early 20th Century.

The National Panhellenic Con-
ference formed to represent the

mutual concerns of the 26 na-

tional fraternities. Together
with the National Interfrater-

nity Conference, which governs

62 men's fraternities, Panhel
works to foster interfraterninty

relations and assists universi-

ties in maintaining high stan-

dards of conduct.

At lUP, Panhel programs are

worthwhile activities for the

greek community. Projects in-

clude Greek Week, Greek Sing,

rush, speakers and community
service. The executive board
along with the individual soror-

ity representatives also employ
and enforce rules and bylaws
within the greek system. -Mi-

chele Ziminski vy

PHOTO Tony Piccioni
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Spring 1992 executive board. Row 1:

Laura Bergesen, Meli.ssa Wensel, P'lisa-

beth Chimok, Caren CUowa. Row 2: Cin-

dy Vukelich, Stacy O'Connor. Lee Mar-
tin, Paula Grzelak.



Bottom: Tony Nicolazzo, .John Ness,

Michele Ziminski, Anna Castellani and
Anthony Storti gather at the Order of

Omega reception. Below: Alpha Chi
Rho Ron Shamitko engrossed in a con-

versation.

Un^^ ofOnteoi^
In 1959 a group of active fra-

ternity men at the University of

Miami formed an organization
with the intent of honoring out-

standing individuals within the

greei< community. The Nation-
al Order of Omega thus became
a greek honorary society. Its

goal was to recognize those who
have committed themselves to

the ideals of fraternity life.

The honorary fraternity's

idea quickly spread to other
universities, and charters were
soon developed. In 1977, Order
of Omega voted to become a co-

ed organization. Today, over

250 chapters exists throughout
the United States.

Members are selected on the
basis of academic success, dedi-

cation to community service

and leadership within the inter-

and intrafraternity structure.

The Delta Theta chapter at

lUP encourages members to

uphold their already high stan-

dards of leadership and service.

It also inspires other students
to become active within the

university and community.
This year Order of Omega held
fundraisers for the Alice Paul
House, a nonprofit shelter for

battered women. -Michele Zi-

minski .y

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Row 1: Lisa Masisak. Carol Cunning-
ham, Anna Castellani, Mark McCoy.
Margaret Staton, Deanna Wesol, Mary
Furnanage, Sophia Hanna. Cindy Vu-

kelich. Row 2: Andrea Zanardelli. Kerry

Naeger, Cathie Stern. Karen Halpern.

Jennifer I.ytle. Row 3: Michele Zi-

minski, .Jeannie English, Christina Bei-

gle, Jennifer Berdell, Amy Powell. Row
4: Jud Fodness, John Ness, Jason Ross,

Meghan Moughan, Tony Nicolazzo.

Row .5: Jeff Mains, Anthony Storti,

Chris Baike, Randy Seymore.
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Below: Cory Saylor carries away yet an-

other award for the new lUP fraternity,

Sigma Phi Epsilon. Right: Delta Gam-
ma always puts hours of hard work into

making Anchor Splash as much of a

success as it is a good time.

n
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Above: Queen Neptune's Theta Phi Al-

pha sisters bring their spirit of friend-

ship to Anchor Splash. Right: King
Neptune (Alpha Tau Omega's Anthony
Joseph) and Delta Gamma coach Paula

Malesky make their way through the

enthusiastic crowd.
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Oeltu riaiiimas Linda Westover and
l.iiri (iulakdwski take a lime-out from

timin;; the relays.

PHOTO: Tony P.ccioni
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The heat in Zink I'imiI did ntA keep

spirits down durinf; Delta (lammma's
1991 Anchor Splash.

I'hi Delta 'I'heta and I'hi Sigma .Siu-

ma were the overall winners in Anchor
Splash for fraternities and sororities.

Sigma I'hi Kpsilon, a new national fra-

ternity at lUP, took second place for

fraternities and Pi Kappa I'hi finished

third. For the .sororities. Delta I'hi Kp-
sihrn and 'I'heta I'hi Alpha tied for sec-

ond and I'hi Mu finished third.

Delta (Jamma's Anchor Splash raised

.$2,000 in 1991 for Sight Conservation
and Aid to the Blind through sponsors
and contributions from other (Ireek

organizations.

"Anchor Splash has grown i>ver the

eleven years that Delta (!amma has
been on campus," Jeannie Knglish,

president of Delta Gamma said. "We
receive a lot of support from the Greek
community."
Anchor Splash consists of five sepa-

rate competitions- money raised, spirit.

King and Queen Neptune, swimming
events and a sheet sign. Each individual

event earns points, and the team with

the most points wins overall.

Each organization raises money by
buying Anchor Splash T-shirts and do-

nating money through buckets in the

HUB. In the fraternity competition,

Sigma Phi Epsilon grabbed first. Phi
Delta Theta .second and Delta Tau Del-

ta third. Delta Phi Epsilon raised the

most money for sororities, Theta Phi
Alpha took second, while Phi Sigma
Sigma finished third.

The spirit award is judged at the com-
petition and is awarded to the group
that shows the most spirit. Sigma Phi
Epsilon again finished first, and Pi

\

Kappa Thetji took third Delta Phi Ep-

silon Hnished first, Theta Phi Alpha

took sec(md and Phi Mu grabbed third.

King and Queen Neptune are judged

on originality of costume and an origi-

nal cheer. Phi Sigma Sigma won the

sorority comiietition, and I'hi Delta

Theta won for the fraternities.

Four swimming races took place- a

free-style relay, a strip relay in which

swimmers wear T-shirts and socks, a

two-person relay in which a person is

attached to the swimmer's ankles and a

surprise event.

Pi Kappa Phi won the swim competi-
ticm, Theta Chi took second and Phi
Delta Theta and Sigma Phi Epsilon

tied for third. Delia Zeta won the soror-

ity competition. Alpha Xi Delta fin-

ished second and Sigma Kappa took

third.

Each organization also makes a sheet

sign to hang in the Oak Grove the week
of Anchor Splash. Phi Delta Thela
placed first. Phi Kappa Theta finished

second and Sigma Phi Epsilon look

third. Phi .Sigma Sigma placed first in

the sororities, Theta Phi Alpha second
and Alpha Gamma Delta took third.

"It was impressive to see how spirited

the Greek organizations get and know-
ing it is all for a good cau.se," said Mi-
chele Ziminski, co-chair of Anchor
Splash. Lynn Flahety also chaired the

event.

Anchor Splash was realized with the

help of Dr. Ralph .Iohns(m in Aquatics,

Terry Bagano, .Scott Wray and the

brothers of Sigma Chi who worked as

referees and coaches. -Carolyn Dolan as

seen in The Penn

r
Proceeds from Delta Gamma's Anchor
Splash serve lo support .Sight Conser-
vation and Aid lo the Blind.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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The Memorial Field House

shook on April 26 as two dozen na-

tional fraternities and sororities

cheered at the annual Greek Sing
competition. The event kicked off

Greek Week.
Dressed as ghouls, Theta Phi Al-

pha and Alpha Chi Rho placed first

after performing to Michael Jack-

son's Thriller. The crowd went cra-

zy when four characters from the

Addams Family arouse from tomb-
stones and danced to both the orig-

inal Addams Family theme song
and M. C. Hammer's rendition.

Second place Alpha Gamma Del-

ta and Alpha Tau Omega showed
the audience a good time as they
danced to the theme from The
Lone Ranger. They also brushed
up on their square dancing skills

during John Denver's Thank God
I'm a Country Boy. The perfor-

mance ended when the dancers
rode off the stage as Happy Trails

by Van Halen played. Sigma Kap-
pa and Theta Chi's "Pajama
Jammy Jam" theme shared third

place with Delta Zeta and Pi Kap-

Top: Delta Sigma Phi Paul Sabota and
Hiele Hodnette dance to 60's music dur-
ing their "Love Story" theme. Right:
Alpha Sigma Alpha Mary Furnanage
dances to Living in America.

pa Phi. Jammy Jam featured a Sig

Kap slumber party that is broken
up by machine gun fire. DZ and Pi

Kaps sported black felt hats and
silver gloves as they danced to a

medley of Jackson Five and
Michael Jackson songs.

A serious AIDS theme placed
fifth. Sigma Sigma Sigma and Tau
Kappa Epsilon addressed the safe

sex issue with Salt-n-Pepa's Let's

Talk .About Sex. To further empha-
size their theme, a mock funeral

scene was reenacted.

Not placing, but deserving hon-
orable mention was the Toga-clad
Zeta Tau Alpha and Kappa Sigma
who acted out scenes from the col-

lege cult movie .Animal House. The
performance highlight occurred
during the song / Gave My Love a
Cherry, when a guitar was smashed
on the gymnasium floor.

Proceeds from the 1992 Greek
Week supported Special Olympics.
-Michele Ziminski .y

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni PHOTO; Tony Piccioni
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Left: Alpha Gamma Delta Kollyne

Miller teases her Alpha Tau Omega
partner during their "Wild West" rou-

tine. Below: Kappa Sigma Pat Kane
twists with his Alpha Sigma Alpha
partner during the Animal House
theme. Below Right: A Sigma Phi Epsi-

lon watches his fraternity dance to

"Vibes of the 90's."

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni PHOTO Tony Piccioni
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Below: Alpha Gamma Delta Carol Cun-

ningham cheers during the tug-of-war.

Bottom: Pi Kappa Phis Greg Quinn,

Will Forrest, Mat Fisher and Joe Wei-

ble watch the events.

Cfre^ fV^^
"United We Stand" was the

Greek Week theme this year, and

appropriately described the 32 fra-

ternities and sororities who partici-

pated in the various events.

Overall fraternity winners were:

Tau Kappa Epsilon-first, Alpha

Tau Oinega-second, Phi Delta The-

ta-third, Sigma Phi Epsilon-fourth

and Alpha Chi Rho-fifth. Delta

Zeta placed first overall for soror-

ities, followed by Alpha Gamma
Delta, Zeta Tau Alpha, Delta Gam-
ma and Sigma Sigma Sigma.

Greek Sing kicked off the long

list of activities and set the tone for

the entire week. Theta Phi Alpha

and Alpha Chi Rho creeped into

first place with their "Creatures of

the Night" performance.

The Greek Week king and queen

were also named at Greek Sing. Al-

pha Tau Omega Doug Geinzer and

Delta Zeta Laurie Frisina began

their reign for the week.

There were plenty of events for

greeks to participate in. One of the

most popular, Greek Gorge, was

the most fun for contestants as well

as spectators. This year contestants

had one minute to stuff as many

Jell-0 cubes into their mouths as

possible.

The annual Simon Says competi-

tion drew a huge crowd at the Phi

Delta Theta house. Other events

included the new stairmaster com-

petition, horseshoes, golf, relays,

football, tug-of-war and arm
wrestling.

Greek Week is more than athlet-

ic events or zany competition

Fisher Auditorium was filled as

distinguished lecturer Eileen Ste-

vens talked about the negative ef-

fects of hazing. She told of her son

who died after being forced to

drink while pledging.

The fifth annual Greek Awards

Banquet wrapped up Greek Week.

Sigma Chi won the Dean's Cup and

Alpha Gamma Delta received the

Mary Stella Wolfe award. Several

individuals waon awards for their

involvement in the greek

communitv.
Overall the 1992 Greek Week

was a huge success; allowing people

to become better acquainted. -Mi-

chele Ziminski

f
PHOTO: Tony Piccioni PHOTO: Chrissy Zimgibl



Left: Delta I'hi Epsilons Donna Hoover
and Missy Wooster watch the relays at

Miller Stadium. Below: Alpha Sigma
Alpha Mary Furnanage waits for her
event, the half-mile run.
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Below: Delta Gamma coach K.G. Bidne.

dressed as Little Bo Peep, tosses a water

balloon during field events. Right: Del-

ta Phi Epsilon Colleen Fitzgerald

shows her strength during the tug-of-

war competition.

PHOTO: Tony Vv r,

Above: Derby Day winners Delta Gam-

ma cheer on their team during the relay

races. Right: Heather Ockler, Andrea

Zanardelli, -Jennifer Clinton and B.K.

Ozberk show their support for Camp
Orenda. the Derby Days philanthropy.

iL
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Hundreds of sorority members
could once again he seen running

through the Oak Cirove and franti-

cally rummaging through hushes as

they searched for one of several

black derbies.

Derby Days, sponsored by Sigma
Chi, has proven to be one of the

most coveted awards in the lUP
greek system. The philanthropic

event supports Camp Orenda, a

summer camp for mentally and

physically handicapped children.

This year, Sigma Chi donated over

$500 to the camp.

This year Delta Gamma won the

three-day event for the second time

in three years. Sigma Sigma Sigma

placed second and Alpha Sigma Al-

pha finished third.

The 18th annual competition

was comprised of three events. On
the first night, sororities decorated

portions of the Sigma Chi house

while derbies were hidden in the

Oak Grove. Later, the sororities

hunted for the derbies, in the past

I'HDl'O l.,nv l'i...(ini I'HOTO; Tuny I'lcciuni

this had led to rough physical con-

tact. This year the new .Sportsman-

ship Award eliminated the rough

tactics of a few.

On the second night, sororities

returned to the Oak (irove, but this

time the goal was to find the golden

derby. The ladies deciphered a se-

ries of riddles, which eventually led

to the golden derby. This year Sig-

ma Sigma Sigma found the derby

hidden in the basement of Sutton

Hall.

During the third day, the teams

dressed their two Sigma Chi coach-

es in nursery ryhme attire; this

year's theme. The zany field events

included an egg toss, dizzy stick re-

lay and lug-of-war.

This year's derby days were

agreat success. Events were not

only fun, but they provided a

chance for Greek members to be-

come better acquainted. -Michele

Ziminski ^\fr

Above: Hansel and Gretel, Mark Bay-

lock and Rick Ragan, dance before the

judges. Left: Getting ready to announce

the next team for the tug-of-war.
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PHOTO. Tony Piccioni

Above: Franki Ritacco worked at the

Fashion Merchandising Club's home-
coming booth. The club sold funnel

cakes to raise money for their organiza-

tion. Right: WIUP-FM is one of the

many organizations on campus that

compliment a student's major while

providing a useful service.
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^ t would be difficult to go

y through lUP without
' becoming involved in one of

the many organizations on
campus. More than any other

type of activity at lUP, the clubs

represent a cross section of the

student population. In part, this

is what makes them such a

valuable asset. Aside from the

diversion offered to students by
various clubs, there is a sense of

belonging which develops as a

result of being a member of

something. On a larger scale, that

sense of belonging helps to create

the "glue" which holds lUP
together. That "glue" is part of

what gives lUP a natural style. V^

EDITOR:

Wendy Roth
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Donna Butler works on a headline on

the lightboards at The Penn. The Oak
staff did as much as time and money

allowed in order to create a more con-

temporary look for the Oak.

Tlit> Oak, itaff captam

lUP History

Row 1 (sitting): Amy Adams, Lynn
Szybist, Michele Ziminski, Jen
Groff, Gwen Fry.Row 2(standing):

Lynda Bernard, Wendy Roth, Ted
Segletes, Carl Eakin, Donna Butler,

Eric Bunk, Tony Piccioni.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Well, they finally did it.

After a full year of

long nights, migraine head-
aches and endless deadlines,

the Oak staff managed to

produce another memory-
filled edition of lUP's
yearbook.

Under the leadership of

editor-in-chief Carl Eakin
this year, six editors, five

photographers and seven
writers managed to stuff all

of lUP's grandeur into one
small book.

Literary editor Lynda Ber-
nard pampered her writers as

she worked with them to

produce articles that would
please "Academics" editor

Patricia Hartshorn and "Or-
ganizations" editor ^Vendy
Roth. Michele Ziminski
tracked down fraternities

and sororities for the
"Greeks" section, and Ted
Segletes followed the athlet-

ic teams to get the "Sports"
scoop. At the same time,

photography editor Tony
Piccioni spent his days tak-

ing pictures on and off cam-
pus or developing film in the
darkroom.
Cropping pictures and ma-

neuvering layout designs, the

Oak staff struggled to finish

the book without much
bloodshed while advertising

and selling previous issues of

the yearbook from as far

back as the 1940s to supple-
ment their Student Co-Op
funding.

Imagine.. .all this so you
could make fun of your
roommate's senior picture. -

Amy Adams i^
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Tim Fazio not only worked as a photog-
rapher but he also helped to write many
of the captions in this book. The staff

made an effort at writing more informa-

tive captions to make the book more
valuable in the future.



Lynn Szybist works on writing captions book. It becomes a challenge to make

for the 1992 Oak. Caption-writing is one each caption sound different from all of

of the most dffirult tasks in producing a the others.

Kelly McCartney and Owen Fry go

through a listing of seniors who hadn't

had their senior picture taken. Once a

list had been compiled the seniors were
called and asked if they wanted to

schedule a time for their photo.

N_i_l-
PHOTO Tony Piccioni

Carl Eakin, Jim Garlitz and Donna
Butler show some relief after complet-

ing the preparation of a bulk mailing.

Letters were mailed to the parents of

2700 seniors asking them to purchase a

yearbook for their son or daughter.

PHOTO Chrissy Zirngibl

Tony Piccioni seals the envelopes for

yet another bulk mailing. The staff was

racing the clock to finish the mailing as

early as possible. The hectic schedule

laid claim to some very late nights.
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WIUP-FM is an on-campus radio

station that is operated strictly by
students who work to provide lUP
and the surrounding area with daily

news and a variety of popular music.

There are many hours of prepara-

WIUP-FM is not
only the

university's campus radio

station, but the Indiana

community's only non-
commercial FM.
Funded by the

university and funds

from local businesses, the

station attempts to cater

to all of their listeners'

tastes. Their selections

include contemporary
rock, classical music,

modern and traditional

jazz, rap and Top 40s.

Music ceases

occassionally to

accommodate
advertisements, 15-

minute news at noon, 30-

minute news at 4:30 p.m.

and phone dedications.

90.1 on the dial and
1600 watts strong,

tion that go into every show. Nicole

Engledow is shown here editing one

of the stories and working with the

public service announcements for

the afternoon show.

WIUP-FM has attracted

listeners all over campus
and throughout the

community as well.

Additionally, many
students are attracted to

the station for the radio

experience they stand to

gain there. Staffed

largely by
communications majors,

the station offers hands-

on practice in gathering

and preparing the news,

creating formats, writing

sports stories and putting

it all together for on-air

broadcasts.

The staff of WIUP-FM
has successfully proven

that a busy day or night

on the air is usually a lot

of fun as well. -Lynda
Bernard vV'
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PHOTO: Tony Piccion

Far Above: One of the more important,

but tedious jobs is identifying recorded

material. Here Paul Schantz identifies

some of the new stories for the day-

Above: WIUP-FM provides the sur-

rounding area with service announce-

ments read throughout the day. DJ Dan
Hestin reads a public service announce-

ment during the afternoon broadcast.
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Serve The Campus And The Community

PHOTO: Court«sy of Alpha Phi Omega

Far Above: As an annual lUP tradition,

booths are set up along the sidewalk

leading to the HUB by several different

organizations; this year was no excep-

tion. Alpha Phi Omega was one of the

organizations who braved the rainy

weather to try to raise money for their

group. Here several of the members

pose with the sweatshirts and "pantyr-

oses" that they sold. Left: Monica

Thompson, Rochelle C.oldberg and Joe

Hillard were three of the group's mem-
bers who dedicated much time to the

float for the Homecoming parade. Al-

pha Phi Omega was one of more than

107 organizations who participated in

the parade. Above: Belonging to a ser-

vice fraternity is not all "fun work".

Here Terri Cain, Lori Soflarsky, Scott

Ray and Joe Hilliard work on the latest

planning project at a business meeting.

PHOTO: Court«,sy of Alpha Phi Omega

1991-92 Alpha Phi Omega FR: Lisa Meinke. Jill Davis. Christine Lenlini. Carol Ondriezek. Amy
Dougherty, Jen Wechs. Jen Bat«3. Carolyn Feola, Meryl Fox, Frannie Savel. Tammy Brown. .Scott

Davis, Corinne Rayburg MR: Joe Hilliard, Sucy Budash. Rick Ram. Joan Peyton. Phung Lam, Rob

Goldberg, Kira Hudanick, Teresa Sholley, Dawn Heberling, Kirsten Sample, Tony MaletUj. Cindy

Morford BR: Tiffany Williams, MaryAnn Wingo. Terri Cain, Victor Aversa. Tammy Biddle. Tamy
Hess. Keith Veverka. Jeff Legler. Bonnie Simmons. Monica Thompson. Rfichelle (ioldberg. Lori

.Soflarsky. Neal Jones. Lisa Gourley. Don Kirwin. Mark Grubic. Brady Weiss. Rhttnna Morrison.

Chris Snyder, Laura Weal, Kathy OhI, Dan Cuah, Jen McCardle, Valerie Bonitc), Beth Borowicz,

Maura McCall, Scott Wray, Barry Boring, Brian Pfirman, Holly Wechs, Mark Luniewski. Cindy

Striltmatt«r.

Alpha Phi Omega is a

national service

fraternity that has

been a part of lUP for 33

years. The organization's

goal is to develop

leadership, to promote
friendship and to provide

service to humanity.

The fraternity's functions

have included such projects

as the Alpha Phi Omega
book exchange and working

with children in the

Indiana community. One of

their largest endeavors is

the Alpha Phi Omega
Service Day, which is an

event that invites members
of organizations all over

cmapus to perform service

at lUP and throughout the

community.
lUP's Mu Chi chapter of

the fraternity also spends

much of their time

organizing fundraisers and

allocating donations to the

organizations that need

them.
The members of Alpha

Phi Omega spend
thousands of hours together

every semester, holding

committee meetings and
planning their numerous
and valuable activities.

This has resulted in lasting

friendships and the

community's appreciation.

Time outside of the office

finds Alpha Phi Omega
members still together,

spending afternoons skiing,

playing softball and sharing

meals.

The fraternity's

leadership, friendship and
humanity has prospered

throughout the years and
has evolved into an

organization that benefits

the community as well as

its members. -Lynda
Bernard f
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Activities Board

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Spring 1992 Executive Board. Row
1: Jeff Bobich. Jeremy Stephan, Su-

san Carpenito, Franco Sicilia, Ste-

rp here were about 60
-'- members working
with the committee of the

Activities Board to bring a
variety of entertainers to

lUP this year. Students
who took advantage of

these events enjoyed sev-

eral comedians, magicians
and bands, some of whom
are nationally known.
The objective of Activi-

ties Board is to program
an array of events in an
attempt to provide enter-

tainment pleasing to all

kinds of taste. With the
increase of student atten-

dance that occurred, it is

evident that the organiza-

tion's goal was achieved.

Activities Board is an
official organization
which regularly schedules
impressive quality enter-

ven Glenn. Row 2: Gillian Thomas,
Kristi Klinke, LuAnn Hoffmann,
Carl Miller.

tainment, and is distin-

guished as the largest rec-

ognized programming
body on campus.
Organized meetings are

held every other week and
any student is invited to

become a member. The
executive board this year

included Susan Carpenito,

executive chair; Jeremy
Stephen, films chair;
Franco Sicilia, contempo-
rary music chair; Carl
Miller, showcase chair;

Jeff Bolsich, public rela-

tions media chair; Gilly

Thomas, public relations

graphics chair; Christy
Klinke, host chair; Steven
Glenn, comedy chair;
Luann Hoffman, recrea-

tion chair. -Lynda Ber-

nard ^

• >

^
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PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Above: Before a final decision is made
as to what comedians will appear at

lUP a preveiw tape is shown to mem-
bers of AB. Susan Comptaron, Marcus

Wallace and Steven Glenn want to

know if comedians are talented enough

to entertain an lUP audience.
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Left: Kven thouKh there is a significant office Jeff Bobich prepares an ad which
will appear in an upcoming edition of
The Penn. Much of the success of AB
events is due to the constant advertis-

ing of planned performances and
events.

activities. Everyone in AB taking their

job seriously and doing it the best that

they can is a part of what makes the

organization such a success.
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Winner Of Four Tenneco Awards For

Excellence
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PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

American Society of Safety Engineers Front Row: Mike Irvin, Tony
Brosious, John Brinkman, Bob Romance, Gary Maudie Second Row: Ali-

cia DeHaven, Mark Shields, Mark Emery, Derek Kopecky, Mike Pickering,

Bob Hegburg and Mr. Robert E. McClay (Advisor) Third Row: Michelle

Bradbury, Jerry Kaputa, Tom Price, Eric Johnson, Matt Holland

IUP's section of the

American Society of

Safety Engineers is one of

the most productive in the

national organization.

This group works to educate

professionals in safety issues,

make these issues known to

the public and attempt to

influence legislation in the

area. ASSE's 150 lUP
members focus on increasing

the education of safety

students and developing their

professional skills.

ASSE sponsors several

activities and committees to

aid safety majors in becoming
successful both as students

and employees. These include

field trips, speakers, and a

resume book that issues 50

copies from each student to

recruiters. They also distribute

smoke detector awareness
information that is designed to

promote fire prevention,

security and first aid.

IUP's student section of

ASSE is the first out of

approximately 40 to receive

the "Best Student Section"

and has won four out of eight

Tenneco awards for active

excellence. Winning provides a

$1,500 scholarship for Safety

Science. In addition to these,

our Bachelor of Science

program was the first in the

nation to be accredited by
ASSE.
This section also sends two

students a month to the

parent chapter in Pittsburgh,

PA. This includes speakers

from the safety profession and
an excellent opportunity for

safety majors to make
contacts.

Our section of ASSE has

enjoyed a 35 percent increase

in membership since last year

and expects continued success.

The executive board is

composed of Matt Holland,

president; Jocelyn Reeve,

secretary; Michelle Bradbury,

treasurer; Tom Price, program
chairperson; Mark Emery,
assistant program chairperson.

-Lynda Bernard . -^
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PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Matt Holland explains the Tenneco

Scholarship plaque to members. ASSE
has won four out of eight Tenneco

awards for active excellence; winning

brings a $1,500 scholarship for Safety

Science.

Homecoming always draws more than
100 organizations to participate in the

parade. This year, the ASSE float

passed on an important message as they
carried the theme of "lUP Goes Loo-
ney."

At a regualr ASSE meeting, Ivor Wood
is caught taking some notes. As a senior

safety science major, Ivor is currently

doing his internship.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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CPR Da,,

Specifically Designed By Students For

Students

PHOTO: Tony Picciom

Far Above: CPR day's activities did not

just included sitting in a classroom and
completing book work; hands-on expe-

rience was very important and stressed.

Here one student practices her skills on

one of the mannequins donated by local

health organizations. Above: The gym
was a bustle of activity all day long.

Taking a glance across the gym floor, it

was very easy to see that the students

were kept busy all day. Left: Not all

lessons were taught through the use of

mannequins. Mark Luniewski demon-
strates the proper position for the use in

the Heimlich maneuver to one of the

participants.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

CPR Day Group Front Row: Cathy Washington, Tom Price, Kelly Ly-
don, Mark Luniewski, Matt Holland, Dave Cooper, Toni Peretta, Robin
Pilardi, Jocelyn Reeve, Ira Newman, Alicia Dehaven, Derrik Kopecky, Kelli

Eshleman Back Row: Tammy Farabaugh, Pam Mesich, Allison Weber

While the application

of cardiopulmonary
resuscitation to a

patient in need is a concept

that has existed for years,

it is relatively new to the

lUP campus. Matt Holland,

president of the American
Society of Safety Engineers

and chairman of CPR Day
at lUP, pioneered the

development of CPR Day,
which proved quite

successful in its very first

year when over 200
students were certified.

CPR Day is sponsored by
ASSE and provides free

instruction to students. The
day includes videos, hands-
on practice on mannequins
provided by various health

services and a written test

in Zink Hall. This is all

administered by more than
120 student volunteer

instructors who have
already been trained to

teach CPR.
Matt wanted to make the

training as convenient as

possible for students, so

decided to hold the three-

hour service on a weekend
day. With the continuation

of this availability, he
hopes that more students

will be encouraged to learn

the skill.

CPR training has been
offered in the Indiana

community in previous

years, but CPR Day was
specifically organized to

include students. It is

maintained by student Co-
op activity fees as well as

by donations made last

year. Successful course

completion cards are issued

throught the American
Heart Association.

With the regular

provision of free CPR
training and its worthwhile
outcome, it is evident that

CPR is as easy to learn as

it is fundamental to

increasing the number of

lives saved from cardiac

arrest. -Lynda Bernard i^
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National Broadcasting Society

Right: Represenatives from the lUP
chapter of the National Broadcasting

Society display their awards at the 1992

national convention in Washington
D.C.

PHOTO: Tony Piccion

Right: Production director Mike Fetsko
took his turn at the controls of WQMU-
FM during the organization's annual
media take- over. Members of NBS
took control of all aspects of the station

from news to advertisments and pro-

gramming.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

I he National Broadcasting As-
-*- sociation of IUP was estab-

lished seven years ago to promote
excellence in broadcasting on a pro-

fessional level as well as on an aca-

demic basis.

The organization accomplishes
this goal by encouraging its mem-
bers to participate in such activities

as the annual media takeover pro-

ject. This year, members spent Feb-
ruary 'i nt WQMU-FM controlling

all aspects of the studio including

production, ads, sales, news, fea-

tures and on-air performances.
The organization also sponsored a

raffle in which the winner traded
places with lUP President Dr. Fuget
for a day. This year's winner, con-
tinuing education major Shirley
Bush, a.ssumed the president's re-

sponsibilities while he left his office

and acted as a student.

The National Broadcasting Asso-

ciation's philanthropy serves to

raise money to heighten awareness
of Tourette Syndrome, a nerve dis-

order affecting muscular and motor
skills which interferes with speech.

The group's achievments this year

include an honorable mention for

chapter of the year at a national

convention in Washington D.C. The
lUP chapter was chosen for this

award out of approximately 130 oth-

er schools in the United States.

Membership includes communi-
cations media majors and majors af-

filiated with lUP's television or ra-

dio stations. -Lynda Bernard

f

National Broadcasting Soci-
ety First Row: Jennifer Hel-
man, M.T. Fosko, Dawn Slonaker,
Kristen Spanik, Erin Dixon,
Cheryl Weber. Second Row:
Brian May, Jennifer Hart, Krista

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Sims, Joe Dimpfl, Dr. Ronald Ju-

liette (advisor). Third Row: Tra-

cey Bush, Tony Allen, Mary On-
drako, Janet Kosakowski, Mary
Anderson, Laurie Zoglman
Fourth Row: Doc Womac, Ed

Vargo, Doug Stanczak, Mike
Fetsko, Bob Gillmer, Rob Camer-
on, Paul Fitzgerald, Jay Drew,

Tim Murphy, Ted Batenburg
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The Concert Dance Company

The Concert Dance Company per-

formed its spring show on the stage of

Zink Hall. Under the direction of Pat

Lommock, the group performs jazz, tap

and ballet. In addition to the show each

semester, the Concert Dance Company
also performs at such events as the Mr.

lUP competition and the Activities

Fair.

PHOTO Tony Piccinn PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

PHOTO: Tony PiccL.ni

Row 1: Jodi Garrett, Stephanie Schwirian.

Row 2: Amy Galas, Jennifer Romberger. Row
3: Lori Nixon, Hope Zieger, Caren Glowa. Jill

Osche. Liza Tellado. Row 4: Christi Bodnar,

Misay Coe, Erika Meaner. Row 5: Nancy
Gleckner, Sophia Hanna, Karen Bednar,

Kathy Phillips, Jill McGowan, Jennifer Eck-

berg.

Under the supervision of

Pat Lommock, health

and physical education
instructor and dance adviser,

the Concert Dance Company
works to promote all aspects

of dance to students. Mem-
bers of the beginner, inter-

mediate and advanced com-
panies experience various
styles of dance including tap,

jazz and ballet.

The company has partici-

pated in Greek Sing, the Mr.
lUP contest. Activities Fair

and, in the past, has entered

a float in the Homecoming
Parade. They have also at-

tended the American College

Dance Festival where they
learn new dance trends and
stretching techniques.

In addition to rehearsing

for these events, the compa-
ny devotes each semester to

preparing for their fall and
spring shows. The two shows
include all of the dancers

and give the audience an op-

portunity to enjoy tradition-

al and contemporary styles

of choreography.

Beginner and intermediate

classes are taught by Presi-

dent Amy Galas, Vice Presi-

dent Liza Tellando, Secre-

tary Jennifer Romberger and
Treasurer Jill Osche, while

advanced dancers are in-

structed by their adviser.

The three companies include

about 80 dancers and have
officially belonged to lUP for

more than 25 years.
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Gaining Momentum
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Row 1: Elena Foster, Janet Erikson,

Melissa Hoff, Anthony Cutillo, Lau-

rie Sheffler, Karen Sheffler, Rose
Ragosta, Kelli Wilson, Amy DeMa-
cio. Dr. Tom Lord, Emily Morzan.

The environmentally-con-

scious organization
(ECO) was formed in the fall

of 1990 by ECO president

Karen Scheffler.

ECO's main goal, to try to

create an environmental
consciousness among the stu-

dent body, is attempted
through activities such as

vegetarian dinners, picnics,

hikes and guest environmen-
tal speakers. Furthermore,
ECO celebrated Earth Day
1992 by co-sponsoring the

People's Jam. ECO's main
activity, however, is newspa-
per and plastic recycling.

"ECO's recycling has been
a great success," according to

Row 2: Al Decosta, Mark Lorenz,

Jeff Bupp, Jim Mentzer, James Uhl-

rich, Jeff Suec, Toru Narita, Erik

Scholl, Brian Martin.

ECO member Mark Petro-

vich, a senior history major.

"It's grown a lot. Each
month it's done, more people

participate."

According to Petrovich,

next year ECO will begin an
enviromental conservation
campaign.

"Enviromentalism is im-

portant, and everyone real-

izes the need for ecological

concern," Petrovich said.

"That is what ECO wants to

do - let the group form into a

community. Everybody
takes charge instead of just a

few members of the organi-

zation." -Rebeca Marton

f

FHllTd Karen Sheffler
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Far Above: ECO was one of many of the orga-

nizations that participated in the annual

Homecoming parade. Posing with their float

are: (front) Lisa Kernie. Tara Kenney. Sandi

Cini, Susie Shade. Cathy Planisky (back)

Paul Sabota, Ed Brant. Lisa Bompiani. Al

DaCosta, Sally Sally, Tony Cutillo. Laurie

Sheffler. Karen Sheffler. Michael Burkley

Above: These dedicated members worked
early on Saturday mornings to collect recy-

clable plastic and newspapers from ILIP resi-

dents. They are, (front row) Jim Llhlrich,

Lisa Bompiani, Bob McCaffrey, Letisha Sala-

mone, Chris Schumann, Paul Sabota (back

row) Erik School. Anthony Cutillo, John
Doran, Laurie Sheffler Right: Al DaCosta,

Michael Burkley, Amy Demacio, Tish Sala-

mone, and Lisa Bompiani were five of the

members who walked the parade route to dis-

tribute white pine trees. By the end of the

parade, 3(X) trees had been given out.

PHOTO: Karen ShefHer
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the lUP Apaches

Top: Chris Moore shows great skill

and control as he moves the puck
around the ice during a practice at

Mack Park's ice arena. Above: Jeff

Mathias, goalie for the lUP Apaches

walks through the oak grove on his

way to the HUB. The team would

meet at the HUB and be taken by a

van to their home ice in Kittanning,

28 miles west of Indiana. Left: Chris

Shandley takes a break during a

practice session. Intense practice

under the guidance of coach Sam
Kelly has made the team a force to

be dealt with in the WPCHA.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Row 1: Jeff Mathais, Chris Shand-
ley, Chris Moore, Jog Roth, Joe

Vela, Bryan Cikowski. Row 2: Tom

A Imost everyone has
^^ heard about the Pen-

quins, Flyers and Johnstown
Chiefs, but how about the

lUP Apaches? Though they

may not be as widely known
as the professional hockey
teams, they are equally de-

termined to gain success on
the ice.

Though classified as a

hockey club, the Apaches are

more than capable of holding

their own in competition
with such big-name schools

as the University of Pitts-

burgh, West Virginia Uni-

versity and Penn State.

Under coach Sam Kelly,

this year the 25-member
Apache team was led by cap-

tain Chris Moore, assistants

Tim Lambert, Todd Mitch-

ell, Chris Shandley and Joe

Vela, and club president

Sutch, Chris Longe, Bruce Smith,

Tom Levitt, Mike Piekutoski, Derek

Conner, Jason Lias, Kyle Shaffer.

Mike Piekutoski.

After being in the playoffs

every year since the 1987 sea-

son, the Apaches failed to

qualify for the 1991-92 sea-

son, despite finishing fifth

out of eighteen teams in the

Western Pennsylvania Col-

lege Hockey Association
(WPCHA).
Since lUP does not have

an adequate surface to play

on, the Belmont Complex in

Kittanning, Pennsylvania
served as the Apaches' home
ice. The ice rink at Mack
Park was used as the team's

practice facility.

Despite the graduation of

some key players, the Apach-

es have an abundance of po-

tential in their younger play-

ers, who hope to continue the

lUP Hockey Club's success. -

David T. Phillips ^

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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The Newman Center

Right: The Newman Center as seen

from Oakland Avenue. The church is a

part of the Diocese of Greensburg. Be-

low: The Newman Student Associa-

tion's adviser Sister Linda. She is a

member of the Sisters of St. Joseph and
holds a bachelors degree in Theology.

PHOTO: Carl Eakin

PHOTO: Carl Eakin

The Newman Center, the

voice of the Catholic

Church on lUP's cam-
pus, strives to promote a

higher level of understand-

ing between academics and
spirituality. Within this ob-

jective lie supporting pur-

poses upon which The New-
man Center was officially

ded; ited in 1968. These
purposes include the provi-

sion of a place for religious

practice and communication
with the university.

The center has accom-
plished its goals by sponsor-

ing year-round activities in

which anyone can partici-

pate. For instance, they go

caroling throughout the area

126 The Oak

at Christmastime and host a

holiday party open to every-

one. They also host ecumeni-
cal dances and offer classes,

study groups and several

masses a week.

lUP's Newman Center is

fundamentally designed to

promote spirituality and to

be available for anyone who
seeks friendship, consolation

and a strengthening of their

beliefs.

The center has, in its

many years here, become a

source of spiritual interac-

tion and a haven for those

who need a friend to talk to

or a quiet place to contem-
plate. -Lynda Bernard

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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Pershing Rifles

Left: Cadet Captain Chris Neiderer

marches during the Homecoming Pa-

rade with the Pershing Rifles. The
group will perform drill and ceremony
with their rifles throughout the entire

parade. Far Left: With the rifle at right

shoulder arms these members prepare

to execute the next movement in an in-

tricate routine. Below: Not only do the

members become skilled in performing

drill and ceremony but they must also

be able fire the weapon with a certain

degree of skill.

i^£^."
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Row 1: Mark Pappal, Darcy Kirby,

Shanna Curcio, Dorothy Book. Row 2:

Chris Niederer, Walt Lord, Tara Reed.

Since the 1960s the Per-

shing Rifles have been a

part of lUP. The organiza-

tion is a para-military drill team

designed to develop precision

and discipline within its ranks

of approximately 12 members.

The group's skills go on display

several times a year, including

Homecoming Day when they

march and perform drills

throughout the parade.

The team also participates in

regimental and national compe-

titions in which they have been

quite successful. Their most re-

cent performance in a national

competition earned them sec-

ond place in their regiment. The
regiment includes about 20 oth-

er schools.

Anyone is invited to join the

Pershing Rifles and, once they

do, must undergo an eight-week

new member program. The pur-

pose of this program is to teach

new members basic drill and

ceremony techniques as well as

the trick drill and ceremony ma-

neuvers which have become a

trademark of the organization.

At the completion of the pro-

gram new members undergo an

inspection which includes being

quizzed on the Pershing Rifles

history. The new members also

execute a drill that they coordi-

nated with the help of a student

supervisor.

Weekly meeting are held and

often may include 6am drill

practices prior to competitions.

The group enjoys a close-knit

atmosphere that contributes to

the dedication and success of

each member. -L. Bernard f
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The Penn

PHOTO; Tony Piccioni

Production Staff. Row 1: Amy Tay-
lor, LeeAnn Pavlik, Maureen Dobe,
Michelle Stubbs. Row 2; Dana Skar-

Anyone who has

worked at The Penn
will not dispute that it is a

full-time job. Compounded
with the pressure to

perform well academically,

the endeavor of creating an
informative, accurate

newspaper may seem a

little overwhelming.
Fortunately for lUP,
several talented students

meet the time-consuming
challenge of joining the

staff of The Penn.
Every Monday,

Wednesday and Friday

brought a new edition of

The Penn to campus.
Students awaited each

publication with the

anticipation of catching up
on the news, of reading the

comics, of looking for

something in the personals

and clipping some coupons
for that weekend's dinner.

But what the readers see

by glancing through the

pages is not simply news,

comics, personals and
coupons- it involves phone
calls, meetings, layouts,

photo captions, hours in

the darkroom, interviews

bek, Michelle Adams, Tina Hansel-

man. Row 3: Erin Neel, Sharon Rus-

nak, Donna Butler, Jennifer Grimes.

and a lot of late nights.

Then there is editing,

typing and more hours of

everything.

All students are welcome
to apply for a position with

the staff and, if hired,

should be prepared for a

busy and rewarding

experience. Operated like a

professional newspaper,

The Penn serves to

entertain and enlighten the

students of lUP.
For the people who could

keep up with The Penn's

hectic pace, there were ups,

downs and a lot of in-

betweens. But despite the

constant deadlines and an
occassional shortage of

workers, editor Ginny
Perrine and her staff

continued to produce
professional editions three

times a week.

While readers grow to

appreciate what The Penn
staff provides, the staff

strives to serve them better,

and although staff members
may come and go, the high

standards of "the voice of

lUP" will always remain. -

Lynda Bernard ^

Editor Ginny Perrine is ultimately re-

sponsible for everything which ap-

pears in the paper. When she isn't mo-

tivating the staff, she can be found in

her office checking stories or doing re-

search for her late night editorial.

PHOTO; Tony Piccioni

PHOTO; Tony Piccioni
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Editorial Staff. Row 1: Almar Latour,

Lisa Karmazyn, Janet Sheaffer, Dar-

ryl Hicks. Row 2: Ginny Perrine, Tra-

cey Ryan, Monica, Thompson, Ro-

sanne Bache, Scott Stipetic.



Bottom: Sunday. Tuesday and Thurs- The production staff worked late into Westover accepts an ad from Michelle

day nights typically brought an in- the night to produce each issue of The Russell. One of the secretaries' many
crease of activity at The Penn office. Penn. Below: Penn secretary Linda jobs is to work with personal ads.

Below: As a result of being photo editor
of The Penn.Tracey Ryan probably at-

tended more university events than the
average student. Her responsibilities in-

cluded ensuring photographers were
aware of their a.ssignmenta and prepar-

ng the photographs for publication.

CHOTO Tony Piccioni PHOTO Tony Piccioni
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How 1: Lauren Willis, Jackie Brown,
Mary Palmo. Row 2: Bob Caruso,

Tara McGroarty, Heather Harding,

Kristen Blucas.

Row 1: Linda Westover, Missy Cramer.

Row 2: Maria Matchak. Rob Theis, Ra-

chel Grayovski.
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Phi Sigma Pi

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Row 1: Cindy Gunder, Janet Lassan, Joe

Rusella, Kristin Windhorst, Amy Camp,
Wendy Klein, Cindy Greene, Wandy
Stothart, Nicole Cava, Eric Rodriguez,

Christy Botdorf, Leah Yeager. Row 2:

Tracy Samacki, Tara Goldsworthy, Les-

lie Strittmatter, Cheryl Laubach, Laurie

Valone, Steve Cochran, Shelly Nicholson,

Melissa Schneider, Sue Foltz, Amy
Swick, Julie Jenkinson, Diane Veahman,

Phi Sigma Pi was
founded in 1916 as

an honorary professional

fraternity and, in 1966,

men and women of all

disciplines were invited

to join. The fraternity

promotes scholarship,

leadership and
fellowship.

lUP's Eta chapter

includes about 65 active

members who participate

in several service

projects, social events

and fundraisers. The
organization's

philanthropy is the

Muscular Dystrophy
Association, for whom
the fraternity raises

money through
Halloween and

Dawn Scherrah. Row 3: Maureen Sheri-

dan, Erin Rayner, Dawn Murnyack, Car-

ol Malinosky, Becky McCombie, Angle

Balbach, Laura Statler, Cindy Scalzone,

Hope Walter. Row 4: Emily Moran, Tri-

cia Shafer, Mary Ondrako, Brian Smith,

Nicole Tracewski, Jeff Elias, Michele

Kretch, Matt Lemery, Barb Holtz, Kurt
Priester, Bill Smith, Joanna Fetzer.

Valentine's Day candy-
grams, Christmas
caroling and selling pizza

at the Homecoming
carnival.

Phi Sigma Pi held

their second annual Pi

Mile Run, in which the

participants run 3.14

miles around campus.
Participation fees also

benefited the MDA.
The members,

however, do not just

work together- they also

host date parties, formal
and occassional weekend
parties. The group's

fellowship has made
them good friends as

well as invaluable assets

to MDA research. -

Lynda Bernard u'

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Top: Some of the members of Phi Sig-

ma Pi proudly display a few of the

items bearing their crest. Above &
Right: Phi Sigma Pi's contribution to

the homecoming parade was a float fea-

turing the Flintstones. Sponsored by
One Hour Dry Cleaners & Launderers,

the group went on to place fourth in the

competition for the best float.

PHOTO: Bill Muhalic

< DOWN
DRY CLEANERS
*-ALUMN( ASS
4th PRi;
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Sigma Tau Delta

PHOTO Tony Piccioni

During the meetings of Sigma Tau Del

ta members planned workshops or pan-

el presentations. Not all of the meetings

were work oriented. Occasionally there

were events such as poetry readings.

Some of the members were. Top: Rose

Petrillo and Kim Free. Left: Marcy
Hess and above: Judv Kish.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Sigma Tau Delta First Row:: Rose Petrillo, Jessica Lindahl, Tara Smith,

Kim Free, Andy Harrison Second Row: Dara Cannon. Bernice Trask,

Redante Asuncion, Nancy Snyder, Kim Vero Third Row: Karen Oviatt,

Devon Duffy, Melissa Williams, Sandra Dahlgren, Donna Lee Mitchell,

Scott Pyle Fourth Row: George Acker, Stephen Spratt, Judy Kish, Troy

Beyer, Jay Parkes, Marcy Hess, Lisa Bompiani

The main goal of Sigma
Tau Delta, lUP's En-
glish honor fraternity,

is to facilitate faculty and
student networking within

the English department.
This year, the organization,

which had its largest mem-
bership ever, helped to

schedule a workshop within

the English department for

incoming freshmen and
helped organize events for

the English Club.

The 38 sophomores, ju-

niors and seniors hosted
guest lecturers, poetry read-

ings and panel presentations

of area high school teachers

who discussed what they ex-

pect from student teachers.

The group, under the leader-

ship of President Marcy
Hess, conducted three used-

book sales through the
course of the year as fun-

draisers for the fraternity.

Hess, a senior, also attend-

ed this year's Sigma Tau
Delta National Convention
in March in New Orleans,

La. Other officers included

Vice President Troy Boyer, a

Senior; Secretary Jessica

Lindahl, a Senior; Treasurer

Rosie Petrillo, a senior: and
Parliamentarian ZGeorge
Acker, a junior.

Sigma Tau Delta members
are expected to be dedicated

to the English profession, as

well as have a 3.25 minimum
grade point average. Hopeful
initiates must be English

majors who have had Liter-

ary Analysis and at least one
course beyond it. -Amy Ad-
amsr

PHOTO; Tony Piccioni
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WIUP-TV

The WIUP-TV station is run just like

any television station where editing is

an important part of each broadcast.

Cheryl Weber edits the weather on the

monitor before it is to be run on that

day's news.

Below: For each minute of the newscast

there are many people that work be-

hind the scenes to make it a success.

From left to right are Jay Drew. Bran-
don Falkner and Bob Gillmer. Their
time is spent cuing tapes, typing copy
and sequencing the newscast for the 5

PM news. These are three key jobs that

are often overlooked when a person

thinks about the news. Right" Working
for the television station isn't all hard
work. Here. Kristin Spanik relaxes be-

fore news time. Her job is to report the

dailv weather.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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TO find employment in the

experience-oriented job
market that exists today,

students are encouraged to ap-

ply their textbook knowledge
through a variety of work envi-

ronments. WIUP-TV, lUP's on-

campus television station, acco-

madates any student's desire to

experience all aspects of broad-

casting by providing the chance
to practice interviewing, ma-
nipulating the control panels,

filming and editing - just to

name a few.

In its ninth year broadcasting
to Indiana and Westmorland
counties and its first year to

Blairsville and Latrobe, WIUP-
TV is on the air Monday
through Friday from 6 to 1 1 pm.
Their schedule includes news-
casts, feature events and some of

132 WIUP-TV

lup's athletic contests.

The students who operate the

television station under the su-

pervision of Communications
Media professor Dr. Jay Start in

the basement of Davis Hall also

sponsor and participate in a

telethon benefitting the Salva-
tion Army of Indiana. Since
1988, WIUP-TV has been a
member of the National Associ-

ation of College Broadcasters,

through which they are able to

discuss new ideas with other col-

lege stations.

No matter why students de-

cide to become a part of WIUP-
TV, they are guaranteed a quali-

ty learning atmosphere while
they provide quality program-
ming for the campus as well as

the surrounding community. -

Lynda Bernard

f
On the television dial Channel 47 is re-

served for the sounds of the WIUP-TV
station. Many people put in hours of

work to make each show a success; Doc

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

Womack is one such person. Here he is

busy preparing the news for the evening

broadcast.
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Fights Violence Witli Nonviolence

Far left: The Tae Kwon Do Club met
five days a week in Keith Hall to perfect

their martial arts skills. Tim Rosenberg

teaches Lisa Meyer the art of self-de-

fense. Left: In addition t<> group prac-

tice, much time is devoted to individual

training. Carolyn Myers demonstrates a

dedication to strenghtening her train-

ing. Below: Tom Runfola, a brown belt

in Shotokan karate, performs a parry-

ing block in preparation to throw a

punch.
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Tae Kwon Do Club: Lisa Kernic, Prince, Lisa Meyer, Jeff Joy, Ray
Carolyn Myers (hidden), Tom Runfola. Ratzer.

Scott Steeber, Tim Rosenberg, Todd

Despite the violence in to-

day's society, the Tae
Kwon Do Club at lUP

emphasizes the avoidance of

fighting. Junior Tim Rosenberg,

founder and head instructor of

the club, designed his martial

arts classes to promote quick

thinking and nonviolence.

Members of the organization

learn what to look for in a po-

tentially violent situation, what
to do and what not to do. They
are taught that the best self-de-

fense is most often simple com-
mon sense.

Although the Tae Kwon Do
Club just gained official status

last fall, Rosenberg has spent

the last few years trying to orga-

nize it. The club is looking for-

ward to competing in the future,

but will have to wait until thev

acquire the proper training
facilities.

Last year was highlighted by
the club's attempt to begin an
escort service for students who
do not want to walk on or

around campus alone at night.

The idea, however, ran into

problems with the university

and never got started. The club

continues to promote awareness
concerning the dangers of walk-

ing alone and hopes to see their

service come into fruition.

lUP Tae Kwon Do officers in-

clude Tim Rosenberg, head in-

structor; Scott Williamson,
president and assistant instruc-

tor; Shari Malin, vice-president;

Raquel Osborne, secretary; Dom
Dilullo, treasurer. -Lynda Ber-

nard .^
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Above: Due to the number of people

who are members, Student Congress

meetings were usually in the auditori-

um of Pratt Hall. Jenn Stauffer ad-
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Student Congress

Row 1: Helen Brown, Adam Goldstein,

John Jacob, Steve Whitby, Jeff Bertrand.

Jennifer Murray, Karen Crawford, Jenn

Stauffer, E. Emel Ertas, Mike Knapp,

Toni Perretta, Samson Gruss. Racquel

Handsome. Matt Repasky, Tom Charles.

Row 2: Chris Gerencher, Krista Middle-

ton, Michelle Archibald, Rita Harr. Me-

lanie Burrows, Kevin Canalichio, Jack

Kelley, Mark Ballog, Trevor Failor. Scott

Harshman, John Rinehart, Dan Wheeler,

Amber Sauerwein. Row 3: Kent Norberg,

Chuck Braught, Matt Brigamen, Tareq

Chowdhury, David Kerr, Jim Uhrich.

Tim Noel, Bret Kratzinger, Tricia Tack-

er, Susan Elliot, Sean Ward, Jessica De-

vaney, Diane Seibert, Bethanne Stish,

Kevin Overdorff, Jack Brown.

Indiana University of

Pennsylvania's Student

Congress began in the spring of

1989 to serve and represent the

student body. It is also designed

to act as an advisory body to the

university's administration.

Student Congress addresses a

variety of issues including resi-

dence life, athletic affairs and

academic affairs. Their primary

objective is to provide an avenue

through which students can file

their complaints and voice their

opinions. Through Student
Congress, students are able to

overcome their frustration with

and alienation from the univer-

sity system.

As always, this organization

has been busy devising new pol-

icies and working with the facul-_,^

ty and administration to meet

the needs of more than 13,000

students attending lUP. This

year. Student Congress, in con-

junction with the administra-

tion, began a committee to at-

tempt to improve the drop/add

system. Their goal is to eventu-

ally discontinue the seemingly

tedious and inefficient arena

system already in existence.

Another significant project

developed by Student Congress

was their voter registration

drive. Through questionnares

sent to students via their profes-

sors. Student Congress members

were able to contact those stu-

dents not registered to vote in

the presidential election and of-

fer telephone registrations. The
completed list of registered vot-

ers was then taken to the April

7th rally in Harrisburg, which

allowed area student represen-

tatives to voice their desire for

more educational funding.

Student Congress also intends

to continue the publication of

the Stamping Ground, an off-

campus housing directory and is

planning iraprovements for the

next issue.

Although many students do

not realize what Student Con-

gress does for them, many more

have taken advantage of their

services. Without Student Con-

gress' dedication to the interest

of its fellow students, the lUP
community would surely have a

difficult time being heard by the

administration.

The Student Congress Execu-

tive Board consists of Adam
Goldstein, president; Tareq
Chowdhury, senate vice-presi-

dent; Chuck Braught, house

vice-president; Kimberly Cop-

per, parliamentarian; Helen

Brown, fall and spring treasur-

er; Stephen Whitby, spring

SSHE chair and fall elections

chair; Gary Gutherie, fall SSHE
chair; Jennifer Stauffer, spring

elections chair. -L. Bernard 4^

Top: Student Congress President Adam
Goldstein addresses a rally in the capi-

tol building in Harrisburg. The rally

was held to increase legislative support

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

for Pennsylvania's 14 state-run univer-

sities. Above: Steve Whitby won the

race for President for the 1992-93 aca-

demic year.
Student Congress 135
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IUP's marching band,
"The Legend," does
much more than play at

halftime at football games,

according to their 1991-1992

schedule.

Early in the academic
year, the band had already

been practicing for weeks un-

der the direction of Charles

"Doc" Casavant. One of their

first duties in addition to en-

tertaining the halftime
crowds of home and away
games was to perform "The
Battle Hymn of the Repub-
lic" in a Miller Stadium cele-

bration of the 40th anniver-

sary of the Officers Training

Corp at lUP and to pay trib-

ute to the veterans of Desert

Storm.

The band was also fea-

tured in the October 20
Steelers game halftime,
where they marched around
Three Rivers Stadium and
performed at each goal post.

Their presence at the game
was well-received and earned

them thunderous applause

from thousands of

spectators.

The band's season contin-

ued on to include a Novem-
ber trip to Pittsburgh to per-

form during light-up night

and three high school exhibi-

tions in which they are al-

ways a favorite. The "Band
in Review" concert on cam-
pus also impressed the audi-

ence with performances by
"The Legend." In addition to

all of these extra-curricular

endeavors, the band contin-

ued to perform "Amazing
Grace" at a standstill follow-

ing each home game. This

spectacular number has be-

come a legend in itself with

each performance.

The talent and execution

within the band has been an-

ticipated at the start of every

lUP football season for de-

cades, and continues to im-

press audiences in far more
places than Miller Stadium.

The accuracy of the lUP
marching band's nickname
will certainly never be
doubted. -Lynda
Bernard /
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Above left: One of the annual partici-

pants in the Homecoming Parade is the

lUP marching band. As spectators lined

the sidewalk to see the traditional floats

the air was filled with the traditional

sounds of the Indian chant "Cherokee"
as the band processed down Philadel-

phia Street. Top: Important members
of the Legend are the members of the

silk squad. They dedicate much of their

time to make sure each swing of the flag

is in exact precision. Here they are

shown saluting the flag while the band
plays the national anthem. Above: This

year the band's repetoire consisted of

selections from the musical "Miss Sai-j

gon". One, "The Heat Is On in Saigon,"

found the silk line "relaxing" while the

majorettes were featured.
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lUFs Marching Band
Besides entertaining the crowds in

PittsbuFKh at the Steelers and Bills

same, the band performed at every

home game as well. As customary, be-

fore the team runs on to the field the

band forms and aisle for them to run

through. Here three band members

show that good friends and good times

are also had with marching band.

When you look at the lUP marching

band you can't help but notice the per-

cussion section as they move back and

forth across the field. This year they

performed a dynamic percu.ssion fea-

ture which captured the eyes and ears

of everyone in the crowd.

I'm ) III Tony Picrii>ni
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Each show and each song usually fea-

tures at least one soloist throughout the

piece. This year was no exception. In

the piece "Malaguena" Mark Cunning-

ham was one such member who was

featured.

When one thinks of marching band

they usually think of all the trumpet

fanfares and the percussion beats. Of-

ten forgotten are the woodwinds. Here

the clarinet section reminds the audi-

ence there is more to a marching band

than brass instruments during the song

"Glorv."
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Residence Hall Association
Below Left: As one of the leaders in

RHA, Kim Giacomuzzi makes the final

preparations for a bulletin board in one

of the residence halls. Below: Stephanie

Flick, Tamy Hess and Nick Verna enjoy

eath other's company at the RHA lead-

ership banquet. The banquet was held

to recognize the outstanding work of

the members and to celebrate the end

of the year. Right: In an effort to always

be recognized, RHA is finding new ways

to let the student body know the orga-

nization is in their corner. Whether it is

selling pizza in the Governors Quad or

providing early morning coffee and do-

nuts in the residence halls, RHA is con-

tinually striving to be even more re-

sponsive to students' needs.
PHOTO: Tony Piccioni

The Residence Hall As-

sociation at lUP has

several important func-

tions. The functions include

addressing social issues and
promoting rape awareness by
encouraging students to par-

ticipate in the self-defense

seminars that RHA offers.

Their primary function,
however, is to act as between
on-campus students and the

administration. The organi-

zation attempts to voice all

of the concerns brought to

them by students living in

the residence halls. The con-

cerns this year have ranged

from residence hall policies

138 RHA

to inoperable washers and
dryers.

RHA also works with the

office of Housing and Resi-

dence Life to discuss and
vote on the OHRL budget. In

addition, RHA worked with

Student Congress this year

to promote voter registration

and to compile information

gained during the registra-

tion drive.

Membership includes all

students living on campus,

making it easily the largest

organization at lUP. Student

input concerning certain is-

sues is both encouraged and
welcomed. -L. Bernard

r
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Row 1: Kate Boyle (adviser), Jim Ma-
kinster, Nick Verna, Pat Dalrymple,

Stephanie Flick, Rob Levrant. Row 2:

Bill Mcintosh, Ellen Lucas, Divonna

Mohr, Neal Jones, Kim Giacomuzzi,

Tamy Hess, Jennifer Floyd.
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lUP's Free Zone

Far Left: Jeff Duchovnay performs a
song and dance about political repres-

sion and freedom of choice. Left: Chris
Barrow works as the soundman for the
weekly meetings. Many people will

bring their own music to accompany
their performances. Below: Chris Carr,

Harvey Holtz and Mark Rogaski were
discussing a speech on political oppre-
sion just before this photo was taken.

Part of what makes the organization

different is the willingness of those in-

volved to voice their true feelings and
opinions, regardless of what others may
think

PHOTO Tony Piccion
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John Reasinger works at the refresh- fee or a donut. The meetings are held
ment table. At every meeting of the on the bottom floor of the HUB every
Free Zone one can purchase fresh cof- Thursday.

Armed with a new office space
and an enthusiastic group,
the Free Zone began an ener-

getic year in early September.
Their goal as an organization is to

encourage debate concerning a va-

riety of issues and to emphasize a
"more loving cooperative and pro-
gressive environment", according
to the group's statement of
purpose.

The Free Zone achieved these
goals by providing lUP with two
semesters of local art, music, the-
ater and poetry, and hours of con-
tinued discussion centered around
today's controversies.

Many students who attended the
organization's forum meetings for

the first time this year came away-

appreciating the place where can-
dor and freedom are the rules, not
the exceptions.

Sponsored by the Student Co-Op

Association, the Free Zone
strives to dispel oppression and
enfringements upon freedom.
Foremost, however, is their em-
phasis on egalitarian human in-

teraction and compassionate
understanding.

Following the changes that

were affected in the organiza-

tion this year, the Free Zone
plans to continue making
improvements.

All students are welcome to

attend organizational meetings

and are encouraged to find out

more about the Free Zone,
whose members feel they have

incorporated their objectives

into a comfortable, friendly at-

mosphere of positive and pro-

ductive discussion. -Lynda Ber-

nard

r
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«^y I e're out of here!" These

^J words echo in the minds
of seniors as they prepare

for graduation. Graduation day

always seemed so far away, but

after countless papers, hours of

studying and hundreds of classes

it's finally here. Some things

seniors will be glad to leave

behind, like the unpredictable

weather. Others will be harder to

say good-bye to, such as friends

who made college life easier to

bear. Although seniors see

graduation as an end to years of

formal education, it is the

beginning of their lives in the

"real world." Seniors will leave

lUP with a natural style which
will help them succeed. -Gwen
Fry & Jen Groff >K

PHOra Carl Eakin

Above: Everything graduation ends for lUP
students, a tour of the campus begins. Tour

guide Wendy Roth has seen a lot of her guests

return as students. Right: Ken Williams takes

a moment out of the procession to wish his

friends good luck and to have his picture tak-

en as an lUP student one last time.

EDITORS:

Gwen Fry & Jen Groff
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"Seniors. Rise And Shine!"

^^^ eniors begin their long day with the annoying buzz,

A J ring, or beep of their alarm clock. Whether one gets

y^^ up at 7 A.M. or 3 P.M., the beginning of the day

^ W always seems like a difficult obstacle to overcome.
^•^ Seniors who chose to spend the night up lat« study-

ing or partying pay the price the next morning. The
amount of sleep or the side one gets up on determines whether

the day will go smoothly or be "one of those days. "Unwilling

for the day to begin, Krista Gaydos reaches over and hits her

snooze button for 15 minutes of precious sleep. Because of busy

schedules like classes, exams, papers and school activities se-

nior's dread the morning because they feel that they never

seem to get enough sleep. ^^

Chris Abele; Management
Loucas Augustis; Accounting

William Duoise Beatty;
Business Management
Jennifer L. Berdell;

Marketing

Diane Betts; Marketing

Eric C. Blitzstein; Marketing
Brian Boekel; Management

Information Systems
David W. Bogler;

Management Information

Systems
Joseph G. Book; Management

Information Systems
Thomas W. Bowman;

Marketing

Janet Burkhardt; Finance
Richard C. Burkley;
Business Management

James C. Burns; Accounting
Nadeem Butt; Management

Jennifer Calcutta; Marketing

Robert A. Caruso; Marketing
Karen L. Celot; Human

Resource Management
Koh Min Chai; Finance

E. Ann Chiplis; Accounting
Tareq Zaman Chowdhury;

Finance

p^^ r'-
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Angela M. Clark; Business

Management
Brian D. Cobaugh;
Accounting

Kenee Cole; Accounting

Susan Marie Cosper;
Accounting

Christina L. Costello;

Management

Brent Turney Crytzer;
Business Management

Scott R.Curry; Finance

Holly Lynn Dalesandro;
Accounting

Brett E. Bearing;
Management Information

Systems

Jami A. DeCapua; Finance

H. Christopher Dixon;
Management

Monette E. Dixon; Human
Resource Management

Cristine M. Doneker;
Marketing

Lisa Dunlop; Human
Resource Management

James B. Evens;
Management/Marketing

Annette Finn; Management
Dwayne E. Fishel; Consumer

Affairs

George C. Frontz; Marketing

Kimberly S. Fujiwara;
Accounting

MaryJane Fulmer; Business

Education

Tanya L.Garver; Human
Resource Management

Christine Gattey; Accounting

Michele Geitner; General

Management
Erica J. Glaab; Management

Information Systems
Lisa M. Hamilton;
Accounting

Kathryn L. Hanak;
Accounting

Suzanne M. Hanselman;
Management Information

Systems
Heather M. Harding;
Marketing

Shawn L. Haring; General

Management
Joseph Henkel; Accounting

Jim Henley; Human Resource

Management
Bethany A. Hennenhoefer;
Accounting

LisaMarie Henry;
Management Information

System
Ranee Eugenia Hicks;

Accounting

Lois Ann Hoffman; Business

<>O
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Robin R. Hoover; Business

Education

Timothy M. Irons; Marketing

Mohammad Riazwan
Ismail; Business Management

Christopher J. Jackson;
Finance

Abid Mahmood Jaffery;

Management Information

Systems

Suzanne Johansson;
Marketing

Frederick J. Junker III;

Business Management
Karen Kaminski;

Management Information

Systems
Susan Diane Katherman;

Business Management
Anna M. Kinard; Office

Administration

Donal F. Kirwan Jr.;

Marketing

Randy A. Kiser; Finance

Nicholas M. Kiss;

Management Information

Systems

Gabriel N. KIganthous;
Finance

Brian Koeck; Business

Arati Kohli; Business

Management
Karia G. Kormos; Business

Education

Amanda S. Kyler; Marketing

Sarah M. Lacy; Marketing

Phung Lam; Accounting

Tina Landis; Business

Management
Chee Eng Lee; Management

Information Systems

V'nn Chle'ng Lee; Marketing

Jeanette Lynn Lehman;
Finance

Susan M. Lester; Business

Education

Judith A. Liverton;
Marketing

loannis Loizides; Marketing

Karen P. Lorson; Finance

Kimberly Love; Marketing

Lane Lovett; Management

Joseph A. Lyons, Jr.;

Accounting

Sean Shibe Macfarland;
General Management

Richard L. Mackison, Jr.;

Accounting

Deana M. Mahan;
Accounting

Forrest Mahon; Finance
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Fareeba Mahmud;
Accounliiif^

Mark A. Maier; Business

Manajjement
Jeffrey S. Martin; General

Management
Scott A. Mascilli; Accounting

Amy L. Mazza; Marketing

John McCarron; Management
Information Systems

Brian D. McCreery;
Accounting

Jacinda McCullough;
Accounting

Susan Marie McNally;
Human Resource

Management
Jared Lee Mellinger;

Accounting

Scott A. Mentzer; Accounting

Patricia A. Morris;
Management Information

Systems

George Mburia Mugo;
Marketing

Syego A. Mumtaz;
Management Information

Systems
Anthony Nicolazzo Jr.;

Mangement Information

Systems

Christa L. Nill; Marketing

James H. O'Malley; Business

Management
Daneen M. Pasinski;
Marketing

Thomas M. Peduzzi;
Marketing

William Elmer Peters Jr.;

Marketing

CO
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"I Have Nothing To Wear."

Seniors after getting out of bed are faced with the
decision of what to wear. Some seniors decide
what to wear the next day on the night before, but
most simply throw on the first articles of clothing
they see. The inconsistent temperature and the
unpredictable precipitation at lUP causes a di-

lemma for the fashion-conscious senior. Female
students seem to be more concerned with what they wear while
male students tend to be more care-free with their appearance.
Seniors' wardrobes vary from the usual outfit they wear to
class to the more dressy attire they wear for social activities.

Seniors find that their clothes options dwindle after a few
weeks and realize that if they want to wear something clean,
they must do their large mountain of laundry. Some seniors
dread the task of laundry to the extent of wearing their dirty
clothes or hitting the nearest K-mart to buy spare pairs of
underwear and socks. Because of their hectic schedules, most
seniors would rather dress comfortably and spend less time in

fashion decisions and leave time for more pressing academic
decisions.

f
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Michael D. Piekutoski;

Management Information

Systems

Kelly Ann Pingel;

Management Information

Systems

Michael L. Popson;
Accounting

Dean J. Prozzoly; Finance

Kristin Rainey; Accounting

Yosuf Rajabally;
Management Information

Systems

Stanley J. Rath; Management
Information Systems

Mohammad Yasin Rathor;
Business Management

Travis A. Rebok;
Management Information

Systems

David W. Reiss; Management

Renee A. Reynolds;
Management

Edward J. Rieland; M.I.S.

Julie Ann Riggin;

Management
Matthew Michael Ristvey;

Marketing

Tracy Lynn Robertson;
Accounting

Sean Michael Rollman;
Accounting

Deborah M. Roosa;
Management Information

Systems

Syed Saleemuddin;
Management Information

Systems

Robert J. Schade; Marketing

Erik R. Schultz; Marketing

Stephanie Lee Sheaffer;
Accounting

Michelle L. Shaffer; General

Management
Mandi E. Shileds; MIS.

Shariq H. Siddiqui;

Accounting

Christopher T. Simon;
Finance

Sandra L. Solock; Marketing

Cathie Jo Stern; Marketing

Richard J. Stevenson;
Marketing

Jodi Lynn Stiles; Office

Administration

Craig D. Stover; Finance

Charles Sweeder;
Accounting

Robert D. Sweet III;

Business Management
Tricia Tacker; Marketing

Haiching Kelvin Tan;
Marketing

Matthew J. Tenny;
Marketing

r» T-
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"The Bathroom's Too Far."

eniors who chose to reside in a 10' x 12' cubicle

Shave both fond and detested memories. With
what seems to be the ever-rising tuition and cost

of living, both seniors and parents found dorm
life to be the most inexpensive living arrange-

ment. Beside the financial relief, seniors found
friends that were close by and always there to

lend and borrow those necessary items like an electric shaver
and clothes. However, overhearing your neighbor's late night
arguments or having to walk for what seems to be a mile in the
wee hours of the morning to the community bathroom, provid-

ed miserable memories for seniors who lived in campus hous-
ing. One other disadvantage of dorm life is the loss of privacy.

Stacey Flynn, shown here, demonstrates how she must hold
her telephone conversations in the hall to display courtesy for

her roommate. For some seniors, dorm life may be a symbol of

college that holds good memories, but other seniors who had
only bad memories, chose to live in another setting.

f
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Sau-Mei Tham; Accounting

Robert P. Theis Jr.: General

Management
Craig Tramontan;
Accounting

Jon E. Turner; Marketing

Tracey L. Varconda; Human
Resource Management

Cassandra L. Wallace;
Human Resource

Management
Stephen A. Wanat;
Accounting

Greg A. Weitkamp; Finance

Reece W. Whitney;
Marketing

Michael G. Williams;
Business Management

Sharon L. Witherow;
Accounting

Alvin P. Wong; Finance

Delvin M. Worling;
Accounting

Joseph P. Work; Business

Management
Melissa Ann Worst;
Management

Joyce Kelly Yoxall; Finance

MaryBeth Zelinko;
Accounting

Thomas Zandi; Marketing
Jill A. Zurovchak;

Accounting

Anthony T. Allen;

Communications Media

00
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00
00
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Mary R. Anderson;
Communications Media

Tracy L. Anderson;
Elementary Education

BethAnn Andres; Elementary
Education

John P. Bailey;

Communications Media

Jill A. Banocy; Elementary
Education

Jennifer L. Beck;
Elementary Education

Tammy Belke; Education of

the Hearing Impaired

Nicole K. Besecker; Early

Childhood Education

Gwynn Anastasia Beyer;
Education of the Hearing

Impaired

Lori S. Booher; Speech

Pathology and Audiology

Christy L. Cafeo;
Communications Media

Alisia B. Casale; Elementary
Education

Christy Lynn Clawson;
Elementary Education

L. Joy Clymer;
Communications

Shawn C. Cochran;
Communications Media

Krista A. Colwell; Early

Childhood Education

Amy Lynn Cornelius;

Elementary Education

Francis Jon Craig;
Communications Media

Kristin A. Crane;
Communications Media

Shannon M. Cunningham;
Elementary Education

UJ
"The Rent's Due Soon."

eniors find an alternative to on-campus living by

S
residing in apartments and houses. Searching for

a place close to campus, with-in your price range

and which appeals to all your potential room-

mates can be a frustrating task. Off-campus liv-

ing, however, adds more responsibilities to the

academic stress of seniors that is already hard to

deal with. Paying for electric, grocery, water, and cable bills

bring a financial burden to many seniors trying to save money
for their future. On the other hand, seniors found an advantage

in apartments and houses through more privacy by not having

to use the community restroom as in dorms. Also apartment
life with its several rooms gave seniors more freedom to move
around and didn't produce the claustrophic feeling small dorm
rooms do. Most seniors living off-campus enjoyed the luxury of

cable television with channels such as MTV and USA that are

...it available in most residence halls. Two students enjoy their

spare time in the privacy of their family room while those in

dorms have to share the TV with many others in their resi-

dence halls. Seniors found the advantages of off-campus hous-

ing to be well worth the extra expenses involved, o'

Adaij^itiielffe



Sandra J. Day;
Communications Media

Amy H. Delahunty;
Klementary Education

Nicole Denise
Descavish; Klementary
Kducalion

Marisa DiTullio;

Klementary Education
Erin Dixon;
Communications Media

NancyJane Donahue;
Early Childhood
Education

KellyAnn Donohue;
Speech Pathology

Angela A. Douglas;
Elementary Education

Dana Dresbach;
Communcations Media

SaraAnn Ehemann;
Elementary Education

Kimberly Dawn Eubanks;
Elementary Education

Kelly Erin Evans;
Elementary Education

Diane Farrell; Elementary
Education

Stephanie L. Flick;

Education of the Exceptional

Person

Sally Susan France;
Education of the Hearing

Impaired

Monique Lynette Frost;

Communications Media
Jennifer H. Funaro;

Elementary Education

Lonnie Sylvester
Gaetano;
Communications Media

Amy C. Galas;
Elementary Education

Jody William Gary;
Elementary Education

Michele A. Geer;
Elementary Education

Linda L. Gentile;

Elementary Education

Julie M. Glover; Early

Childhood Education

John Godissart;
Education of Exceptional

Children

Bert Graul;
Communications Media

Colleen Marie Greeley;
Education of the Hearing

Impaired

Junko Hanai; Elementary

Education

Sophia Alexis Hanna;
Communications

Heather Harf; Elementary

Education

Jennifer Lynn Harris;

Elementary Education

Natoscha Harris;
Communications Media

Kellie Hoffner; Elementary

Education

Becky Houy; Early Childhood

Education

Amie Howard; Early

Childhood Education

Brian Huey; Communications

Media



"I've Got A Big Exam."

eniors, after at least four years of college, have

S
mastered the technique of studying. Even though

some seniors studied best at their apartments or

dorms, most agreed that the library provided the

most effetive study atmosphere. The library en-

sured the opportunity for both group and individ-

ual work. A drop of a pin could have easily dis-

rupted the quiet environment on the third floor. However, the

basement, with group discussion, produced more of a social

area rather than placing an emphasis on academics. In the

winter and summer months, the library's intense heat lured

students to take short naps during their occassional study

breaks. These two students compare notes, trying to grasp a

complex concept. No matter where seniors choos to study, the

result of their dedication to learning will pay off in their

futures. .^

A da^Si, die 1^1^
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Tara Humbert; Elementary
Education

S. Marie Jefferis;

Elementary Education

Sandra Jelkovac;
Elementary Education

Beth M. Johnson;
Elementary Education

Harold E. Jurysta Jr.;

Elementary Education

Lisa R. Kalp; Elementary
Education

Kristina Kemp; Elementary
Education

Jane M. Kerridge;
Elementary Education

Michael T. Kijowski;
Elementary Education

Denise Kot; Elementary
Education

Jennifer Fay Kozer;
Elementary Education

Deborah J. Koziak; Early

Childhood Education

Debbie A. Kuniak;
Elementary Education
Vivian Ann Kunko;
Elementary Education

Cheryl A. Kunselman;
Speech Pathology and

Audiology

Richard L. Legros;
Elementary Education

CathyRae Rae Lincoln;
Elementary Education

Dana M. Lloyd; Elementary
Education

Karen J. London; Elementary
Education

Shari L. Loughner;
Elementary Education



Jessica Maddas-White;
Elementary Kducalion

Paula S. Maleski;
P^lementary Education

Tanya Manila:
Ellementary Education

Theresa Ann Marino;
Elementary Education

Maria J. Matchak;
Elementary Education

JoAnn E. Matthis;
Klementary Education

Deborah MarieLynn
Mattis; Education of the

Hearing Impaired

Lisa K. McDonald;
Elementary Education

MaryKate McTear;
Communications Media

Kristen M. Meyer;
Elementary Education

Lori Williams Miller;

Elementary Education

Nancy Lynn Mitchell;

Speech Pathology and
Audioiogy

Melissa Moore;
Elementary Education

Marina Leah Morey;
Early Childhood
Education

Natalie M. Munshaw;
Early Childhood

Education

Timothy L. Murphy;
Communications Media

Jackson Lucas Ndeto;
Education of the Exceptional

Child

Sharon A. Novakoski; Early

Childhood Education

Julie A. Novakovich;
Elementary Education

Brian E. Parker;
Communications

Lori B. Patterson;
Elementary Education

Lori Lynn Pella;

Elementary Education

Michele Lynn Pilot;

Home Economics

Education

Scott M. Pitts;

Communications Media

Teresa Postlethwait;

Early Childhood

Education

Jamie Beth Proksa;
Elementary Education

Kathleen Rashlich;
Communications Media

Lorene Ratay;
Communications Media

Carrie Anne Ray;
Elementary Education

Robyn Rethi; Elementary

Education

Lori L. Rhodes; Elementary

Ed.

Melissa A. Richards;
Elementary Ed.

Sara L. Roche:
Communications Media

Sharon M. Roletter:

Education of the Exceptional

Shaun J. Roily:

Communications Media

o
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Julia Ann Rosenberger-
Valenti; Elementary

Education

Tracy V. Rosensteel;

Speech-Language Pathology

Rebecca Marie Roskos;
Elementary Education

John D. Rowley;
Communications Media

Kelly Rudd; Elementary
Education

Mary Rutenbar;
Communications

Tracey L. Ryan;
Communications

Stacey Marie Sakal;

Communications Media

Jeff Santoro; Elementary
Education

Kristine L. Satzger;

Elementary Education

Renee Schmidt;
Elementary Education

Christine Schmitt;
Communications Media

Karen Lynn Schweizer;
Communications

Laura Schwerzler;
Elementary Education

Stacy Seezox; Elementary
Education

Ron Shamitko;
Communications Media

Jennifer M. Shandy;
Communications Media

Eric A. Shankle;
Communications Media

Colleen Shea; Education

of the Exceptional

Laura C. Sheffler;

Elementary Education

Teresa J. Shellenberger;
Elementary Education

Eric Shields;

Communications Media

Lea Shortencarrier;
Elementary Education

Dawn M. Slonaker;
Communications Media

Kristen Spanik;
Communications Media

Tracy Ann Staiger;

Communications Media
Susan L. Steinbach;
Elementary Education

Wendy L. Stothart;
Elementary Education

Josephine Tallyen; Early

Childhood Education

Arny L. Terza; Early

Childhood Education

Tho'.ias Theodore;
Elementary Education

Linda Urani; Elementary
Education

Donna Vescio;
Communications Media

Lynette Vinglas; Elementary
Education

Cristine Wagner; Elementary
Elducation

M£M
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Amy L. Washington;
Communications Media

Sirita J. Washington;
Communications Media

Michele Lynn Watson;
Education of the Hearing
Impaired

Cheryl A. Weber;
Communications Media

Shannon Roxann Weidner;
Communications Media

Valerie J. Weir;
('ommunications Media

Benjamin R. White;
Communications Media

Laurie A. White;
Elementary Education

Melissa Wills; Elementary
Education

Maheep Yadav;
Communications Media

Jody Yavorka; Early

Childhood Education
Kristen Jill Zavar;
Elementary Education

Susan E. Zedick;
Elementary Education

Laurie Zoglmann;
Communications Media

Christopher D. Banner;
Music Performance

Jeff Cooper; Music
Education

Karen Crawford; Art
History

Alice A. Lehman;
General Fine Arts

Suzanne R. Mattia;
Art Education

Heather Ockler;
Theatre

o

AdojSitklffe
"I Miss Mom's Cooking."

eniors, often eating in the cafeteria for what

S
seems to be forever, found other places to dine.

The cafeteria didn't always offer Ihe variety that
Taco Kell. McDonalds. Suhway, and Denny's
could. However, going out to eat means spending
money, and money isn't always available to the
average college student due to the cost of books

and other bills. Those "ixior" college students chose to cook
their own "gourmet" meals of spaghetti O's. macaronni and
cheese, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and soup al la

Campbells. However, after fixing these meals day after day
seniors get tired of working to fix something to eat. Most
agreed that the cafeteria is a welcomed convenience. Although
most .seniors complained about cafeteria food, eating there
doesn't include the hassles of washing dishes and cleaning up
afterward. Overall, if seniors had their choice, they would rath-
er eat mom's home cooking than eating in the cafeteria, fast

food restaurants, and cooking their own meals. Lisa Smith
grabs a quick bite from a convenience store while she studies
for a microbiology exam.

/
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Heather E. Ohler;
Graphic Design

Dianne S. Terhorst
Pyda; Art Education

Robert
Roeschaeuthaler;

Graphic Design

Kelly Ross; Art History

Diane Smith; Fine Arts

Glenn C. Smith; Graphic
Design

Erinn M. Terry; Theater
Arts

Christina M. Tigani;

Music Education

Holly C. Wechs; General

Fine Arts

Kurt P. Widmann; Music
Education

Angela Wilbanks; Art

Joy Wilson; Music
Education

Sabrina Alwine;
Fashion Merchandising

Melissa E. Earth;
Interior Design

Gina Battaglia;
Dietetics

Kimberly S. Beishline;

Home Economics Education

Lisa Marie Belich;
Nursing

Natalie Carole
Bellerillo; Nursing

Kathryn Marie
Bertolino; Nursing

Jefferey M. Boggie;
Hotel, Restaurant,

Institutional Management

Michael Bosco Jr.; Health

and Physical Ed.

Mitchell Boyd; Hotel,

Restaurant, Institutional

Management
James Bridges Jr.;

Hotel/Restaurant Management
James Bristol; Hotel,

Restaurant, Institutional

Management
Lauren Carlson; Dietics

Cynthia Ann
Carmichael; Nursing

Jennifer L. Chandler;
Nursing

Rhonda Yvette
Chandler; Nursing

Pauline Pui-Ling Cheng;
Music Performance

Judy Harbach Cherry;
Nursing

Lauren L. Chetsko; Interior

Design

Nina Marie Cortse; Dietics

Dacia R. Crawford; Health

and Physical Education

Julia Ann Crossan; Dietics

Christine Michelle Crupe;
Fashion Merchandising
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"I've Got A Big Exam."

Seniors, after getting dressed, often rush out the door

to class. Seniors who found it impossible to

schedule general courses until later in college found

these classes to be the easiest to skip, "blow off or

sleep through. On the other hand, important classes

in ones major, involved more work, and therefore more

attention. Seniors became frustrated with classes that are

too big, as well as "professors from hell" that make

interesting subjets boring. Meanwhile, an exciting prof can

turn even literature class into a worthwhile learning

experience. During scheduling, some try to shedule classes

around favorite day-time game shows and soap operas,

while most seniors try to avoid the dreaded 8;00 and the

long night classes. In a senior journalism class, these three

students give a group report on advertising, finding a

market and creating an interest in the product. Classes are

dreaded by seniors, but they are a necessary part of college

life.
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Jennifer L. Curtis;

Fashion Merchandising

Lisa M. Czekaj; Fashion

Merchandising

Sandra D. Dahlgern;
Secondary English Education

Crystal Dashiell;

Consumer Affairs

Devin Davies; Consumer

Affairs

Tanya Celeste Davis;

Nursing

Themis G. Demitriades;
Safety Science

Sara A. Dippold;

Dietetics

Jeffery Scott Drye;
Safety Science

Maureen Dube;
Dietetics

Janet Dugan; Interior Design

Mark J. Emery; Safety

Science

William A. Fegley Sr.;

Health and Physical

Education

Stephanie Ann Fitzgerald;

Hotel. Restaurant, and

Institutional Management

Lori Marie Forster; Child

Developent

Patricia Flack; Nursing

Janelle Frank;
Environmental Health

Saeko Fukusumi; Hotel,

Restaurant, Institutional

Mgmt
Kristine Gardner; Nursing

Gregory Garland; Hotel,

Restaurant and Institutional

Mgmt
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Erin Elizabeth Goutd:
Fasion Merchandising

Jennifer Lee
Heintzelman: Interior

Design

Jacqueline E. Hill;

Nursing

Jacqueline T. Hinnant;
Fasion Merchandising

Matthew K. Holland;
Safety Sciences

Lisa Holliday; Child

Development/Family Relations

Melynda Holmes; Interior

Design

Kathleen Marie Hudock;
Hotel, Restaurant, and

Institutional Mgmt
Michael L. Jones; Hotel.

Restaurant, and Institutional

Mgmt
Gerald J. Kaputa; Safety

Sciences

Shelly M. Kearney;
Nursing

Julie A. Kelch; Nursing

Melissa Kisegy;
Nursing

Gary E. Riser: Health

and Physical Education

Alan Robert Knupp;
Heath and Physical

Education

Adrienne Leigh Kolb;

Hotel. Restaurant, and

Institutional Mgmt
Susan E. Kretchman;

Music Education

Tiffany Karen Henry;
Social Science Education

Tara Higgins; English

Education

Lisa Hull; Nursing

Jennifer Larson; Nursing

Linda Susan Lauer;
Nursing

Gregory D. Laun; Health

and Physical Education

Maria Victoria Lavelle;

Fasion Merchandising

Tara Lynn Lieb; Child

Development/Family
Relations

Jessica Lindahl;
Secondary English Ed.

Mark Ludwig; Health

and Physical Ed.

Diane Lull; Safety

Sciences

Jennifer Lynch; Fasion

Merchandising
Kristin MacKenzie;
Secondary Ed. Polital

Science

Kelly L. McDonald;
Interior Design

Michael McMuUen;
Physical Education and

Sport

Christopher R. Miller;

Health and Physical

Education

Troy V. Miller; Dietetics

Lori A. Mish; Home
Economics Education



Renee Mitchell; Nursing
Kerry Ann Mock;

Nursinj;

Michael F. Monach;
Hotel, Restaurant,

Institutional Mgmt.
Lisa Lynn Morgan;
Secondary Knglish

Kducation
Kristin Elizabeth
Morley; Interior Design/
Housing

Megan M. Mouchan;
P^ashion Merchandising

Stacey S. Muir; Child

Development/Family
Relations

Paula Muldoon; Dietics

Heather Lynn Mundorff;
Health & Physical Ed.

Interior Design
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Anthony J. Piccioni;

Safety Sciences

Rebecca H. Potts; Dietics

Andrew H. Powers;
Safety Sciences

Amy L. Reasinger;
Fashion Merchandising
Christine A. Reese;

Vocational Rehabilitation

Counseling

Jocelyn Reeve; Safety

Sciences

Edward Todd Regula;
Safety Sciences

Amy Richter; Nursing
Frankie Ritacco;

Fashion Merchandising
Amy Jo Sandy;

Fashion Merchandising

Joseph Sanna Jr.;

Industrial Safety Science

Bobbi J. Schlemmer;
Child

Development/Family
Relations

Heidi Schoeler; Dietics

Sheila Renee Scurry;
Interior Design

Angela M. Seal; Child

Development/Family
Relations

Diane Patricia Sharp;
Fashion Merchandising

Amy L. Shue; Hotel &
Restaurant Management

Joseph M. Silberstein Jr.;

Secondary Education &
Athletic Training

Lori Lynn Skebeck; Health

& Physical Education

Kristen Sleight; Health &
Physical Education & Sport

Todd W. Smeltzer; Music
Performance

CandaCe J. Smith; Nursing

Susan L. Sousley; Fashion

Merchandising/Consumer
Affairs

Mary Angela Stringent;
Child Development/Family

Relations

Gwendolen Swatski;
Nursing

Kathleen Sue Swedler;
Environmental Health
James Toner; Dietics

Gregory L. Tulenko;
Music Composition &

Theory
Kimberly Marie
Tweedy; Fashion

Merchandising
Nanette Lynn Urbanski;

Consumer Affairs

Gary L. Vandenberg;
Interior Design

Linda Ann Vanisko; Special

Education
Michelle Lee Verbeeken;
Child Development/Family

Relations

Maria Vivino; Nursing
Kimberley A. Volz; Fashion

Merchandising
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"Wanna Go Uptown?"

eniors found some relief to the everyday stress of

8
college by hitting the uptown scene. These social

spots of Indiana are reserved for a crowd that had
reached the golden age of 21. Places like Wolfen-
dale's, Kangaroo's, Coney Island and Culpepper's
are some of the hot spots for the uptown senior
"bar connoisseur." No matter what day of the

week, whether it be a dull Monday or an uneventful Tuesday,
the social atmosphere found uptown seems to resemble the
night life experienced on the weekends. Worries seemed to
disappear as some danced to the latest hits from a D.J. or a live

band. Other seniors either chose to socialize with old acquain-
tences or mingle with new friends. These four seniors met
uptown to toast the weekend and take advangtage of the relax-
ing social scene uptown offers. Uptown is a place where seniors
find they can escape the harsh realities that are included in a
busy week at college.
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#^1W Tammy K. Ward; Child

Development/Family
Relations

Jennifer E. Wechs; Child

Development/Family
Relations

Lisa L. Weisenstein;
Counselor Ed.

Ivor Wood III; Industrial

Safety Sciences

Scott W. Wray; Health &
Physical Ed.

Leah M. Yeager;
Nursing

Camela E. Young;
Hotel, Restaurant &
Institutional Mgmt

Ashley Allen; English

Audrey G. Amnions;
Criminology

Gregory J. Bachy;
Regional Planning

Michele B. Barosh;
International Studies

Melissa S. Batey;
Criminology

Melissa D. Beard;
Criminology

John E. Becker;
Criminology

Robert J. Betchyk Jr.;

Journalism

Barbara A. Bickel;
Sociology

Bradley Bish; Secondary
Education Social Science

Linda J. Blakley;
Economics

Kristen Blucas;
Journalism

Terri J. Bock; Spanish for

International Trade
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Astrid Boer; Spanish for

International Trade
Bernard T. Boyerinas;
Social Science Education

Heather E. Boyles
International Studies

Stephanie Bradford
Criminolog>

Teresa B. Brandenburg
German

Karen E. Brezina;
Political Science

J. Drew Bucher;
Criminology

Louis M. Buck; Political

Science

Lisa A. Burckell; English

Education
Tonya Arlet Cann;

Journalism

Michelle Lee Chelko;
Criminology

Kimberly Clinton;

Criminology

Thomas G. Collins;

Economics
Kathleen Nora Connolly;

Criminology
Kimberly Brook Copper;

Political Science

Melissa J. Craig;
Criminology

Theresa M. Crawford;
History

Alison Lynn Currier;
History

Stacy Lynn Czakoczi;
Pre-law

Neil Davidson; Political

Science

o
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"I've Got To Get Away."

eniors who wanted to break the monotony of

S
weekend life at lUP left campus to visit family
members, close friends and "that special some-
one". Those that chose to go home found mom's
home-cooking to be a welcome escape from the

cafeteria food. They also found the comfort of

their own beds to be well worth the trip. Re-
unions with old friends made the weekend time seem to slip by
quickly. Although there were exams to study for and papers to

write, books were left aside to be worried about late Sunday
night. Kerri Soltis is patiently waiting for her ride to Mansfield
to visit friends. She takes her luggage, food for the trip and a

pillow to catch up on her sleep in the car. Staying on campus
and going uptown was not necessarily a perrogative for all

seniors. Some chose to leave campus and find fun elsewhere.

/ :



Colleen J. Day; Spanish
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"Don't Forget Your Umbrella."

eniors graduated from lUP with a degree from

^^ "Indiana University of Precipitation." When se-

£ T niors were asked (besides drop/add) what the

^^ worst aspect of lUP was, a majority replied, "the

i^^ rain." It seemed that the forecast for the campus

^^ always called for rain which ruined plans and

dampened moods. After four years, seniors quick-

ly learned that "Don't leave home without it," doesn't apply to

American Express, but to their umbrellas. Not only did um-

brellas serve the purpose of keeping one dry when walking

across campus, they also made a fashion statement about the

individual. For instance, umbrella styles ranged from simple

black to color floral prints to even Chinese characters. Seniors

pictured here at a football game, hold their most treasured

necessity, while a wet freshman hasn't quite learned the conse-

quences of "leaving home without it" on the lUP campus, ^f

Aiiuj^tkelcfe
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Dennis R. McLynn;
Criminology

Cristina Merrell;
International Studies

Krista Middletan;
Spanish for International

Trade
David W. Miller;

International Studies

George P.Miller III;

Secondary Social Studies

Cynthia S.Mowrer;
Economics

Sylvia Myers; Political

Science/Pre-law

Mayumi Nakajima;
Economics

Lynne Marie Narby;
Journalism

Syed Hasan Naved;
International Studies

Catherine M. Navoney;
Criminology

Jack E. Neile; Clinical

Sociology

Heather A. Nudge;
Journalism

Jennifer Lynn O'Conner;
Economics

Nuala F. O'Leary;
Sociology

Karen M. Oviatt; English

Education

Jay Thomas Parkes;
Secondary English

Education

Jason J. Pauli;

Psychology

Toni Frances Perretta;

Government and Public

Service

Ginny R. Perrine;
Journalism

Thomas Pertore; Political

Science/Pre-law

Michael A. Petruniak;
E^arth Science Education

Sherry Ann Poole;

Criminology

Aimee N. Powell;
Criminology

Susan Preolo;
Criminology

Julie Anne Pumilia;
International Studies

Peter Quinn;
Economics

Tara Gabrielle
Reylek; Criminology

Cynthia A. Rice;

International Studies

Gina M. Hullo; English

Tracy M. Sabo; Regional

Planning and Geography
Angela Marie Saliani;

Criminology/Pre-law

Kirstin M. Sample;
Political Science

Dawn M. Scherrah;
Economics

Leigh Ann Schley;
Economics
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Judith Scott; Sociology

J. Matthew Seagrist;

Political Science/Prelaw

Dianne S. Seibert; Pre-

law/Political Science

Jennifer Aa. Serafin;
Geography

Leslie Shaffer:
International Studies

Stephanie Shoop;
Journalism

Brian D. Smith; Social

Science Education

Shannon Smith; Clinical

Sociology

Denise Christine Sorce;
Spanish

Robert J. Soule;
Criminology/Pre-law

Paula L. Sprowls;
Clinical Sociology

Katherine A. Stahl;

Journalism

Lynn Stancliff; Clinical

Sociology

Chrissie J. VanDyke;
Spanish

Carolyn Elizabeth

Varley; Political Science

Becky L. Verzinski;
Journalism

Joseph R. Wadsworth
Jr.: Economics

Amy Christine Wagner:
Secondary Education

German
Danielle M. Wagner:

Criminology/Pre-law

Barbara J. Wallace:
Journalism
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"Let's Keep In Touch."

eniors who look back on lUP will cherish the good

S
memories they shared with their friends. Bonds
of friendship were formed and strengthened

throughout the years of college. Friends offered

their time and knowledge during those long night

study sessions and lent their ear and a shoulder to

cry on during a personal crisis. Friends not only

shared the tears, they were there to share the laughter and the

joys of the good times. Although graduation may take them in

separate directions, seniors will cherish the memories of their

friends in their hearts, and these memories will not be forgot-

ten. This group gathered together and and made one of many
moments which will be valued by them throughout their lives.

%



Vonda Walls; Criminology
Renee Wasler; Journalism
Kimberly Beth Watkins;
Criminology

Dana Lynn Webber;
Journalism

Kelley A. Wenning;
English

Michelle Heather Wiley;
Sociology

Elizabeth E. Williams;
Clinical Sociology

Mark Witkowski;
Geography

Amy J. Wolf; English

Education

Shinji Yoshizawa;
Economics

Sharjil Zaman; Economics
Michele R. Ziminski;
Journalism

Jody L. Adams;
Psychology

Wadeea K. Alston;
Biology/Pre-med

Claire R. Banks;
Psychology

Adam L. Beck; Computer
Science

Angela Beckfield;
Psychology

Scott Austin Bek;
Psychology

Rebecca Blatt; Biology

Lisa Suzanne Bleil;

Psychology

Renee Nikole Bombatch;
Mathematics Education

Sharon R. Brickell;

Secondary Math
Education

Michelle Marie Bulger;
Psychology

Kelly Lynn Butner;
Natural Sciences

M'Lisa Marie Buzzelli;

Biology

Holly M. Capp;
Psychology

Shawn Lee Frank
Clugston; Computer
Science

Nick Denardi; Psychology
Thomas Fennen; Applied

Psychology

David Freas; Computer
Science

Sherry M. Gaggini;
Chemistry

Michelle Gill; Chemistry
Karen Lori Good;
Applied Psychology

Cindy Ann Greene;
Applied Mathematics

Kristen Joyce
Greenwood;
Mathematics
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"Ending The Days."

>^ eniors, with a busy schedule look forward to the

L^ end of the day. After years of school, seniors really

^^ look forward to ending their college days through

l^J graduation. As they look back, it didn't seem so

^^ long ago when they were just high school seniors

ready to move on to college. But now, seniors are ready to move

on to the "real life" where they will have to apply their skills

derived from their past education, knowledge, and experience

in order to succeed. Entering "the real world" brings ambigiuos

feelings for seniors. Some seniors are unsure about their future

as they ask themselves "Will I find a job?", "Will I be able to

support myseir' and "Can I make it on my own?" On the other

hand, graduating offers many exciting and challenging oppor-

tunities for seniors such as meeting new people, entering the

job force, total dependence, and traveling. No matter what

seniors do after leaving college, graduating is an accomplish-

ment within itself. The friendship and experiences acquired

from college will stay with seniors always. ^

A doij^ tite l^fe

Kerry Gauber;
Psychology

Evelise Guzman; Biology

Jennifer L. Hagyard;
Secondary Math Education

Dawn M. Hale;
Mathematics Education

Molly A. Hasselman;
Rehabilitation

Marleen K. Hatch;
Computer Science

Nathaniel R. Hill; Biology

Susan E. Hinkle;
Rehabilitation

Leigh Ann Hitchen;
Psychology

Michele Lynne Holdren;
Psychology

Susan Jackson; Applied
Psychology

Tonya Jeschonek;
Computer Science

Brandi L. Jordan;
Computer Science

Shari Kilbert;
Rehabilitation

Jennifer E. Kupfer;
Secondary Math Education

Robert J. Lackey;
Computer Science

Michelle Lamoureux;
Anthropology

Chi Sing Lee; Applied

Physics

Camille L. Locke;
Psychology

Cathy L. Lockhart;
Psychology



Francesca Lorenzen;
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PHOTO: Courtesy of RM Photo

The failure of the Soviet coup left Fidel

Castro and his island nation somewhat
isolated. Cuba had relied heavily on the

Soviet Union for aid, but with troubles

of their own, the Soviet aid to Cuba was
in doubt. Almost 60 percent of the Cu-
ban population was born after Castro

came to power in 1959.

168 The Oak

PHOTO: Courtesy of RM Photo

On August 19, 1991 in the Soviet Union
a coup began in an attempt to secure

communism's place in the government.

The coup's failure brought about a se- cow was the site of a victory demonstra
ries of reforms and changes that will tiim that celebrated the failure of the

continue for years. Red Square in Mos- coup.



PHOTO: Courtesy of RM Photo

Above: South African President F.W.

de Klerk tried to move his country clos-

er to western nations by loosening his

tough stand on apartheid. President

Bush lifted some economic sanctions

and the International Olympic Com-
mittee ended a 21 -year ban on South

African participation in Olympic com-
petition. Top: Soviet President Mikhail

Gorbachev was ousted from power at

the beginning of the coup. .An eight

man committee, led by Vice-President

Gennady Yanayev, assumed power and
placed Gorbachev under house arrest.

The dawn of August 22 saw Gorbachev

return to Moscow and reassume power.

Left: Civil war broke out in Yugoslavia.

The war unraveled this nation of six

divergent republics, two of which (Cro-

atia and Slovenia) declared indepen-

dence from the federation in June.

1991. All six were held together under

the leadership of President Tito, whose

death in 1980 and the crumbling of

Communism's power set loose Yugosla-

via's forces.

PHOTO: CourUsy of RM Phot..

Left: During the attempted takeover.

Boris Yeltsin rallied the people against

the coup. Shortly after the coup failed.

Boris Yeltsin was elected President of

the Soviet Union by the Soviet people.

Above: Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia

declared their independence from the

Soviet Union. Retrospect 169
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PHOTO Courtesy of RM Photo

President Bush appointed Alan Green-
span to a second term as chairman to

the Federal Reserve Board, endorsing

the central bank's efforts to rescue the

economy from recession.

170 The Oak

PHOTO: Courtesy of RM Photo

At least 750,000 supporters of reproduc- United States. The march was orga-
tive rights met in Washington, D.C., on nized in an attempt to raise voters'

April 5, 1992, to protest the possible awareness and to convince legislators to

overturn of legalized abortion in the pass the Freedom of Choice Act, which

would guarantee women the right to

have an abortion.



Below: Supreme Court Justice Thur-

good Marshall's retirement opened the

door for Republican Clarence Thomas,
who, alter a series of hearings, was fi-

nally confirmed. Right: As the school

year began, President Hush was trying

to get his nominees into the .Supreme

("ourt and the ("lA. Two of his major

tasks, however, were peace in the Mid-
dle East and a recession in the U.S.

PHOTO: Courtesy or RM PhoUi

PHOTO: Courtesy of RM Photo
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PHOTO: Courtesy of RM Photo

Above: After nearly seven years as a

hostage in Lebanon, Terry Anderson
was released on December 4, 1991. He
spent 2,4.55 days as a hostage, making
him the longest held American. He was
greeted by his sister upon arriving in

Wiesbaden, Germany. This was his first

stop on a long-awaited journey home.
Left: lUP Student Congress President

Adam Goldstein was one of the speak-

ers who voiced the concerns of Pennsyl-

vania's university students on April 7.

More than 6(M) students from 14 univer-

sities attended the rally at the Harris-

burg Capitol to express their disapprov-

al of the state's plan to decrease funding

for education.

PHOTO Helen Brown

Retrospect 171



PHOTO: Tracey Ryan

Above: "Condom men" Jon Reiter,

Scott Overbach and Darryl Landfried

display a variety of novelty condoms
they sold and delivered to lUP stu-

dents. The three were officers in the

Association of College Entrepreneurs.

Right: The AIDS Quilt, started in 1987

by Cleve Jones in San Francisco, was

brought to lUP in the fall of 1991. Dur-

ing its five-day stay, the quilt was vi-

sisted by 4,256 people who donated

$400 to AIDS research.

172 The Oak

PHOTO (^>un.'s, ,,f KM Photo

Above: To halt the devastation of the Brazil-

ian rain forest, environmentalists around the

world petitioned the Brazilian government
until they agreed to protect a portion of the

frail habitat. Right: Arnold Schwarzenegger
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'V.
President Bush nominated Clarence

Thomas (bottom) to replace the retir-

ing Justice Thurgood Marshall on the
Supreme Court. Soon after, law profes-

sor Anita F. Hill (below) from the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma claimed she was
the victim of sexual harrassment while

she and Thomas worked together ten

years ago. Nearly three months later, he
was confirmed by the U.S. Senate by a

vote of .52-48 in a tumultuous confirma-
tion process.

PHOTO: Courwsy of RM Photo

FH' III) Courtesy of RM Photo PHOTO: Courtesy of RM Photo
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PHOra Courtesy of RM Photo

Top: Secretary of State James A. Baker
III was President Bush's representative

on many diplomatic trips. A Middle
Eastern peace conference was an at-

tempt to gain lasting peace. Above: The
New York Stock Exchange was closing

over the 3,000 mark on a regular basis

for most of the year. Retrospect 173



Right: At the begining of his com-
mencement remarks, Fred Rogers
looked into the sky and said, "It cer-

tainly is a beautiful day in this

neighborhood." His comment
brought laughter and applause from
the crowd. Rogers is best known for

his children's television program
Mr. Rogers Neighborhood. The
show has made the saying "It's a

beautiful day in the neighborhood."
familier to generations of children.

Fred Rogers received an honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters Honoris
Causa from lUP. Below: Nobody
can be certain why graduates wave
from their seats at commencement.
Maybe they are waving to friends or

family, or perhaps they are waving
good-bye. They're probably doing a

little of both.

^^y

PHOTO: Carl Eakin
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Left & Below: In an effort to stand

out from the thousands of other

graduates many students express

their individuality with messages

atop their mortarhoards. Some of

the messages are a simple note of

thanks to those who have helped the

graduate make it to this day. Other

messages are meant to inform every-

one as to the degree which has been
earned.

PHOTO. Carl Eakin PHOTO: Carl Eakin

Left; Friends make the years of college

bearable. At the end of all of the work

they are the best people with which to

celebrate

PHOTO: Carl Eakir
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Concept and Photos

Tony Piccioni

The annua] Senior Swing-Out Coronatidn Festival of 19.'i4 was a special event because it was
the first time the new outdoor theater on East Campus would be used.

Plans for the theater had begun in 1948. but due to more pressing concerns, construction had
to be put on hold until spring of 1954. The total cost of the project was $3,000.

Designer William Clark provided seating room for 1,0(X), and the original plans included
permanent seats for 500.

Because the J.S. Mack Foundation was a major donor of construction costs. William E.Pratt,
president of the school, proposed ".J.S. Mack Ampitheater" to grace the entrance door. It is

unclear exactly when it was named Flagstone Theater. The name probably originated with the
Pennsylvania flagstone walks and stage, which measures 25 by 10 feet.

The 1954, in a discussion of the area formerly known as "East Campus," said this:

"What tales those waving branches could tell! They have seen many sights: biology field

trips, freshmen initiations, the first snowfall of the year, the first spring crocus. They have
watched the hand-holding set return after dates.... They have welcomed the students in the fall

and waved good-bye in the spring." -Lynda Bernard and Linda Mest

PHOTO: Oak Archives

Back in 1938, the lUP marching band held their practices on the grass in front of Breezedale.
Hidden by trees, Breezedale is a Victorian mansion built between 1865 and 1868 by James Sutton, brother to .John

Sutton.

In 1899, it was sold to John P. Elkin who later became a Pennsylvania Supreme Court judge. Formerly a private
residence, Breezedale was acquired by lUP in 1947, where it served as a dormitory, and was later used by the art
department. In the 1970s, it was placed on the National Register of Historic Places. After two years of renovations
such as electric, gas, water, and restrooms, Breezedale's doors opened to the public in 1989.
James D. VanTrump, in Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine article said. "All too often. ..such Victorian

houses are thoughtlessly demolished and become merely fading memories supported by dogeared photographs and
neglected records in public or private archives."

*£.
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MiilO: Tony Piccioni
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PHOTO: Oak Archives

There was a time when two maintenance staffers would work all winter growing
flowers, plants and ferns indoors at the lUP greenhouse. When the first signs of

spring appeared, they would transplant the fruits of their labor to the many flower

gardens around campus.

"Those days we had a beautiful, well-maintained campus," said Gould Schrock ot

the biology department.

The university found this enterprise to be too expensive and for this reason, the

university decided to tear down the greenhouse in 1970.

Schrock said the biology department wanted a new greenhouse outside Weyandt
Hall, but the only land available for their use was where the old greenhouse was
located, so it was built there the same year it was demolished.

It is unclear when the old. gothic-looking greenhouse was built. This picture was
taken in 1937. The original antique glass was salvaged and now surrounds several

pictures in wooden frames hanging in Weyandt Hall.

The new, three-room building is now used as a teaching facility where classes are

held and research projects are conducted. A security screen was also installed Inside

the windows to prevent break-ins.

The total cost of the new building was less than $20,000, according to Schrock. -

Linda Mest

PHOTO T..



PHOTO: Oak Archives

Behind Sutton Hall in 1948 one could enter the gates and follow the driveway all

the way to the building. The driveway wound around a small grassy plot and exited

along the side of Fisher Auditorium. This picture was taken when Sutton Hall was

Its biggest, but this was not the original design of the building.

The John Sutton Hall that stands today was built in 1873 and follows the original

design.

As the Indiana Normal School grew in its first decades. Sutton Hall was expand-

ed to meet the school's needs for more dormiton." and office space.

The demand for Sutton Hall to be a multi-purpose building dwindled as the

university expanded with the mass construction of new buildings throughout the

1960s and early 1970s. In July 1974. Sutton Hall was "approved for demolition"

because it seemed that the building had outlived its usefulness and the costs of

maintenance had become prohibitive.

The entire building seemed doomed until September 1975, when Sutton Hall was

placed on the National Register of Historic Places. This designation made it

possible for the university to receive federal monies for renovation and. subse-

quently, preservation.

Plans began and by the summer of 1979. work had begun. The buildings' annexes

were demolished to make room for a new libran." complex. John Sutton Hall was

then returned to its original design through a complete restoration project that was

completed by November 1981.

Today, the entrance to the back of Sutton Hall opens into a parking lot for Clark

Hall. The grassy plot is now the site of Stapleton Library and the driveway wraps

around the side of Sutton Hall said exits at the corner of Grant Street and Pratt

Drive.

John Sutton Hall is recognized as a national landmark. -L>Tida Bernard and

Tony Piccioni

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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lUP's Pizza House has not alwayn been what it in today.

As in true of most buildings on and around campus, this corner store has survived several changes, both in name and in what

students could find inside. Before the sign "F*izza House" hung above the door, Lucy's University Inn could be seen frtim the Oak

drove, as pictured here in 197:i. However, before the 7()s. "Lefty Raymond's College Inn" appeared there, following it's grand

opening in I9(i6. Kven earlier. Deed's Restaurant graced the corner of Oakland Avenue and lOth Street around 19-19 and was

commonly known as "The Varsity drill." This building's history has been traced all the way back to 1913, when Sharkey's

Restaurant was the local hangout where students could find Aunt Clara's homemade pies, cakes and sandwiches. Since this little

building emerged long before most of those on the campus of the teacher's college, it certainly has stood the test of time to witness

many transformations on the campus facing it and in itself as well. -Lynda Bernard and Linda Meat

PHOTO: Oak Archivea

l'H(tro Oak Archives

When walking through Stapleton Library one may not realize they could enter another without ever going

out-side. That building, known as the Rhodes R. Stabley Library, now houses technical and media services in

Stapleton Library.

Stabley. built in 1959, was named after the chairman of the English-Speech Department from 1941 until 1958.

As can be seen in the old picture, the sign on the Inside of the library used to be exposed to the elements, but is

now protected by Stapleton Library.

The new library building is named after Patrick -L Stapleton. ,Ir.. chairman of the lUP Council of Trustees and

state senator.

In the dedication ceremony of Stapleton Library on Oct. 10. 1981. Stapleton said, "(the library) represents the

last chance students will have to learn that there are delights, deeper and more lasting, beyond the television

screen...."
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Abel, Greg 43

Abele, Chris 142

Abernethy, Kelly 67

Acker, George 131

Acquaro, Keri 96

Adamrovich, Doug 61

.\dains. Amy 114

Adams, Jodi 165

Adams, Michelle 128

Adams-Hilton, Nava 30

Adaisson, Jennifer 67

Adriaanse, Deiter 188

Afsaher, Ali 69

Allen, .Anthony 147

Allen, Ashley 159

Allen, Darci 67

Allen, Tony 122

Alston, Wadeea 165

Alt, Michelle 101

Alucci, Tony 61,63

Alwine, Sabrina 154

Ammons, Audrey 159

Anderson, Heather 94

Anderson, Mary 122, 148

Anderson, Tracy 148

Andres, BethAnn 148

Apple, Heather 71

Archibald. Michelle 135

Ashbaugh, Leslie 101

Asuncion, Redante 131

Augustine, Amy 89

Augustis, Loucas 142

Aversa, Victor 117

Bach, Chris 69

Bache, Roseanne 128

Bachy, Gregory 159

Bailey, .John 148

Eialasekaran, Govindasamy 66, 67

Balabach, Angie 130

Balke, Chris 103

Ballog, Mark 135

Balouris, Athena 50

Banks, Claire 165

Banocy, Jill 148

Barbiere. Adrienne 95

Barosh. Michele 159

Barry. Matthes 66

Barth. Melissa 101, 154

Batenburg, Ted 122

Bates, Jen 117

Batey, Melissa 159

Battaglia, Gina 154

Baughman, Amy 79

Bauroann, Randy 61

Baylock, Mark 111

Beard. Melissa 159

Beatty, William 142

Beck, Adam 165

Beck, Jennifer 148

Becker, John 159

Beckfield, Angela 165

Bednar. Karen 123

Beigle. Christina 97, 103

Beishline, Kimberlv 154

Bek, Scott 165

Belich, Lisa 1,54

Bclke, Tammy 148

Bellerillo. Natalie 154
Benbow, James 61

Bendick, Lisa 79

Benner, Christopher 153

Berbigier, Tina 97

Berdell, Jen 97, 103. 142
Bergesen. Laura 102

Bernard, Lynda 114

Bertolino, Kathryn 154

Bertrand, Jeff 135

Besecker, Nicole 148

Betchyk, Robert 159

Belts, Diane 142

Beyer, Gwynn 148

I ie Oak

Bheddah, Karen 97

Bickel, Barbara 97, 159

Biddle, Tammy 117

Bidne, K.G. 110

Biro, Sean 61

Bish. Bradley 159

Blackley. Linda 159

Blasko. Trisha 95

Blatt, Rebecca 165

Bleil. Lisa 165

Blitzstein. Eric 142

Blosky. Beth 44

Blucas, Kristen 129, 159

Bobich, Jeff 118, 119

Boch, Terri 159

Bodnar, Christi 123

Boekel, Brian 142

Boer, Astrid 160

Boggie, Jefferey 154

Bogler, David 142

Bombatch, Renee 165

Bompiani, Lisa 124, 131

Bonito, Valerie 117

Bonnett, Brad 61

Booher. Lori 148

Book, Dorothy 127

Book, Joseph 142

Borgo, Steve 61

Boring. Barry 117

Borowicz. Beth 117

Bosco, Michael 154

Botdorf, Christy 130

Bower, Joseph 66

Bowlin, Tim 39

Bowman, .Amy 21

Bowman. Thomas 142

Boyd, Mitchell 154

Boyd. Natalie 96

Boyer, Troy 131

Boyerinas. Bernard 160

Boyles. Heather 160

Bozzo. Andy 61

Bradburg. Michelle 120

Bradford. Stephanie 160

Brandenburg. Teresa 160

Brant. Ed 124

Braught. Chuck 135

Breddah. Karen 97

Brennan. Deb 71

Brezina. Karen 160

Brickell. Sharon 165

Bridges. James 154

Brigamen. Matt 135

Brinkman. John 120, 186

Bristol, James 154

Brooks, Charlie 61

Brooks, Tamika 71

Brosious, Tony 120

Brown, Helen 135

Brown, Jack 135

Brown, Jackie 129

Brown, Reece 61

Brown, Tammy 117

Bucher, Drew 160

Buck, Louis 160

Budash, SUcy 117

Bulger, Michelle 165

Bunk, Eric 114

Bunke, Katrina 101

Burckell, Lisa 160

Burkhardt, Janet 142

Burkheimer. .Andrea 101

Burkley. Michael 124

Burkley, Richard 142

Burns, James 142

Burrows. Melanie 94. 135

Bush, Tracey 122

Butler. Donna 114. 115. 128

Butner. Kelly 96. 165

Butt, N'adeem 142

Buzzelli. M'Lisa 165

e
Cacko, Michele 44
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Ronzano, Robert 146

Rook, Nikki 167

Roos, Erin 95

Roosa, Deborah 146

Rosenberg, Tim 133

Rosenberger-Valenti. Julia 152

Rosenstell, Tracy 152

Roskos. Rebecca 152

Ross, Jason 92, 103

Ross. Kelly 1.54

Roth, Joe 125

Roth. Wendy 114

Rowles. Mike 69

Rowley. John 1.52

Rucinski, Debbie 96

Rudd, Kelly 152

Rullo. Gina 163

Runfola, Tom 133

Rusella, Joe 130

Rusnak, Sharon 128

Russell. Steve 61

Russell. Michelle 129

Kutenear, Mary 152

Ryan, Tracey 128, 152

Saad. Joe 69

Sabo, Tracy 163

Sabol, Darrin 167

Sabola, P»ul 106, 124

Sacco, Sharon 167

Sakal, Stftcey 152

Ssiamojie, Letisha 124

^ai^^iriutic-i.^, Syed 146
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Saliani, Angela 163

Sally. Sally 124

Sample. Kirstin 117, 163

Sandy, Amy 158

Sanna, Joseph 158

Santinski, Jenn 97

Santoro. Jeff 152

Sarnacki, Tracy 130

Sarvis, Mary 167

Satzger. Kristine 152

Sauerwein, Amber 135

Saurborn, Terry 61

Savel, Frannie 117

Saytor, Cory 104

Sayre. Mary 167

Scalzone, Cindy 130

Scanlan, Bryan 69

Schade. Robert 146

Schantz, Paul 116

Scherrah. Dawn 130, 163

Schiffer. Deanna 167

Schipani, Brian 61

Schlemmer, Bobbi 158

Schley, Leigh 163

Schmidt. Renee 152

Schmitt, Christine 152

Schneeweis, EUse 97

Schneider. Melissa 130

Schoeler. Heidi 158

School. Erik 124

Schrecengoest, Mark 69

Schreiber, Doug 61

Schultz, Erik 146

Schumann, Chris 124

Schweizer, Karen 152

Schwerzler. Laura 152

Schwirian. Stephanie 123

Sclesky. Kathy 95

Scott. Judith 164

Scott, Tom 92

Scott, Tracy 67

Scouvart, Michelle 97

Scripps, Amy 94

Scurry. Sheila 158

Seagrist, Matthew 164

Seal, Angela 158

Seezox. Stacy 152

Segletes. Ted 114

Seibert. Dianne 135, 164

Selmanoff, Brenda 101

Senger, Nancy 95

Serafin, Jennifer 164

Sesay, Hanna 41

Seymore. Randy 103

Shade. Susie 124

Shafer, Tricia 130

Shaffer. Kyle 125

Shaffer. Leslie 164

Shaffer. Marcy 96

Shaffer. Michelle 146

Shamitko, Ron 152

Shandley. Chris 125

Shandy, Jennifer 152

Shankie, Eric 152

Sharp. Diane 158

Sharp. Michelle 101

Shaw. Kim 79

Shea, Colleen 152

Sheaffer. Janet 128

Sheaffer, Stephanie 146

Sheffler, Karen 124

Sheffler. Laura 124, 152

Shellenberger. Teresa 152

Sheridan. Maureen 130

Shideler. Dave 69

Shields, Eric 152

Shields, Mark 120

Shileds. Mandi 146

Shoberg. Kathy 96

Shollenberger. Jill 21

Sholley, Teresa 117

Shoop. Stephanie 164

Shortencarrier. Lea 152

Shue. Amy 158

Sicilia. Franco 118, 119

Siddiqui. Shariq 146

Silberstein. Joseph 158

Simmons. Bonnie 117

Simmons. Jayne 94

Simmons, Leah 79

Simon, Christopher 146

Simpson, Pete 61

Sims, Eric 61

Sims. KrisU 122

Sipos, Nicole 32

Sjoberg. Heidi 89

Skarbek. Dana 94, 128

Skebeck, Lori 71. 158

Sledge. Christopher 61

Sleight, Kristen 158

Slonaker. Dawn 122. 152

Small, Lisa 75

Smeltzer. Todd 158

Smith. April 100

Smith. Bill 130

Smith. Brian 130, 164

Smith, Bruce 125

Smith, Candace 158

Smith, Derrick 61

Smith. Diane 154

Smith, Glenn 154

Smith. JeMone 61

Smith. Marcus 61

Smith, Molly 100

Smith, Robert 61

Smith, Shannon 164

Smith. Shelby 97

Smith. Sylvia 101

Smith. Tara 131

Sninski. Lori 50

Snyder, Chris 117

Snyder. Nancy 131

Soflarsky. Lori 117. 167

Solock. Sandra 146

Sorce. Denise 164

Soule. Robert 164

Sousley, Susan 1.58

Spanik. Kristen 122. 132, 152

Spratt, Stephen 131

Sprowls, Paula 164

Spurlin, Chris 66

Stahl. Katherine 164

Stahley, Deborah 96. 167

Staiger, Tracy 152

Stancliff. Chris 95

Stancliff. Lynn 164

Stanczak. Doug 122

Statler. Laura 1.30

Staton. Margaret 103

Stauffer, Jenn 1.34. 135

Sleekier. Christine 96

Steeber, Scott 133

Steinbach. Susan 1.52

Steis, Amy 40

Stephan, Jeremy 118

Stern, CathieJo'96. 103. 146

Stevenson, Kris .50

Stevenson, Richard 61, 146

Stewart, Omar 61

Stiles. Jodi 146

Stipetic, Scott 128

Stish. Bethanne 135

Storace, Laura 101

Storti, Anthony 103

Stothart, Wendy 130, 152

Stover. Craig 146

Stringent. Mary 158

Strittmatter, Cindy 117

Strittmatter, Leslie 130

Stuart. Mart 66

Stubbs. Michelle 128

Sutch. Tom 125

Svetz, Christine 167

Swatski, Gwendolen 158

Swedler. Kathleen 158

Sweeder, Charles 146

Sweet. Robert 146

Swick, Amy 130

Szybist, Lynn 114, 115
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Tacker. Trisha 135. 146

Taiani, Suzanne 21, 101

Tallyen. .Icisephine 152

Tan. Haiching 146

Tangertti. Renee 89

Tao. I.inh 94

Tale. Kristen 96

Tate. Shelly 94

Taylor. Amy 128

Taylor. David 167

Taylor, Tomar 61

Teilado. Liza 123

Temple. Steffen 69

Tern. Horng 167

Terry. Erinn 154

Terza. Amy 152

Tham. SauMei 147

Theis. Robert 129. 147

Theodore. Thomas 152

Thomas. Amy 95

Thomas. Christie 50

Thomas. Gillian 118

Thomas. Heather 96

Thompson. Lori 167

Thompson. Monica 117

Thorburn. Mark 69

Thorington, Damond 61

/v

Tigani, Christina 154

Toner, .James li>8

Torchia. Cathy 79

Townson, Bill 66

Tracewski. Nicole 130

Tramontan. Craig 147

Trask. Bernice 131

Treichler. Laura 89

Trexler. Karin 94

Trugillio. Ceci 97

Tulenko. (Gregory 158

Turnab. Jeff 61

Turner, .Jon 147

Turner, Theo 61

Tweedy, Kimberly 158

Tyson. Kamal 61

U
Uhrich, Jim 124. 135

Urani. Linda 152

I'rbanski. Nanette 158

1/
Vagley, Jen 94

Valone. Laurie 130

Vela. .Joe 125

Verbecken. Michelle 158

Vereb. Patrick 61

Verna. Nick 138

Vandenberg. Cary 158

VanDruff. Jennifer 75

VanDyke. Chrissie 99. 164

VanDyke. Rachel 101

V'anisko. Linda 158

Varconda. Tracey 147

Vargo, Kd 122

Varley. Carolyn 94, 164

Vaubel, Dana 96

Veahman, Diane 130

Vero. Kim 131

Verzinski. Becky 164

Vescio. Donna 152

Veverka. Keith 117

Villarial. Chris 61

Vinglas, Lynette 152

Vivino, Maria 158

Vogel, Mary 95

Voithofer, Jason 61

Volz. Kimberley 158

Vukelich. Cindy 102, 103

\\adsworth. Joseph 164

Wagner. Amy 164

Wagner. Christine 152

Wagner. Danielle 164

Wagner. Wendy 167

Walkemeyer, Heather 75

Walker, Keri 97

Wallace, Anne 101

Wallace. Barbara 164

Wallace. Cassandra 147

Wallace. Jen 97

Wallace, Marcus 118

Walls, Vonda 165

Walsh, Kelly 96

Walter, Hope 130

Waiters, Christie 97

Walters. Jen 71

Wanat, Stephen 147

Wansak, Carolyn 75

Ward, Sean 135

Ward, Tammy 159

Washington, .^my 153

Washington, Cathy 121

Washington, Sirita 153

Wasler, Renee 165

Wasson, Lora 96

Watkins, Kimberly 165

Watson, Michele 153

Wawrenzika, Jeff 65

Weaver, Sherri 97

Webber, Dana 165

Weber. Allison 121

Weber. Cheryl 122, 132, 153

Wechs, Holly 117, 154

Wechs, Jen 117, 159

Weible, Joe 108

Weidner, Shannon 153

Weir, Valerie 153

Weisenstein, Lisa 159

Weiss, Brady 117

Weitkamp, Greg 147

Wenning, Kelley 67. 165

Wensel. Ken 66

Wert2. Tara 75

Wesol. Deanna 103

West. Laura 117

Westover. Linda 96, 105, 129, 167

Wheeler, Dan 1.35

Whitby. Steve 135, 189

White. Benjamin 153

White, Johnny 61

White, Josie 96

White. Laurie 153

Whitmore. Rich 69

Whitney. Reece 147

Widmann. Kurt 154

Wilbanks. Angela 154

Wiley. Michelle 165

Williams. Elizabeth 165

Williams, Jody 100

W'illiams, Melissa 131

Williams, Michael 147

Williams. Tiffany 117

Willis. Lauren 94, 129

Wills, Melissa 153

Wilson, Joy 154

Wilt, Stephanie 95

Windhorst. Kristin 130

Wingo, MaryAnn 117

Winslo, Tim 66

Wise. Becky 94

Witherow. Sharon 147

Witkowski. Mark 165

Wolf. Amy 165

Womack, Derrick 122. 132

Wong. Alvin 147

Wood. Ivor 120. 159

Woodring. Philip 167

Wo<>d.s, Mike 61

Woods. Scott 61

Wooster. Melissa 99, 109

Work. Joseph 147

Worling, Delvin 147

Worst, Melissa 147

Wray, Scott 117, 159

Wright, Diana 94

Wright. Lisa 96

Wright. Pernell 29

Wright, Teri 95

Wyandt. Stacey 66

?
Yacameli. Kerry 61

Yadav. Maheep 153

Yavorka, Jody 153

Yeager, Leah 130. 159

Yenchi, Marsha 95

Yoshizawa, Shinji 165

Young, Camela 159

Young, Chuck 61

Young. Kelly 96

Yoxall. Joyce 147

Yurko, Mellissa 96

Zaffino. Tim 39

Zakrzwski. Mary 167

Zaman, Sharjil 165

Zambrana. Marieel 97

Zanardelli, Andrea 100. 102, 103 110

Zandi, Thomas 147

Zavar, Kristen 153

Zavatsky, John 61

Zedick. Susan 153

Zelinko. MaryBeth 147

Zieger. Hope 123

Ziegler, Teri 97

Ziminski. Michele 96. 102, 103, 114, 165

Zinobile, Mike 61

Zoglmann, Laurie 122, 153

Zou, Han 167

Zulkosky, Kate 67

Zurovchak, Jill 147

Zvelany. Sherry 101
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Going a Long Way Together
The Student Co-op and You

HUB Ijiformation Desk
357-2590

HUB Recreation Center
349-7903

Co-op Store
349-1194

PHOTO Tony Piccioni

Above; John Brinkman, a safety science

major from Imperial, PA, seemed a bit

shocked at the idea of having his pic-

ture taken. John was known by his

friends for his sharp, dry wit and his

classic "one-liners." Right: During a

traditionally wet Saturday football

game, three members of Alpha Phi
Omega seemed to be the only people
enjoying themselves.

PHO'l O. St..U C. Ua
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Left: Who will ever forget the task of

scheduling for classes? Keeping your
fingers crossed in hopes of finding the

section number you need absent from
the listing of closed sections. That anxi-

ety would almost immediately be re-

placed with the fear of not being able to

schedule the class fast enough in order

to avoid its closing. Below: Davor pho-
tographer Tim Valecce visited the lUP
campus several times this year for

scheduled senior portraits. Tim took

time out of his busy shooting schedule
for the Oak photography editor to take

his picture.

Aztec Travel

Service

649 Philadelphia Street

Indiana, PA 15701

(412) 349-1740

Newman Center

A Roman Catholic Community
All are welcome to come ami give thanks each week.

1200 Oakland Ave., Indiana, PA 15701

(412-463-2277)

Mass: Saturday 5:00 p.m.

Sunday 10a.m. and 1130a m
Confession: Saturday 330 p.m till 4:30 p m.,

or anytime by appointment

Center Open: 8:00 a m until 11:00 p.m , seven days a week

The OAK staff would
like to extend their

thanks and best wishes
to the graduating

seniors who helped to

bring the University
and its community the
memories of your

years at lUP.

Our graduating staff members:

lony Piccioni

Michele Ziminski PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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Compliments of

KocKcster &
VDittsburgK

|~^ COAL COMPANY

FOUNDED 1881

Indiana, PA

PHOTO Tony Piccioni

Above: Members of the lUP Marching band has been complimented on its per-

Band move down Philadelphia Street formances wherever it goes. Right: Dex-
near the Indiana Library at the begin- ter Adriaanse sells tickets for the Activ-

ning of the Homecoming Parade. ities Board's debut of Spinal Tap's
Known as the "Beast of the East" the movie and compact disc.

PHOTO: Tony Piccioni
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SIPOS CAMERA
CENTER

1049 Philadelphia St.

465-8551
Indiana, PA

•Shirts " p,essin6

•iV.

Shoe 4 2^ ^-"hen^-rj^

Clcanpn: Hftlin:

^Piir

Mon. -Fn 7:30- 5:30;S.t 9-1
Dnve - Thru Window Service

Laundromat Hnursr
Mon. - Sun 7.30 a m - 9 p m (last load 8 p m.)

Attendant on duly 10 a.m 'Ul do6e

MILNER'S DRY CLEANERS & LAUNDROMAT
7 th & Wayne Avenue (acroas from Giant EaKle)349 -9441



PHOTO: Carl K^kin

Above: A message atop one mortar-
board speaks volumes for all lUP grad-

uates. Right: Walking along a familiar

path, not as a student, but as an alum-
na.

m.

^^-^ robably one of the most
L^ common phrases as May
' approaches is "Outta Here!"

One may even say it is the victory

cry for thousands of graduating

seniors. Yet, no matter how hard
one tries it is impossible to

completely leave lUP. Physically

the graduates are gone; scattered

to the four winds. Yet they leave

something just as valuable as

what they take with them. One
leaves with goals and ambitions

and leaves behind a little bit of

their natural style for those who
will follow. They may never again

set foot on the campus, but then,

they never really left in the first

place. -Carl Eakin ^
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1992 Patrons
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Adams
Lance & Maria Alexander

Wadeea K. Altson

Mr. & Mrs C. Wm Besecker

Rebecca L. Blatt

Mr. & Mrs. John E. Bleil

Eric Blitzstein

Brian's Parents

Mr. & Mrs. Marty Boekel

Jim & Sue Bombatch
Joy & George Bradford

Robert & Jennie Cochran
William & Nancy Conklin

Staci, Rich, Noah &
Lauren

Rev. & Mrs. Nicholas Salios

Mr. & Mrs. Paul Cortese

Mom, Dad, Brian, Joe and
Eddie Day

,

Teresa Evens ^ ;i= v

Mr. & Mrs. Marvin E. Fishel

The Thomas. Gabud Family

Mr. & Mrs. Todd Greiner

Congratulations and Love
Nick & Sylvia Hanna

Robert A. Hoffman
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Houy
Mr. & Mrs. James Jeschonek

Carol A. Junker

Mr. & Mrs. C. E. Kilbert Jr.

Nicholas & Jane Kolb
Mr. & Mrs. Harry F. Kunselman
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Kunselman
The Dennis Long Family
Kathy Lorenzen & Charity

Mr. & Mrs. F. S. MacFarland

Carole Mahon
Forrest Mahon Sr.

Michael, Carol and Lisa Martin

Mr. & Mrs. Joseph McMullen
Mr. & Mrs. Donald G. Meade
Michael Moughan
John Nath-
"You should be so proud" ::

Love. Mom and Dad
Catherine Navoney
From, Mom and Dad

Ohler Family v.':
;

Bob & Rose Perrier

Philadelphia Steel Drum
.

>^

Company, Inc. \ i v^ ;-

Terry L. RoUman
Don & Kathy Sakal

JoAnne & Paul Sayae
Congrats Glenn-
From your Parents

Mr. & Mrs. Dudley Smythe Jr.

Rev. & Mrs. Jerome Stevenson
Wilmer & Gloria Stiles

Dr. & Mrs. Charles Stover

David & Carol

Cheryle L. Terry
To DJ- Love ya,

Mom, Dad & Connie
Mr. & Mrs. John Tramontano Jr.

Harry & Susan Varley

Rick'White
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Winslow
Mr. & Mrs. Jud Zavar
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